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ABSTRACT

Author: Kuo, Shih-Ping PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Graphic Design Students’ Development of Adaptive Expertise in Ideation Strategies
Major Professor: Marisa Exter, & Jennifer Richardson
This exploratory study uses the convergent design of mixed methods to integrate adaptive expertise
theory to study how individual student participant from graphic design or non-graphic-design
majors to solve a novel ideation problem in graphic design. Adaptive expertise includes six
dimensions: metacognition, flexibility, dynamic knowledge, ability to welcome challenges,
efficiency and deep understanding of the domain knowledge, and multiple perspectives. Those are
desired qualities for a learner to stand out in the global market that are constantly changing with
complex challenges. Thirty undergraduate students participated in this study. This study aims to
answer four questions: types of graphic design tool and strategies selection and reasoning,
similarities and differences among four participant groups, influences of participants’ performance
from the prior-experiences, and other potential preconceptions and situations to their reasoning.
Four results are identified. Frist, 11 rationales contributed to participants to make their tool usage
decision and strategies. Second, participant with more varieties of prior experiences in graphic
design would potentially have significantly higher confidence level in their adaptive expertise.
Third, participants who performed better in this study, obtained more thorough reflection in design
thinking. This result shows that this task requires domain-dependent expertise. Forth, participants’
performance found affected by several non-cognitive preconceptions such as uncertain challenges,
adapting in the new work space, and stress management. Future studies need to increase the
number of participants to potentially increase statistical significance of the results, and to identify
the relationship among factors that affect participants’ performance and exhibition of adaptive
expertise. Implications of this study suggests the need to expose learners to diverse types of graphic
design experiences and novel tasks/contexts.
Keywords: graphic design, adaptive expertise, and ideation
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Overview of the Problem
While I was conducting a study for my master’s thesis, I visited an elementary school art
classroom that integrated technology into the curriculum. About 30 fifth grade students were asked
to use graphic design software to design an innovative collage that synthesized ancient Chinese
crafts with children’s own imagination. I noticed many students staring at the monitors for 15-20
minutes, not sure how to come up with ideas, even though the teacher had provided training in the
software being used and had explained the task. The students’ experience of “getting stuck” was
like my own experience of initial brainstorming for the design of a logo, flyers, greeting cards and
so on. I became curious about what happen to identify the similarities and different qualities s
during that stage of generating ideas.
In the beginning of my Ph.D. program, I had an opportunity to explore this phenomenon
again in graphic design education. I visited two graphic design classes, and coincidently, I found
out the stage of concept generation (ideation) was recognized as the most difficult stage from a
survey of 65 undergraduate students in two computer graphic design classes. My research team
explored this phenomenon in more depth and noticed that student designers faced challenges in
either “coming up with creative and original ideas” or “generating (a) wide range of concepts in
the conceptualization/ideation stage” (Rui, Kuo, & Strobel, 2014).
Ideation is an important, yet difficult, initial stage of the graphic design process (Condoor,
Shankar, Brock, Burger, & Jansson, 1992; Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Rui, Kuo, & Strobel, 2012).
According to many design education and creativity research studies these types of ideation
problems (inability to generate creative, wide-ranging ideas) are usually linked to the issue of
fixation, or rigidity in problem solving (Purcell & Gero, 1996; Hatchuel, Le Masson, & Weil,
2011; McLellan & Nicholl, 2011; Cross, 2001).
This fixation issue may happen to both expert and novice designers. Designers with
fixation issues tend to solve every problem with a specific tool, reasoning/thinking pattern, or
procedure. They might simply memorize problem-solving procedures from prior experience,
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without understanding the key implicit reasoning for using certain tools or strategies. The
designers who tend to fixate cannot alter their strategies when given new types of problems. They
lose efficiency and cannot adapt or transfer the prior knowledge into the new task with ease. A
conversation with Dr. Johannes Strobel, my first adviser, led me to review literature on adaptive
expertise to find potential reasons for and solutions to this problem. Those student designers who
are fixed upon solving one type of problem (generating one type of graphic solution), or using one
approach/tool to generate creative graphic design, resemble the description of routine expertise,
the opposite of adaptive expertise.
Adaptive expertise means not only being well-grounded in a specialized field, but also able
to apply and transform disciplinary knowledge flexibly and innovatively into new contexts
(Inagaki & Hatano, 1987). In contrast, routine expertise consists of using certain types of solutions
to solve specific problems efficiently and accurately in a fixed context, in which consistency and
stability are preferred (Verschaffel, Luwel, Torbeyns, & Van Dooren, 2009). Routine and adaptive
expertise each have their own strengths. Routine expertise is efficient and grounded with deep
domain knowledge and skills in solving one specific type of problem. However, currently, adaptive
expertise and lifelong learning are desirable goals in any field of education, due to the rapidly
changing nature of information communication technology and constantly evolving demands of
global job markets (Martin, Petrosino, Rivale, & Diller, 2006).
The above studies on ideation help us understand that the quality of design thinking and
the ability to integrate effective ideation formation tools and strategies improve the desired results
during the ideation stage, resulting in higher quantity or greater frequency of creative ideas.
However, why do some students have high quality design thinking or the ability to quickly adapt
and apply heuristic approaches? Why do some students not have these abilities? What are the
factors, contexts or pre-conceptions that contribute to their development of expertise in these
areas? These questions have not been answered adequately by any of the studies of ideation in
design education.
Bar-Eli (2013) analyzed eight interior design students’ behaviors when solving ideation
problems through sketching. They determined that designers’ design problem solving style could
be categorized into three profiles (realization-oriented, learning-oriented, and design-oriented
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profile). Bar-Eli (2013), like most of the design education studies, based the three profiles on an
analysis of students’ sketching strategies, but provided no further explanation to suggest why
designers make their decisions. Jonson (2005) studied 12 designers’ tool usage behaviors in
ideation. He found that specific characteristics of the nature of tasks, such as time pressure or
clients’ expectations, would affect designers’ selection of ideation tools. For example, designers
who are confident in their hand sketching skills can easily edit a hand-sketch on the fly during a
client meeting to immediately illustrate an idea to the stakeholders. On the other hand, designers
who assume that stakeholders prefer to see preliminary ideas in a form that is close in appearance
to the “finished” product tend to use computers to create drafts. Many designers agreed that without
the pressure of time and clients’ expectations, would like to do more with freehand sketching to
develop ideas.
Studies on adaptive expertise studies (Barnett & Koslowski, 2002; Pandy et al., 2004;
Martin & Schwartz, 2009), found that individuals with certain learning styles, reasoning styles,
and work experience can enhance their ability to transfer prior knowledge and skills into new
problems. For example, Barnett & Koslowski (2002) in business research investigated general
reasoning capacities, and effects from prior training/workplace experiences (Barnett & Koslowski,
2002). Martin & Schwartz (2009) in sciences identified two learning natures, fault-driven and
proactive learning natures, would affect the expression of adaptive expertise.
In this study, in addition to analyzing the graphics to explain the tool usages, reasoning
behind using tools, and heuristic strategies, I use the current findings on adaptive expertise as the
foundation to explore the potential factors and pre-conceptions that might influence students’ tool
selection and reasoning during ideation. The findings of this study can help enrich our current
understanding of ideation in design education beyond tool usage and graphic formation analysis,
to explore the potential hidden reasons that affect student designers’ design performing.
Meanwhile, most of the current studies of adaptive expertise are in STEM education subject areas,
such as math and engineering. This study can offer results from non-STEM disciplines to expand
design education’s current understandings of adaptive expertise.
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Research Purpose
The purpose of this study is to help design educators understand why and how students
select tools and strategies to solve ideation problems, how their own adaptive expertise qualities
affect their ideation performance, what factors or preconceptions result in their tool selection and
ideation performance, and how the qualities of adaptive expertise in general contribute to their
ideation performance.
This study is intended to answer a broader question of whether more diverse
learning/design experiences, with or without formal graphic design training, can enhance
flexibility and creativity in solving novel graphic design problems (i.e., the development of more
fluent, innovative and adaptive manners in generating ideas). Furthermore, I have focused on the
selection of tools, tool use, and idea formation strategies during the ideation process. I seek to
explore and explain the similarities and differences between four groups of participants who have
different graphic design education and training backgrounds. The study results should present a
set of factors that would students’ ideation performance and their development of adaptive
expertise in graphic design.
Research Methods and Participants
I selected a convergent mixed method design to address the research questions. My study
combined two approaches: (a) evaluating participants’ performance on one design ideation task in
a quasi-experimental context, and (b) interviews of participants about their ideation process in the
experimental design task, as well as their reported approach to design projects previously
encountered. The specifications of the design project given to participants were intended to provide
valuable contextual information to understand the factors that influence design strategy selection
and implementation. The novel design problem was presented to the participants in a controlled
laboratory context, to examine how different design experiences affect the ways students approach
the challenge of drafting solutions.
The participants in my study were either student designers involved in graphic design
projects in classes (the experimental group), or similar students who had not taken classes
involving graphic design projects (the control group). Specifically, participants in this study
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consisted of four groups of undergraduate students. The first group of students was enrolled in a
computer graphic design program housed within the University’s College of Technology (COT).
The second group was enrolled in a fine arts program in the College of Liberal Arts (CLA). The
third group had taken graphic design related courses in both COT and CLA. The fourth group was
from majors unrelated to graphic design and had no formal graphic design education; this group
served as the control group.
The reasons for selecting these four groups of students were based on my pilot study
observation and literature review. I conducted a pilot study from 2010 to 2012 and noticed that
students that I interviewed with both CGT and VCD backgrounds tended to provide more rational,
context-based statements when describing their reasoning in the design process and tool selection.
This result seems to suggest that a designer with inter-disciplinary training or more diverse
experiences would be better aware of how to produce appropriate and sophisticated solutions.
Similarly, a study in the business domain examined the differences between domain experts and
general experts in restaurant business (Barnett & Koslowski, 2002). It found out that general
experts tended to be more open and came up with more innovative solutions.
However, in our daily life, we tend to think that a person with more experiences in one
domain should perform better than the person who has little domain experience. Therefore, I chose
these four groups to examine if this kind of contradictory situation would happen in my study.
Questions Addressed
I tested two hypotheses in this study. The first hypothesis tested whether students who have
formal graphic design training can perform better than those who don’t have formal training.
Secondly, the study asks whether students who have more diverse design experiences can transfer
their design problem-solving skills more effectively to novel problem contexts than students with
limited design experience. The main research questions for the study include:
● What are the tools and strategies that student designers used to conduct the ideation task
designed for this study? Why did they use these tools and strategies?
● What are the differences and similarities between the four groups of participants in their
tools selection and usage, to address a given graphic design ideation task?
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● How does previous design experience influence current reasoning and strategy selection in
the context of this study?
● What other preconceptions and situations influence designers’ reasoning skills and strategy
selection during ideation?
Research Significance
This study of adaptive expertise in graphic design is important for two reasons. First, most
of researches of adaptive expertise are within STEM or business. Study of adaptive expertise in
graphic design can expand our understanding of whether students in fine arts share the same
characteristics of adaptive expertise as those in STEM domains, or if the adaptive expertise of
students in the fine arts is unique.

Secondly, there are currently many studies on ideation in design education which compare
the results of using different tools and strategies for graphic idea formation by analyzing the
graphic results. However, the impact of factors such as prior experience, personal characteristics,
and schooling on designers’ performance has not been studied. Adaptive expertise is a concept
composed of multiple elements, including metacognition, flexibility, multiple perspectives,
welcoming challenges, dynamic knowledge, efficient and appropriate application, and deep
understanding of domain knowledge. Therefore, using the perspective of adaptive expertise can
provide a potential approach to address the current gap in research.
Summary and Overview
This study used a mixed method approach to explore the potential factors and
preconceptions that influence students’ performance in ideation on a graphic design task. Formal
graphic design schooling and types of prior graphic design experiences were tested in this study to
examine whether they lead students to perform better on ideation tasks (evaluated based on the
quantity and quality of ideation drafts generated in a limited time). The study also explored whether
adaptive expertise can perform better in the ideation task given in this study. Students were asked
to self-evaluate their agreement level of exhibiting the six dimensions of adaptive expertise in a
survey after the ideation task (please appendix C, part3). Their artifacts were graded by an artifact
rubric (criteria to score the ideation task, please see appendix F). The correlation was conducted
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to examine the relationship between these two scores (the adaptive expertise and their ideation
task performance).

There are five chapters in this dissertation. Chapter One is an introduction to explain the
research context and problems. Chapter Two is a review of current research related to ideation in
design education, adaptive expertise, and other potential factors and preconceptions that may affect
ideation and the development of adaptive expertise. Chapter Three describes this study’s
methodology. It provides details about the research design, research instruments, and procedures
of data analysis. Chapter Four presents the results of this study by synthesizing both the
quantitative and qualitative data, taken from 30 participants, to address the four main research
questions. Chapter Four also includes in-depth case stories for 10 participants. Chapter Five
summarizes, discusses and explains the implications of the results of this study by integrating
current literature and experts’ comments from graphic design areas. Suggestions for future
research are also provided in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter focuses on four topics relevant to understanding current findings in the
literature related to (a) problem-solving in graphic design, (b) adaptive expertise and its features,
(c) ideation strategies and their challenges during the graphic design processes, and (d) factors and
contexts that impact the development of adaptive expertise.
Graphic Design Education
Graphic design is a field that requires knowledge of aesthetics, communication, and
cultural trends, as well as craftsmanship--using tools and technology to express ideas in twodimensional form (Swanson, 1998). Nowadays, formal training and education for graphic
designers emerges from two different domains: technology and the fine arts.

In general, education and training in a program such as computer graphics design, often
falling within a college of technology, tends to emphasize the knowledge, application, and
management of technology. This approach connects students with knowledge and practices from
other technical design domains, such as designing graphics for engineering problem solving,
drawing graphics for architectural purpose (for example, a blueprint for a house, or internal
structure of a building). Students usually learn through a combination of large-class lecture and
small-group lab practice. The aim of these programs is to prepare students with applicable skills
and knowledge for the needs of a diverse workplace related to graphic design technology.

Schooling in the fine arts, rooted in the liberal arts traditions, tends to encourage students
to acquire initially and continuously build upon a foundation in art, aesthetics, psychology,
sociology, anthropology, and history to broaden and deepen their knowledge and perspective.
Meanwhile, students learn through a studio-based, small-class apprenticeship approach, and
integrate practical, vocational training from specific areas in graphic design, including:
typography, poster design, color aesthetics, and information and communication-technologybased design (web design, animation, etc.).
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These two approaches provide students, practitioners, and educators multiple options in
acquiring knowledge and implementing design ideas. However, graphic design scholars and
educators have observed the limitations of their current educational practice in schools and
workplaces. Studies (Nini, 2006; Cooke, 2006) of graphic design education indicate the need to
train designers in a balanced and adaptive manner to bring about innovation in graphic design.
Scholars have emphasized the need to cultivate transferable skills and knowledge, which can
evolve with the market and social demands that are constantly changing due to new innovations in
communication and information technology (McCoy, 1998; Lee, 2006; Fleischmann & Daniel,
2010). Yang & Hsu (2017) noticed that more and more designers generated similar designs and
neglected the importance to convey messages via original designs by unconsciously overusing the
visual effects resulted from the advancing of graphic technologies.
Graphic Design as Ill-Structured Problem-Solving
Problem-solving is a complex activity engaging cognitive components (concepts, rules),
structural knowledge (information and conceptual networking), ampliative skills (applying
arguments,

analogizing),

metacognitive

skills

(goal

setting,

error

checking,

etc.),

motivation/attitudinal components (engaging intentionally), and knowledge about self
(articulating personal strategies) (Jonassen, 1997, pp. 65-66). For the purposes of this study,
problem-solving is defined as the process of approaching a complex problem, and includes
defining the problem, selecting tools and strategies, generating solutions, evaluating the effects of
the tools, etc. At schools, teachers offer students problems to test their comprehension and
application of knowledge.

There are two types of problem-solving: structured and ill-structured (Jonassen, 1997).
Structured problem-solving usually occurs within the introductory level of learning, in which
deterministic solutions exist for questions and problems. This kind of learning task or problem has
specific solutions, and the problem-solving process will require learners to follow, memorize,
repeat and practice the procedures of problem solving. To give an example in graphic design,
consider students who are given a collage picture that is made by using layers effects. Students
would be asked to imitate that collage picture and make the same one using the given layer effects.
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In structured problem-solving, the solution and process should be consistent with the example the
students were given.

Ill-structured problem-solving occurs in the stage of advanced learning acquisition. “This
is the stage [in which a] learner must attain a deeper understanding of content material, reason with
it, apply it flexibly in diverse contexts” (Spiro, Coulson, Feltovich & Anderson, 1988, p4). One
example is the design of a poster for a world-peace event. There is no single correct solution for
designing the poster or conducting the design process. There would be budget limits and color use
constraints. Each designer’s solution or creativity would be unique. Designers would probably use
the below steps to generate their designs, such as identify the client’s needs, the purpose of the
poster, the intended message of the event, and then create physical drafts to share with the client.
The design process requires a designer to integrate communication, reasoning, and aesthetic
knowledge learned to externalize the solutions and come up with a design that can extend their
creativity, meet all the needs, requirements, and constraints.

Spiro et al. (1988) outlined seven reductive biases (the issue of pervading oversimplification in the development of misconception) in advanced knowledge acquisition and
provided seven theoretical solutions as the remedy, based on a theory of cognitive flexibility. The
context they observed the seven reductive biases is from medical students’ learning in biomedical
science. The seven reductive biases and remedies (Spiro et al 1988, p5-6), please see table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Problems of Advanced Knowledge Acquisition and Cognitive Flexibility Theory
as the Remedy
Problems

Remedies
Avoidance of oversimplification and overregularization.

Oversimplification of complex and irregular

“Demonstrate complexities and irregularities” of

structures

knowledge, and “highlight component interactions,
clearly demonstrate the intricate patterns of
conceptual combination. (p7)”
Multiple representations. Present multiple cases or

Overreliance on a single basis for mental

approaches to a concept can help learners to realize

representation

the limitation on using single basis to understand
complex knowledge.
Centrality of cases

Overreliance on “top down” processing

Adding exemplars/cases with the use of general
principles/abstract concepts
Conceptual knowledge and knowledge-in-use

Context-independent conceptual representation

Attention to how a concept is used when universal
principles across cases are hard to determine

Overreliance on a precompiled knowledge structure
(fixed protocols as recipes for new problems)

Schema assembly (from rigidity to flexibility)
“Different conceptual and precedent case sources to
adaptively fit the situation at hand. (p10 )”
Non-compartmentalization of concepts and cases

Rigid compartmentalization of knowledge
components

(multiple interconnectedness)
“Even if cases need to be focused separately …
connections across cases must also be established”
(p. 10).

Passive transmission of knowledge

Active participation and tutorial guidance, and
adjunct support for the management of complexity

This analysis suggests that what cannot help in solving ill-structured problems, or in
advanced knowledge learning. The flexibility, situation-dependence, connections across cases,
knowledge in application and cases-centeredness may be more suitable approaches to handling illstructured problem-solving. Those qualities also echo the development of adaptive expertise; in
contrast, educational systems usually focus on one preferred way to approach problems in a single
context.
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The following section addresses the role of adaptive expertise in education. Connections
and similarities between adaptive expertise, ill structured problem-solving, and advancedknowledge acquisition will be discussed.
Adaptive Expertise in Education
Adaptive expertise is exemplified in the life-long learner, who has deep, dynamic
knowledge in a specific domain, and is not only efficient at problem-solving, but also displays
innovation and flexibility when solving problems in novel contexts (Barnett & Koslowski, 2002;
Pandy et al., 2004, Schwartz, Bransford, & Sears, 2005; and Martin et al., 2006). Japanese math
educator and scholar Hatano first came up with the term adaptive expertise, defining it as the
opposite of routine expertise, which is only efficient in solving certain types of problems (Hatano
& Inagaki, 1986). Adaptive expertise is further defined as an expertise that is a combination of
factual and conceptual knowledge and includes the ability to transfer that knowledge to new and
novel situations (Barnett & Koslowski, 2002; Pandy et al., 2004).

Martin et al. (2006) identified differences between adaptive expertise and routine expertise,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Routine expertise is represented by the inner oval in Figure 2.1, which lists
the major features of experts in general: They are efficient, know the appropriate application, and
have deep understanding of their mastered field. Adaptive expertise includes both the qualities of
experts in general, as well as meta-cognition, flexibility, multiple perspectives, dynamics in
knowledge and welcoming attitudes towards challenges.
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Figure 2.1. Adaptive expertise versus routine expertise
From “The Development of Adaptive Expertise in Bio-transport,” by T. Martin, A. J. Petrosino,
S. Rivale, and K. R. Diller, 2006, New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 2006(108), pp. 36.
Copyright 2006 by T. Martin, A. J. Petrosino, S. Rivale, and K. R. Diller.

Martin et al. (2006) also explained that time, knowledge, and innovation are three key
components that are essential related to the development of adaptive expertise (see Figure 2.2). In
this trajectory for adaptive expertise, there are three essential dimensions, time, knowledge and
innovation, which will affect the growth and development of adaptive expertise. All three of them
contain positive associations with the development of adaptive expertise. Time is a shared feature
between adaptive expertise and routine expertise. Even if routine expertise can grow the deep
understanding of knowledge along with learning and experience as time goes by, it does not
suggest that development in innovation and creativity will increase with time and experiences. The
development of innovation requires support from other dimensions of adaptive expertise:
flexibility, metacognition, dynamic knowledge, multiple perspectives, and a welcoming attitude
towards challenges. The following section will discuss those dimensions of adaptive expertise and
their connection to innovation.
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Figure 2.2 Developmental trajectory for adaptive expertise
From “The Development of Adaptive Expertise in Bio-transport,” by T. Martin, A. J. Petrosino,
S. Rivale, and K. R. Diller, 2006, New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 2006(108), p 37.
Copyright 2006 by T. Martin, A. J. Petrosino, S. Rivale, and K. R. Diller.
Key Dimensions of Adaptive Expertise
Martin et al. (2006) examined other studies of adaptive expertise and concluded that
“adaptive experts outperformed routine experts on measures of innovation but not on measures of
knowledge” (p. 36). This suggests that both routine and adaptive experts can increase their
knowledge through practice and experience. However, to be innovative, adaptive experts, not only
have the ability to apply knowledge efficiently and appropriately, and a deep understanding of
their domain, but also have five additional qualities: flexibility, metacognition, dynamic
knowledge, multiple perspectives, and a welcoming attitude towards challenges. These dimensions
suggest that creativity and innovation do not just emerge out of inborn talent or sudden flashes of
inspiration. Innovation is a process or outcome that stems from the coordination and synthesis of
perception, intellect, intuition, expression, and practice.
Flexibility
Having flexibility means a learner does not fixate on a specific concept or solution to deal
with an event, problem or task. A learner with flexibility can apply knowledge and implement
strategies in unexpected or novel ways. Unlike the introductory level of learning, flexibility is a
required trait for advanced knowledge acquisition in the context of ill-structured problem-solving
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(Spiro et al., 1988). In the advanced stage of learning, problems and situations are complex and
sometimes unpredictable. “Knowledge is intertwined and dependent, has significant contextdependent variations, and requires the ability to respond flexibly to messy application situations”
(Spiro et al., 1988, p. 4).

Star and Newton (2009) interviewed eight content experts in mathematics and observed
the processes and strategies they used to solve a math problem. They found that math experts
exhibited strategic flexibility in the domain of linear equation solving. Even though these experts
didn’t always use the most efficient or elegant ways of solving problems, they were aware of and
capable of “making subtle selection[s] about the most appropriate strategy for a given problem,
based on factors including mental and rapid testing of strategies, the problem-solver’s goals,
familiarity with the given problem” (Star & Newton, 2009, p557).

In another study, Fricke (1996) used protocol analysis (to elicit thinking aloud) and
observation to examine the problem-solving process among 26 designers during an engineering
design task. 13 out of the 26 designers were selected for detailed analysis according to their
methodical education and their success in the design experiments (with the criteria of spatial
imagination, heuristic competence, sketching ability, precision, and overall time). In this study,
the designers were asked to design a wall-mounting in a room equipped with a conventional
drawing board. Six out of the 13 designers were identified as successful designers and were rated
higher in design experience, spatial imagination (capacities to understand spatial relationship
among objects and spaces), heuristic competence, sketching ability, and precision.

Frick (2006) identified three methods of design idea generation in this study. The first type
was the excessive expansion of the search space in which too many alternative solutions were
generated, and excess time in organizing and managing those ideas was used. The second type was
the balanced search in which both diverging and converging approaches were used to generate
ideas, and alternative ideas were explored, and their solutions carefully evaluated and modified.
The third type was the unreasonable restriction of the search space, in which few ideas were
generated, and certain ideas were fixated on too soon.
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Fricke’s study (1996) demonstrated that flexibility with sensibility is essential. If designers
are too rigid in focusing on just one or a small number of solutions, they will not explore other
potential ideas that may lead to innovation. However, if designers excessively generate ideas, they
will get bogged down by selecting and managing ideas and lose opportunities to see ideas to
fruition. Either of these behaviors (generating too many ideas or fixating on too few ideas) may
lead a designer to unsatisfying solutions. A successful designer has the sensible flexibility to
constantly generate ideas while simultaneously narrowing down options by testing and
implementing ideas.
Metacognition
Metacognition is a set of strategies and a body of knowledge about thinking about thinking
(e.g., Dinsmore, Alexander, & Loughlin, 2008; Vaidya, 1999; Lawanto, 2010). Metacognition
refers to individuals’ awareness of and knowledge of how to plan, monitor, and evaluate, their
thinking, learning process, and performance in a task (Vaidya, 1999). “Individuals with high levels
of metacognition frequently question their own understanding of a situation, seek feedback from
relevant sources (including personal reflection and outside critique), and are able to recognize
areas where their knowledge may be incomplete or insufficient” (Fisher & Peterson, 2001,
p.6.120.4). Metacognition can apply to any kind of practice, learning or work situation, but usually
occurs in more complex, new learning situations involving multiple resources, people, and skills
with open-ended interpretations (Fisher & Peterson, 2001). Metacognition can happen in a
traditional classroom setting, for example, when a design student is using new software to turn in
an identity logo design. In a workplace, metacognition might occur when a designer joins a crossnational team to come up with a new plan for an urban city renovation.

Justice and Dornan (2001) assessed the metacognitive differences between traditional age
(average 20.75 years old) and nontraditional age (average 29.27 years old) college students. There
were 95 undergraduates participating in this research. The result indicated that the non-traditional
age group reported more frequent use of two higher-level metacognitive study strategies: hyperprocessing (extra processing of difficult and challenging materials) and generation of constructive
information (elaborating, recognizing or integrating information) (Justice & Dornan, 2001). This
research finding suggests that metacognitive skills continue to develop in adulthood. In addition,
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students’ metacognitive abilities or needs will be different at different stages of life and the
instructors need to adjust class tasks to fit these variable learning styles. For example, the
nontraditional age group with more advanced metacognitive skills for comprehension and
integration would benefit from opportunities to apply knowledge and have interactive discussions
rather than receiving one-way lecturing. The traditional age group, it will require the instructors to
see the participant’s need and the traits of their age group to arrange the class tasks.

Karpicke, Butler, and Roediger III (2009) surveyed 177 college students on their
metacognitive strategies in retrieving knowledge. They found that about 83.6% of the participants
used re-reading notes or textbooks to prepare for exams. The students were not aware of other
more effective strategies, such as self-testing, that have been scientifically proven to support
greater knowledge retention and retrieval. Karpicke et al. (2009) reflected that students might base
their perception of how well they had retained the material on their fluency in reading their study
materials and neglect to diagnose their future retention while solving problems on tests and exams
(p. 478). Instructors need to make students aware of the importance of retrieving knowledge while
solving problems, and they should provide students with the most effective strategies for
knowledge retention, such as self-testing.

Both sets of authors, Justice and Dornan (2001) and Karpicke et al. (2009), focused on
college students’ metacognitive development in text-based study and exam preparation. Their
findings show that students are lacking effective and advanced metacognitive strategies such as
self-evaluation or integrating information.

Lawanto (2010) studied 169 engineering students’ meta-cognition during 60 engineering
design team projects and found that students showed significant changes in metacognition during
and after the design project. Before the project, due to factors such as misjudging complexity of
the task, lacking knowledge and skills, or changing ideas, students did not demonstrate high skills
in cognitive self-appraisal (self-reflection on the task and the ability to solve it). During the design
trial-and-error and revising process, participants had the awareness to monitor “their thinking
process and to make continuous improvement of strategies to achieve the best possible solutions”
(Lawanto, 2010, p. 131). Lawanto’s study (2010) echoed Karpicke et al. (2009)’s metacognition
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study of text-based problem-solving, which showed that college students need further instruction
to help them be aware of their thinking processes and recognize and practice advanced and
effective metacognitive strategies for solving problems. However, what specific metacognitive
problems and strategies happened in visual-motor problem-solving, such as in engineering or
graphic design, are not investigated much in current academic publications. The topic merits
further study.
Multiple perspectives
Multiple perspectives signify the willingness of learners to use a variety of representations
and approaches to analyze, develop and solve problems (Fisher & Peterson, 2001). In ill-structured
problem-solving, designers need to approach situations from different angles depending on the
other people involved, features of the task, timing, goals of the task, constraints, etc.. “The different
perspectives of those involved in the process intersect and overlap, giving rise to a requirement for
coordination” (Finkelsten, Kramer, Nuseibeh, Finkelstein, & Goedicke 1992, p32). It requires a
designer to possess the capacities to communicate, reason, prioritize, synthesize, and balance in
each stage of the design process. Multiple perspectives bring about openness and awareness of
diverse possibilities in the design process, and at the same time challenge designers willingness to
face uncertainty, diversity, possible confusion, and inconsistency.

Hammer (1996) videotaped and observed 22 students in a high school senior physics class
while they discussed physics problems from different viewpoints. The process echoes the
conversations that usually happen in the scientific community, where debate and the generation of
hypothetical contradictory evidence are used to collectively construct scientific knowledge.
Hammer (1996) found that these high school seniors were unable to coordinate and distinguish
among alternative physics theories and evidence. Hammer (1996) concluded that instructors need
to prepare resources on multiple perspectives, understand the misconceptions of some
perspectives, and make connections with some ideas in the real-life classroom where students will
develop and exchange ideas. Hammer (1996) indicated the importance of instructors’ capacities to
foresee, present, and interact with multiple-perspectives in order to then guide learners to expand
and open their own viewpoints more broadly to different solutions.
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Jones and Abes (2004) investigated how service learning practice brought eight
undergraduate students’ complexity in thinking about self and relationship with others, openness
to new ideas, experiences, and shifts in future commitment (p. 149). Jones and Abes interviewed
eight students after they completed an undergraduate service learning class. The interaction with
others in different volunteer settings, such as a food pantry and an HIV/AIDS clinic, developed
participants’ ability to “process multiple viewpoints and question the creation of knowledge or
truth about a particular issue” (p. 162).

These three research studies imply that having multiple perspectives can support students
to (a) eliminate misconceptions and limited conceptions (Hammer, 1996), (b) be open to new ideas
and broader commitments (Jones & Abes, 2004), and (c) show evidence of knowledge transfer
(Pandy et al., 2004). These qualities are essential to adaptive expertise, and allow designers to
constantly renew their knowledge and remain open to different approaches to problem-solving and
innovation.
Dynamic knowledge
Dynamic knowledge refers to spontaneously and actively applying knowledge and skills
to handle problems and tasks that are highly context-situated and dependent. In contrast to the
perspective that knowledge is static, hierarchical, and cannot change, knowledge is viewed as
dynamic “because it is constantly changing through experience and learning” (Mclnerney, 2002,
p1010). Knowledge requires knowers, so its processes are intertwined with human activity and
experience (Mclnerney, 2002).

Therefore, the focus on attaining knowledge should not just be about cramming knowledge
into the brain. If learners focus on both implementing and applying knowledge, they can manage
abundant amounts of new and old information and transfer them into useful, productive, and
influential messages, or so-called dynamic knowledge. This requires practice and deep
understanding and, at the same time, development of the skills and attitudes to differentiate, apply,
deduce, and induce knowledge. The essential idea is to make knowledge alive, rather than simply
words in books on the library shelf or insignificant digits in a database system.
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Many studies of dynamic knowledge are from business and industry since these fields must
update continually to cope with fast changes markets. Fong (2003) conducted case studies of two
project teams in infrastructural and residential areas in Hong Kong. The results provided a
framework for the interrelationships between multidisciplinary knowledge creation processes.
Fong’s inter-relational framework showed that knowledge sharing, knowledge generation,
knowledge integration, and collective project learning are the five key areas of dynamic knowledge
creation. Jantunen (2005) surveyed 217 Finnish firms from seven sectors of industry. He found
that besides knowledge stock, knowledge flows are crucial for sustaining innovative performance.
Jantunen suggested that the well-developed knowledge-processing capabilities within a firm
reflect its ability to renew the asset base and products to meet market needs. In this context, the
process of updating and renewing knowledge is valued greater than merely storing knowledge.
This is the essence of dynamic knowledge: applying and generating knowledge in response to the
changes in problem-solving contexts.

In a conception paper, Heylighen, Cavallin, and Bianchin (2009) discussed the differences
between design and research. They stated that the creation of knowledge is the by-product of the
design activity. The essential interest of design is possibility: the “search for new or better solutions
to problems encountered in everyday living” (Heylighen et al., 2009, p. 98). A designer does not
aim to discover existing knowledge as do scientists nor to add new knowledge to the academic
field as do scholars. Knowledge in design activities is dynamic and changing with the movement
of the world. Knowledge in the field of design is close to the nature of tacit knowledge, interested
in know-how, and seeking possibilities to bring change.
Ability to welcome challenge
Ability to challenge means the willingness to do difficult tasks and to handle the
unpredictable. It requires courage to welcome challenges and is an important quality of a creative
person and a leader of frontier movements. A courageous person is willing to face the discomfort
of being different from others and to attempt difficult tasks and challenges. By welcoming
challenges, individuals can test the limits of their capacities, and this also helps them attain “the
confidence that will facilitate courageous behaviors and creative achievement” (Torrance, 1995,
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p. 126). Louridas (1999) explained that good designers “surprise us by their ingenuity and their
handling of contingencies. Creativity is this handling of the unpredictable” (p. 534).

Lawson (1994) interviewed outstanding architects and observed their design processes and
experiences. He found that these successful architects all shared the ability to design in parallel
lines of thoughts, such as precise yet ambiguous, convergent yet divergent. Lawson commented
on the willingness and bravery of these experienced designers to consider opposing ideas to in
parallel and not to hurry to reject either idea.

Dorst and Cross (2001) used a think-aloud protocol to study nine industrial designers’
creative behaviors and performance within the timespan of a 2.5-hour design assignment. They
found that creative design is not a linear problem-solving process, where a problem is identified
and then a satisfactory solution is sought. Actually, it is a “constant iteration of analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation processes between the two notional design ‘spaces’--problem space and solution
space” (Dorst & Cross, 2001, p434). This result echoes the ability to challenge the uncertainty and
the fluid thinking and doing process, one of the features of adaptive expertise.

Cross (2003) further investigated three successful engineering and industrial designers
using protocol analysis and retrospective interviews. The three designers shared that their creative
design solutions arose when there was a conflict to be resolved between problem-solving standards
set by the designers and the criteria for acceptable solutions set by the clients or the requirements
of the design. For example, the designer’s goal may be to create the fastest car, while the client’s
expectation is to meet regulations. The designers indicated that they attempt to keep their personal
commitment to their design goals while also seeking solutions to match the client’s expectation.
Cross’s study illustrates that willingness to accept challenges and commitment to creating good
designs regardless of the difficulties, are characteristics of creative and outstanding designers.
Please see Table 2.2 for a summary of the key dimensions of adaptive expertise discussed in this
section.
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Table 2.2 Dimensions of Adaptive Expertise and Their Performance Descriptions
Performance Descriptions
Dimensions
Plan; monitor the timing and design process.
Metacognition

Evaluate the pros and cons of the current design.
Identify the insufficient parts of the future design.
Not stuck in one type of strategy or concept to make decisions.

Flexibility

Can modify, alter, and change design strategies according to
changes in situations.
Reason and apply knowledge and skills with enthusiasm and

Dynamic knowledge

constant actions.
Verbalize that knowledge of design is not static and it changes
and is updated constantly.

Ability to welcome
challenges

Face the uncertainty; solve design problems with confidence.
Be open and positive when accepting known or unknown
challenges.

Efficiency and deep

Come up with a wide range of design ideas in the required time.

understanding of the

Explain design ideas and strategies with clear and specific

domain knowledge

statements.
Compose a variety of representations and approaches to

Multiple perspectives

analyze, develop and solve problems.
Prioritize, synthesize, and balance diverse viewpoints, features
of tasks, timing, goals, constraints, etc.

Current Findings in Research on Adaptive Expertise
Adaptive experts are people who have efficiency in certain procedural skills (routine
practices), and can reason and state principles underlying solutions, and invent new skills to
support new solutions to meet current constraints (Martin & Schwartz, 2009). Furthermore,
adaptive experts have “the ability to let go of existing routines to try something new” (Martin &
Schwartz, 2009, p371). Martin and Schwartz (2009) analyzed Hatano and his colleagues’ studies
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of adaptive experts and found that to support novices in becoming adaptive experts, both routine
practices and adaptive skills are necessary.

Adaptive expertise, based on the definition by Martin et al. (2006), is a combination of
several personal characteristics: metacognition, flexibility, multiple perspectives, dynamic
knowledge, and the ability to welcome challenges. A person with adaptive expertise is recognized
as having deep content knowledge and applying that knowledge flexibly, adaptively, innovatively,
and efficiently according to the needs involved in solving difficult situations and problems (Martin
et al., 2006).
Transferable knowledge
Barnett and Koslowski (2004) identified transferable knowledge as the key element of
adaptive expertise. An adaptive expert can transfer knowledge and skills to provide good solutions
to novel situations and problems that they have never solved before. These scholars designed a
problem-solving scenario about running a restaurant business. They conducted interviews with
three groups of people: general business consultants (general experts), restaurant owners (domainspecific experts), and college students (novices). They found that business consultants, who have
general problem-solving knowledge and experience, provided solutions to diverse questions and
scored two times higher than the restaurant owners and students. The reasons that contributed to
general experts’ transferable knowledge are the natures of their job: team work, receiving constant
feedbacks from clients and colleagues, listening to multiple perspectives, generating solutions that
can better address the constraints and needs for diverse clients. The restaurant owners usually work
and make decision alone in the routine context and problem. They don’t have many chances to
solve different problems. On the contrary, the general experts oftentimes work in a team and need
to solve diverse problem with new projects and clients. Those experiences lead general experts to
develop broader reasoning skills and can transfer their knowledge better when solving problems
in other domains, than domain-specific experts. General experts tend to spend more time to plan,
to think, and to use theories to analyze the problems rather than rushing into actions.
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Fault-driven vs. prospective adaptations
Martin and Schwartz (2009) studied adaptive expertise by coming up with two types of
adaptive behaviors: fault-driven adaptations and prospective adaptations. When a new design
project is assigned to students, because the design task is so new and no one has ever conducted it
before, some designers cannot use their previous routine practices to solve the design problems
contained in it. They are forced to make changes and usually jump quickly into solving problems,
in order to create the final product. This type of adaptation is called fault-driven adaptation. People
adapt and change due to the inevitable needs associated with a trial and error manner of
approaching problems. In contrast, people who use prospective adaptation will make strategic
plans in advance by analyzing features of the problem, considering workable and non-workable
solutions from prior experience, and using their reasoning to foresee potential solutions. They will
then set up a timeline of action, think about resources, and design, create, and find the tools that
they need to solve their design problems.

Martin and Schwartz (2009) investigated graduate and undergraduate students’ problemsolving in a medical diagnosis task. Both graduates and undergraduates had no prior medical
training. Martin and Schwartz found that graduate students with more experience in data analysis
and information management tended to use prospective adaptation. They took more time in
collecting data and developing representations and this approaches usually have more long-term
benefits.
Problems in Ideation or Conceptualization for Student Designers
What is ideation?
Ideation, also known as conceptualization, is usually the initial stage of a design process.
There are several stages in a design process, such as identifying the problem, generating concepts
and ideas, modeling the solutions, elaboration/refinement solutions, communication (among team
members clients and stake holders), etc. (Adams, 2001; Hales, 1991). When beginning a design
project, designers will first identify the goals and limitations of the design task, and then they will
start the process of coming up with ideas in order to tackle the problems or run the task. These
ideas can be strategic steps, such as how to put texture on a surface, or they can be conceptual
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ideas about how to convince the customers to buy a new shampoo product or to support an increase
in tuition and fees during an economic down-fall.

Studies have indicated that ideation has the following features: fluid and obscure
(Balasubramanian, Turoff, & Ullman, 1998), “thriving under opportunistic rather than
organizational conditions” (Jonson, 2005, p614), needing an external process to withdraw the ideas
from the mental side of a designer (Purcell & Gero, 1998; Menezes & Lawson, 2006), and
differences between novices’ and experts’ ideation.

Several studies have indicated that student designers find ideation to be the most
challenging stage in a design process (Condoor, Shankar, Brock, Burger, & Jansson, 1992;
Hokanson, 2000; Pan, Kuo & Strobel, 2012; Pan et al., 2012). One of the factors that can make
ideation so challenging is when students show design fixation, meaning they get fixated on a
previous design solution and have limited ability to generate new or alternative solutions (Condoor
et al., 1992). In studies by Hokanson (2000), Condoor et al. (1992), and Pan et al. (2012), the
difficulties designers encountered were found in generating unique and original ideas or a wide
range of different solutions to an assignment.
Studies of ideation in the design process
Chen and You (2007) investigated the thought patterns of novice and expert designers
concerning the use of freehand sketching techniques and computer-based drawing tools. One
novice and one expert were requested to sketch a draft logo for an IT center by hand; meanwhile,
another pair of novice and expert designers was asked to use a computer to draft the logo. The
results show that freehand sketching produced more desirable drafts and was better than drawing
on the computer, in terms of the quantity of possible draft logos generated and the quality
(originality and fluency) of the images.

However, in a real-life context, Jonson (2005) studied five undergraduates and five
practitioners from fashion, architecture, graphic, product, and general design as they worked on
their own daily-life design projects in school or in their professions. Jonson found that words
(verbalization or writing down in text and use of the computer were the most frequently used
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strategies for creating design images and ideas. Both the practitioners and the students recognized
the usefulness of freehand sketching, but due to a lack of sufficient skills, clients’ preferences for
seeing a close-to-end-product draft, and time constraints, they avoided sketching by hand.

Jonson (2005) suggested that when designers, either students or professionals, are under
time-constraints, they tend to use strategies that can give faster, more appealing results, such as a
draft sketch created on a computer. Generating drafts with computing tools can result in an image
that is closer to the final product. However, if designers have more time, they would prefer to start
with freehand sketching, because that allows them to extend creativity freely and to quickly
generate and test more diverse ideas. Working on computers, designers found that they get more
easily lost in creating the detailed layout of a small part and forget to look at the bigger picture, or
forget to test other possible ideas.

In comparison, the findings from Jonson (2005)’s and Chen and You’s (2007) studies seem
to contradict each other. In the ideal state without the contextual factors, freehand sketching might
benefit a designer by increasing the amount and originality of idea generation. However, in a reallife situation, designers may shift among strategies according to pressures of time, demands from
clients, or their own skill level. Therefore, the selection of problem-solving strategies (ideation
tools) may not always follow the ideal thinking or the original training we acquire in school. When
a problem or design task is situated in a real-life context, involving time and budget constraints,
skill level, communication, and clients’ preferences, designers may change their strategy selection.
However, this kind of adaptation is based on logical reasoning. Potentially, a more impulsive
decision might affect the quality of the alternative strategy, thus influencing the appropriateness
of solution.
Factors and Contexts that Influence Development of Adaptive Expertise
There are three major factors and contexts found in the current empirical studies of adaptive
expertise: (a) the design of the instructional environment, (b) reasoning skills, and (c) prior
experiences. Each will be explained in more detail in this section
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Design of the instructional environment
Pandy et al. (2004) designed a multimedia-based learning module/environment in an
undergraduate senior biomechanics course. The 25 undergraduates taking the course integrated the
four features of “How People Learn” (HPL) theory: learner-centered, knowledge-centered,
assessment-centered, and community centered. Thirteen were in the HPL group (the experimental
group) and 12 students were in traditional, lecture-based instruction (the control group). A preand post- test was assigned to both the HPL and control groups, to examine the change in students’
scores in adaptive expertise (the addition of three scores: factual knowledge, conceptual
knowledge, and the ability to transfer knowledge). Pandy et al. found that the HPL group
performed significantly better than the control group in adaptive expertise on questions regarding
conceptual knowledge and transfer knowledge. This result suggests that the development of
adaptive expertise can be facilitated by an effective and purposeful arrangement of the learning
environment and assessments with the following features:
● Formative assessments to make thinking processes visible (assessment-centered).
● Connecting classrooms to the real world by applying skills and knowledge in realworld problems (e.g., how to measure Michael Jordan’s jumping: communitycentered).
● Allowing students to reveal their knowledge levels in idea generation activities
(learner-centered).
● Providing larger pictures of knowledge content and application (knowledgecentered) rather than merely explaining specific equations in solving certain
questions (traditional, lecture-based instruction).
Reasoning skills
Barnett and Koslowski (2002) identified transferable knowledge as a key element of
adaptive expertise. Adaptive experts can transfer their knowledge and skills to provide good
solutions to novel problems. Barnett and Koslowski designed a problem-solving scenario about
running a restaurant and interviewed three groups of participants about their problem-solving,
reasoning processes, and solutions. The three groups of people were general business consultants
(general experts), restaurant owners (domain-specific experts), and undergraduate students
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(novices). The researchers used quantitative and qualitative methods to analyze the data. They
evaluated and scored the answers by four criteria: theoretical concepts, causal reasoning, causally
supported solutions, and complementary alternatives.

Barnett and Koslowski (2002) found that business consultants with general problemsolving knowledge and experience, who had previous experience creating solutions for diverse
businesses, scored two times higher than the restaurant owners and students. Further, by analyzing
their reasons for the solutions and their working background and knowledge, the researchers found
that, among experts, the types of experience (i.e., types of problems, degree of variety in the
problems, and structure of jobs held) and level of theoretical understanding achieved affected the
development of novel solutions to new questions among experts.

This study suggests that experts who works on teams and have experiences in solving
problems in many different domains will develop more thorough reasoning skills, which will help
them transfer their knowledge better when solving problems in other domains. They tend to spend
more time to plan, to think, and to use theories to analyze problems. They work with a team and
get more feedback from clients and colleagues, which expands their perspective and reasoning
ability. They come up with solutions that can cover the constraints and needs of a given context.
Prior experiences
Martin and Schwartz (2009) examined the adaptation expertise in retooling one’s
knowledge or environment (using representation tools such as analysis matrix, or concept tree to
solve a novel problem), rather than using the routine manner or tool to solve problems. They
recruited 40 students (32 undergraduates and 8 Ph.D. students) to join this study. The 40 participant
students were all new to the medical diagnosis task. There were three phases in this study.

In the first phase, all the students were given a set of reference cases and a sheet of paper
to diagnose new patients, covering 6 diseases. A computer program was used for making diagnoses
and showed them the correct diagnoses after they decided their own answers. There were two types
of ways of using the references for the undergraduate participants: intermittent access (cannot look
at reference cases while making a diagnosis on the computer, but can look at cases between
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diagnoses) and continuous access (they can check reference cases all the time). This design was
aimed at examining the assumption that if the undergraduate students in the intermittent access
(more memory burden) experienced more fault-driven (adapt because of the situation) challenges,
they will develop the habit of using representations to diagnose patients and move toward
prospective adaptive expertise (due to the habits or experience of giving more time to examinations
of possibilities of all potential solutions). This two-type access design was not applied to graduate
students in phase one, because they all presented the proactive and prospective pattern of problemsolving in the pilot study. This finding showed that in the stage of analyzing novel cases, the
graduate student (87.5%) participants showed higher frequency to use list or Matrix/Tree
representation to help them diagnose patients than undergraduate students (continuous
undergraduate: 19%; intermittent undergraduate: 75%) (Martin & Schwartz, 2009, p. 387).

In the second phase, all participants were asked to teach another person about how to
diagnose. Via this communication process, the study could indicate whether participants developed
or had the sense to do representations and recognize their value. In the third phase, four novel cases
of two new diseases were given to all the participants. All the students could have full access to
all the reference cases included in the six cases during phase one.

The result of this study shows that the graduate students performed in a more proactive,
prospective, adaptive manner in solving novel problems. It is due to their prior experience and the
nature of their learning environments. They can therefore allow more time to analyze and examine
data and develop reasonable representative tools to test a hypothesis or an assumption before
investing all the energy for an entire research study. The undergraduate participants, in the
continuous access group, showed no self-learning or adaptation in using representation tools.
However, the intermittent undergraduate showed the self- learning of applying representations,
such as the matrix, tree or list. The study by Martin and Schwartz (2009) indicated that the prior
experience of the undergraduate students would affect their manner of developing adaptive
problem-solving solutions rather than staying with the routine. However, the faults and frustrations
in trying new solutions needs to be manageable and pay off not too far into the future. If not, the
possible side effects of learning helplessly might take effect and then the learners will lose their
motivation to try something new to solve problems.
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Summary
Chapter Two discussed four topics:
(1) The impact of problem-solving on graphic design education.
(2) Adaptive expertise in education and key dimensions of adaptive expertise.
(3) Ideation challenges and solutions in graphic design.
(4) Factors and contexts that influence the development of adaptive expertise.

In existing studies of ideation problem-solving in graphic design education and related
fields, we noticed that student designers’ cognitive thinking pattern will be affected by their
adequate skills of using the tools, their tool preferences, the time constraints of design projects,
and so on.

Adaptive expertise is a complex concept composed of several mental characteristics and
features. This expertise requires time, experience, and context to nurture and develop. Current
theories and findings in adaptive expertise can provide graphic design education an in-depth,
holistic framework to investigate student designers’ ideation process. This study will build upon
the characteristics of adaptive experts and provide tangible approaches to address questions about
solution and tool preference of student designers, the impact of educational experiences on ideation
and problem-solving, and how individual preferences in the ideation problem-solving process
reveal each student’s development of adaptive expertise.
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CHAPTER THREE RESEARCH METHODS

In this chapter, I introduce the methodology of my study and its theoretical roots,
paradigms, and worldview beliefs. I then describe the mixed method research design I used, the
inquiry approach to data collection, as well as analysis of interviews, observations, surveys, and
artifacts. This chapter also explains how qualitative and quantitative data were mixed in this
research to answer the questions and present the limitations of this study.
Methodological Framework
My study utilizes a mixed method design as the strategy of inquiry. The purpose of this
study is to investigate factors and preconceptions that contribute to student designers’ tool
selection and reasoning during the ideation stage of the design process. My study falls within the
practice-based, pragmatic worldview or paradigm. The philosophical tradition of pragmatism was
created in the mid-19th century by American philosophers Charles Sanders Peirce and William
James (Haack, 2006). Pragmatism emphasizes that the value of knowledge derives from the
consequences of applying that knowledge, and the value of experiences comes from helping us
adjust our understanding of reality (Haack, 2006). “For pragmatists, knowledge and truth are not
ideal or fixed conceptions of reality, but a means for dealing with it effectively” (O’Leary, 2007).
Pragmatism is based upon practical experiences of applying knowledge to adjust belief
systems and enhance the value of knowledge. For example, generally, we assume 1+1=2. But in
a different context, "for instance, 1 cup plus 1 cup does not always equal 2 cups. Mix a cup of
vinegar with a cup of a baking soda solution. The result will be less than 2 cups of liquid, as some
molecules are transformed into carbon dioxide and released into the air as gas (Harvard, Jan
2018)”. In the pragmatist perspective, both the ideas (1+1=2 or 1+1<2) are possible and the socalled reality is not fixed, but contextual.

Creswell & Clark (2011) found out that in general the quantitative research tradition is
based on the belief that the goal of research is to find testable, universal truths by using objective,
measurable methods to collect numeric data. Quantitative researchers use results to support or
refute a hypothesis and expect to reveal solutions that predict and control natural occurrences. For
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example, a research question might be: What is the effect of birth order on the quantity of creative
works an artist produces? The qualitative research tradition is based on the belief that truth may
be contextual, relative, subjective, and changed over time. In qualitative research the focus is not
just on what people do, but also on how they think and feel, with emphasis on individual
experiences to understand the social reality of research participants. During the 70s and 80s, there
was a paradigm debate in research methods about the appropriateness of combining qualitative
and quantitative data, because of the perception that the underlying philosophical assumptions of
each are in opposition (Creswell & Clark, 2011). The combination of qualitative and quantitative
research methods became more acceptable in the 90s (Creswell & Clark, 2011).

Pragmatism is used as one of the philosophical foundations to support this trend. The basic
nature of pragmatism is to recognize the practical effects of knowledge and argues “that
significance, value, and even truth is determined by consequences or utility” (O’Leary, 2007). This
basic belief of pragmatism provides a legitimate philosophical foundation that allows researchers
to go beyond the polar contrasts between quantitative and qualitative methodologies and
legitimizes the use of diverse strategies to achieve better understanding of the world (Morgan,
2007).

Mixed method research emphasizes the practical value of knowledge, and allows

researchers to conduct studies that are pragmatic, using the wide-angle lens of ideology and
multiple sources of data to answer research questions. In my research, pragmatism provides a
practical foundation for paradigms and strategies to approach research methods.

This combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods might also bring
inconsistent or contradictory answers. Creswell & Clark (2011) suggested to note the “discrepant”
and “convergent” results yet focus on access “whether the statistical results and the qualitative
themes are more congruent than discrepant.” Creswell & Clark (2011) provides several
suggestions to manage inconsistency of results of data. First is to identify if it is methodological
problem and then state in research limitation. Second is to collect additional data to help resolve
inconsistency or use the data from the most trustworthy resources. Third is to view this problem
as “springboard for new direction of inquiry” For example, Creswell & Clark (2011) used Padgett
(2004)’s research to show how Padett (2004) and her team used the inconsistency between result
of quantitative survey data and open-ended interview data to re-examine the existing database
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about the factors affect African-American women’s decision making for abnormal mammogram.
Padgett (2004) emphasized on two qualitative themes and reexamine the quantitative data for
potential supports. This issue led Padgett (2004) further found out the congruent confirmation
among quan- and qual- data.
Research Methods
Specifically, my research study applied a convergent mixed method design to interpret
factors that are relevant to the development of adaptive expertise in the graphic design domain. In
the convergent design overall, quantitative and qualitative data were collected concurrently. The
purpose of the convergent design was to use both qualitative and quantitative data to give a more
complete overall understanding of the topics related to the research questions (Creswell & Clark,
2011). Both types of data were treated equally and independently in data collection and analysis.
Later, they were compared, contrasted, and mixed into the results for overall interpretation.

Quantitative methods were used to compare numerical data (i.e., scores for an ideation task
and closed-ended questions on a survey based on adaptive expertise literature) across groups in a
quasi-experimental design. Qualitative analysis of open-ended questions from survey, interviews
and observations provided an in-depth, richer understanding of how student designers performed
and processed their thinking in this experimental setting, how they evaluated their performance,
and how they preferred to improve their performance.

Quantitative methods include the use of correlation to investigate how factors such as
majors, types of design experience, inter-disciplinary course taking, and years of experience relate
to their level of adaptive expertise in strategy selection. An ideation task was given to the student
participants across all groups. For this task, participants were asked to generate draft ideas for a
novel design problem (please see appendix B). The researcher collected their drafts as artifacts and
used a rubric to provide a score representing how they approached a graphic design ideation task
in a limited amount of time, and how they selected tools, and represented their solutions.
Quantitative techniques also allowed me to explore connections between participants’ reported
reasoning about tool selection and how these tools and strategies connect to their visual
representations.
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The purpose of this quasi-experiment was to test the hypothesis that the formal graphic
design training and design experiences (e.g., years in graphic design, varieties of design
experience, and interdisciplinary major or course-taking) have positive correlation to their adaptive
expertise score (accessed by the survey, please see appendix C), and ideation score (please see
appendix F, accessed by the criteria to evaluate their artifacts’ results). The researcher evaluated
the results with regard to the general features of adaptive expertise (metacognition, flexibility,
multiple perspectives, ability to welcome challenges, dynamic knowledge), general expertise
(efficient, appropriate application, deep understanding), and specific features of expertise in
graphic design (meeting the goal, addressing concerns of an audience, design concepts, aesthetic
perspectives, communication, and management) in order to characterize and understand their
adaptive expertise in the graphic design domain.

Qualitative data was collected simultaneously with quantitative data; sources of qualitative
data included observation notes and a post-task interview. Observations were conducted while
participants generating their design drafts to the ideation task. They were informed and aware that
the researcher would be silently sitting next to them, observing their design process and taking
notes. They were encouraged to ask questions. The researcher responded to them when the
questions were related to clarify the task or providing needs they have during the task. The purpose
of observation was to document their time management skills, tool selection choices, graphic
formation strategies (heuristic approaches), and usage of tools. The interview data was collected
immediately following the graphic design task. During the interview, participants were asked to
explain their reasoning process concerning the use of tools in this ideation task and discuss how
they might improve on their strategies in the future. Participants were encouraged to share their
experiences and reflect upon their reasoning processes, which involved using a specific tool or
strategy to generate ideas. Participants were also asked to describe their graphic design experiences
and their reasoning for choosing their current majors, and their regular and unique approaches to
generating graphic design ideas in daily life. These data provided information about the
preconceptions of the participants and how they affected their problem-solving strategies as
designers. The data were also used as evidence of adaptive expertise qualities discussed in Chapter
2, and how those qualities affected the quality and quantity of their artifacts that they generated in
the ideation task.
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Research Questions
There are four research questions explored in this study. The first two questions aim to
explore participants’ tool selection and their reasoning and then compare the similarities and
differences among four groups. The remaining two questions focus on investigating possible
factors and preconceptions that affected their performance and reasoning in selecting tools and
using strategies.
● What are the tools and strategies that student designers used to conduct the ideation task
designed for this study? Why did they use these tools and strategies?
● What are the differences and similarities between the four groups of participants in their
tools selection and usage, to address a given graphic design ideation task?
● How does previous design experience influence current reasoning and strategy selection in
the context of this study?
● What other preconceptions and situations influence designers’ reasoning skills and strategy
selection during ideation?

Definition of Terms
Adaptive Expertise
Adaptive expertise is a set of characteristics regarding problem-solving abilities. People
with adaptive expertise keep learning throughout their careers (Fisher & Peterson, 2001). They
have deep content knowledge (factual and conceptual) in their domain (Pandy, Petrosino, Austin,
& Barr, 2004) and can transfer knowledge and skills in solving novel problems (Barnett &
Koslowski, 2004). They can also show mastery of that knowledge in a variety of contexts, solving
problems with effective access and multiple solutions (Martin, Petrosino, Rivale, & Diller, 2006).
Ideation
Ideation is also known as conceptualization or the conceptual phase of the design process.
In this phase, the designer’s task is to understand the design problem/tasks and generate initial
design concepts. Ideation is important to both the continuation and direction of the entire design
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process (Bar-Eli, 2013, p. 472). “Ideation thrives under opportunities rather than organizational
conditions (Jonson, 2005, p614).
Visual Communication Design (VCD)
VCD programs are usually housed in the college of liberal arts, together with other finearts programs. VCD programs aim to develop students’ competency in adapting information
technology and leading aesthetic values to create and communicate effective visual languages
(Adiloglu, 2011, p. 983). VCD programs typically utilize studio-based pedagogy that resembles
the apprenticeship model used in traditional fine arts education. These programs treat graphic
design as an aesthetic and communication problem with the purpose of conveying ideas to
audiences. VCD majors create physical media (such as posters, books, and installations) and
virtual media that is interactive and time-based (e.g., digital/screen-based productions, such as
websites for mobile phone and tablets) (School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 2014).
Computer Graphic Technology (CGT)
The Computer Graphic Technology program, typically offered by a College of
Technology, offers a major that focuses on developing problem-solving skills and management
ability in producing computer-generated graphics, imagery for visual effects, engineering
drawings, technical manuals, multimedia products, and web pages (Computer Information
Technology and Graphics, 2014). Training in CGT is usually held in big classes where teachers
lecture (70-80 people), accompanied by small lab (15-20 people) practice sessions for solving
computer-based, technical graphic problems. CGT majors do web programming and development;
design artificial life/virtual reality; design layouts for social media, mobile devices, and video
games, and may engage in 3D modeling and software engineering.
Participants
Four groups of participants were recruited. All the participants were undergraduate
students at Purdue University, a large Midwestern university in the United States. Participant
selection for the first three groups was based on the following criteria:
●

Students had to be currently participating in design tasks (school projects or projects in the
workplace).
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●

Students had to be undergraduates in a major relevant to graphic design.

Additionally, participants with a broad range of graphic design experience, such as
individual, collaborative, systematic, or intuitive, were sought. The first three groups of
participants were: (a) students who were majoring in computer graphic design (CGT); (b) students
who were majoring in visual communication design (VCD); and (c) students who were majoring
in either CGT or VCD and had done coursework for both VCD and CGT. The fourth group of
participants included Purdue University undergraduate from any college who had no formal
education in graphic design.
Characteristics of the Research Groups
There were 30 participants across the four groups. Please see Table 3.1 for detailed
demographic information.

1. VCD (N=7): Visual Communication and Design (VCD) from the Department of Art &
Design in the College of Liberal Arts.
2. CGT (N=7): Computer Graphic Technology (CGT) from the College of Technology.
3. VCD+CGT (N=6): students from VCD who had taken CGT classes or CGT students who
had taken VCD classes (or any classes in Art & Design).
4. None (N=10): students from non-graphic-design majors who had not taken any graphic
design courses.
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Table 3.1 Group Characteristics
Number of

Types of

Adaptive

Group divided by

participants

Age

graphic

graphic

Ideation score

expertise

major(s)

in each

(mean)

design

design

(mean)

score

(mean)

experience

group
Visual
1

Years in

Communication
Design (VCD)

VCD
(N = 7)

21

3.43

20.43

2.57

21.5

4

20.8

0.3

2.57
(SD = 0.95)

(mean)

32.33

4.38

32.91

4.53

34.54

4.47

27.75

4.43

Computer
2

Graphic

CGT

Technology

(N = 7)

2.57
(SD = 0.79)

(CGT)
CGT+VCD
3

(A&D),
VCD+CGT

4

VCD+CGT
(N = 6)

Non-graphic-

NGD

design majors

(N = 10)

3.5
(SD = 1.76)
0.8
(SD = 0.91)

The correlations between the four groups show significant differences in graphic design
experience in terms of the length (in years; N = 30, P = 0.0006 <0.001; see Figure 3.1) and the
variety (N = 30, P = 0.0004 <0.001; see Figure 3.2). Group 3 (student designers who took courses
from both CGT and VCD) tended to have more years of and variety in graphic design experience
than the other three groups.
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Figure 3.1 Group difference in Year(s) of Graphic Design

Figure 3.2 Group Difference in the Types of Experiences
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IRB and Participants Recruiting Procedures
IRB Approval
To protect the rights and welfare of research participants, getting approval from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) is a crucial and important process. After preparing the required
materials for the IRB (the consent form, recruitment statement, survey, rubric, and observation
sheet), IRB approval was granted. The IRB protocol number for this research is 1407015049.
Contacting/Recruiting Students
The recruitment of participants took place after IRB approval was granted. I first emailed
and visited professors in VCD and CGT, then asked their permission to recruit participants from
among their students through class announcements, emails sent with instructors’ help, and
information posted in the classrooms and on program-related social media (such as the VCD
program Facebook page). A snowball technique was then used to recruit participants by asking
students to pass the information to their friends and contacts.

To obtain participants for the control group, I went to undergraduate student organizations
and professors for help. Students who participated in the control group were from education,
engineering, health and human sciences, liberal arts, science, and management. They were from
different colleges/schools at Purdue University and did not have any formal graphic design
schooling experience.
Meeting with study participants
Once participants were selected, I invited them to an individual session at a computer lab
located on the campus of Purdue University. Please see figure 3. 3 below, a photograph of the
computer lab setting where I conducted the ideation task. Each participant was given the same
graphic design ideation task (see Appendix B) to solve in 40 minutes. During the ideation task, I
also conducted an accompanying observation. This process was followed by an interview. The
total time each student spent participating in the study was approximately 60 minutes, which
encompassed the 40-minute ideation task, a 5-min self-evaluation survey, and a 15-min interview.
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Figure 3.3 Computer lab setting for the ideation task
Instrumentation
In this study, the graphic design task and survey were used to evaluate the influence of
majors and design experience (in terms of years, project styles, reasoning for using certain sketch
tools, etc.) on participants’ scores in a graphic design ideation task, as determined by a rubric.
Observations were conducted while participants were engaged in the graphic design task. The
researcher was sitting next to each individual participant and taking observation note while they
were conducting the task. After that, a questionnaire was provided to participants, so they could
share their tool selection experiences that are related to the six features of adaptive expertise. An
interview was conducted immediately following the design task and survey. Please see table 3.2
for an overview of the instruments.
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Name

Table 3.2 Overview of research instruments
Appendix
Purpose
number
40-minute time- and tool-constrained task to challenge participants to
generate as many drafts ideas as possible for addressing a novel

Ideation Task

B

graphic design task: design a job-aid to help high school teachers
without engineering backgrounds to understand the idea of “modeling
in the engineering design process.”

Self-evaluation
Survey (including
exhibition of

7-point Likert scale self-evaluation survey in which each participant
C

adaptive expertise)

shared the problems they faced, strategies they used, adaptive expertise
they exhibited while solving the assigned ideation task, and
demographic information.
I recorded every five minutes about what tools were used, how they

Observation
Protocol

D

used the tools, what image and layout they generated, what questions
they asked and what behaviors they exhibited during the 40-min
design task.
After the design task and survey, I interviewed each participant and
encouraged them to think aloud about the following: the design
process, reasoning for selection and use of the tools, strategies to

Interview Protocol

E

generate ideas and to evaluate their performances, description of their
graphic design learning experiences, their decisions to choose their
current majors, and their general ideation strategies for solving a
graphic design problem.
A rubric to evaluate the artifacts that participants generated. Five items

Ideation Rubric

composed this rubric: meets the goal, addresses concerns of audiences,

(generated from

message of the design, aesthetic perspective, and evaluation and

evaluating artifacts

F

management. The score of the artifact rubric is also named as the

from the Ideation

ideation score in this research. I used it to evaluate the quantity and

Task)

quality for each one of the ideation drafts that participants created in
response to the task given in this research.

Development of the instruments
Since 2009, I have observed one VCD and two CGT classes to explore their design process
and simultaneously started to generate rough ideas to design instruments for collecting data.
Several professors with have relevant expertise(Dr. David Sears professor of education in methods
and collaboration learning, Dr. James Greenan, professor of vocational education and Dr. Esteban
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Garcia Bravo, an assistant professor from CGT, Dr. Marisa Exter, assistant professor of Learning
Design and Technology (LDT), and Dr. Johannes Strobel, professor of Engineering Education and
LDT ), were invited to review the instruments that I designed, including the ideation task, ideation
rubric, self-evaluation survey, observation protocol, and interview protocol. In 2014, I conducted
a pilot study to refine and test the ideation task, the self-evaluation survey, and the ideation rubric.
One alumnus from VCD was invited to review and give verbal feedback and written comments on
the instruments (to identify, for example, spelling errors or instances where the meaning was not
clear). Below is a detailed explanation of the procedures with which the instruments were
developed, tested, refined and used in this study.
Ideation Task
The ideation task (see appendix B) is a 40-minute, time- and tool-constrained task,
designed to challenge participants to generate as many draft ideas as possible for doing a novel
graphic design task: design a job-aid to help high school teachers without engineering backgrounds
to understand the idea of “modeling in the engineering design process.” Each participant was
requested to turn in at least two draft sketches in response to the task description, in 40 minutes
with limited tools and resources that the researcher provided.

The ideation task’s description was generated based on my class observations of two
graphic design courses at Purdue (one is from VCD, observed 2008-2009; two are from CGT,
observed 2009-2011). In the first round of the pilot study, a novice graphic designer (a VCD
alumnus) was invited to test the task to determine the appropriateness of content, readability, and
timing. Later, I invited 6 more students to join a 2nd round of the pilot study to test the ideation
task and survey.

Dr. Esteban Garcia Bravo, an assistant professor from CGT, was invited to review the
ideation task. He shared that the ideation task that I designed was appropriate and mentioned that
the structure requirement of my ideation task description was similar to some tasks in graphic
design courses he taught. He helped me evaluate 6 students’ artifacts from the pilot study. His
score and my score, even though from different rubic items, both led to the same ranking among
6 participants in the 2nd round of the pilot study.
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Ideation Rubric
In order to evaluate the results of the artifacts that the participants turned in, I created a
rubric based on a review of relevant literature. This rubric was used not only to examine the
quantity and quality of participants’ artifacts, but also to understand how reasoning and selection
of tools for sketching was reflected in the draft designs that each participant generated for this
study. The ideation rubric contains five parts: meeting the goal, concerns of the audience, message
of the design, aesthetic perspective, evaluation and management (please see appendix F). Dr.
James Greenan, professor of college of education, specialized in program evaluation and
assessment, helped reviewed the rubric in 2014.

The evaluation result of the ideation rubric is named as ideation score in this study. There
are two ways to calculate the ideation score. Please see table 4.3 for comparison of different scoring
items between the two ideation criteria. The first one is ideation score with artifacts evaluation
only. The second one evaluated data from artifacts, interview and observation.

The decision to present the two different ideation score criteria is a debating between
reducing research limitation and highlighting the importance of design thinking. Originally, I used
just first one (ideation score from evaluating artifacts only) to calculate the score. It is to avoid the
limitation that participants who are not good at articulating his/her ideas, and the limitation of only
one scorer for items 2.2, 3.1, 5.1 and 5.2. However, the result with “ideation score from evaluating
artifacts only” by comparing graphic design major groups and non-graphic design group, showed
no significant difference. This result is beyond my assumption and I cannot find much explanation
from literatures. After a discussion with my adviser Dr. Marisa Exter, she suggested me to consult
Dr. Collins Gray, assistant professor of CGT with prior graphic design degree and professional
backgrounds. Dr. Gray told me that design thinking was one of the most essential qualities for a
designer “it is how a designer thinks makes him/her robust (C. Gray, personal communication,
November 15, 2017)” Therefor, despite the potential research limitation, I decided to include
items related to design thinking (2.2, 3.1, 5.1 and 5.2) to calculate the Ideation score yet reported
the difference between using two criteria for readers to make the judgements. The result (using
criteria with design thinking items including interview and observation data) showed that graphic
design major participants (group 1, 2 and 3) extended deeper and thorough reasoning related to
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why, how, conveying ideas to audience via design, and awareness of management skills (time
management and reflection).

Table 3.3 Differences between two ideation score criteria

1.1 Number of drafts
1.2 Finish at least two drafts in 40
minutes
2.1 Examples of how from draft
sketch(es)
2.2 Examples of how and why from
interview
3.1 In the interview, showed awareness
of the importance of communicating
ideas via the design
3.2 In the draft sketch(es), presented the
definition of "modeling" in the clear
language and examples
4.1 Originality



Ideation score
from evaluating
artifacts,
interviews &
observation data










Criteria of
Ideation

1.Meet the
goal
2.Addresses
concerns of
audience

3.Message of
the design

4. Aesthetic
perspective
5. Planning &
Management

Details

Ideation score
from
evaluating
artifacts only











4.2 Balance & focus





4.3 Versatility





5.1 Reflection



5.2 Time management



The first way to calculate ideation scores was only evaluating the artifacts. I included three
criteria: aesthetics (uniqueness, balance, and versatility), communication (clarity of graphics, texts,
suitability to audience presented in their design), and numbers of drafts generated in 40 minutes.
A second coder also scored the perspectives of aesthetics and communication.

The second way to calculate the ideation score included use of data from observation notes
and interview transcripts, in addition to scoring the artifacts. I quantified the qualitative data
(interview and observation data) to score their articulation of their design thinking (how do they
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think of audiences’ need to design images/layouts, and select content; how do they manage timing,
their reasoning to select tools, evaluation of their designs, and so on.).

Table 3.4 Example of how to quantify interview data into ideation score
Concern of Audience 2.2
Examples
In the interview, the participant “decided to really focus on the people, the teachers, who
mentioned why and how his/her are trying to teach the students when they have no prior
design helped their audiences experience. So, I chose something universal, an iPhone
understand the concept of 6, and then took a step back to the iPhone 5. So, let’s
modeling in engineering design compare the five to the six. What are the differences?
with specific examples and What are the characteristics that they're promoting for
the six? It's thinner, it's lightweight, it's sleek, it's faster.
clear details (4-3 pt).
All of these things have bettered it from the iPhone 5, so
how can we do that to create an iPhone 7? So how can
we model this? I was thinking initially we need... you do
need to sketch everything. How is it going to look? What
are the attributes? How are you going to use it?” from
Delaney
In the interview, the participant “then how it could be used in a high school setting, and
mentioned why and how their then it's like I've never really made, I don't know, an
design helps their audiences assignment sheet for a class before, which I thought this
understand the concept of sort of was. So, I don't have a teaching background
modeling in engineering design either. So, I wasn't really sure what kind of information
to cover on there. I went on the Internet and tried to find
w/ rough description (3-2 pt).
out what modeling meant from an engineering point of
view, and then how that relates to high school courses.”
From Ellen
In the interview, the participant
mentioned their chosen design
can help their audiences
understand the concept of
modeling in engineering design
(no why & how) (2-1pt).
The participant didn't mention
how their chosen designs can
help audiences understand the
concept of modeling in the
engineering design process (1-0
pt).

“Somehow, I guess like putting that into something
simple for teachers to look at. That's what I thought of
wanting to do.” from Taylor

Didn’t mention anything about how his/her design helps
high school teachers to understand the concept of
modeling in the engineering design process.
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Self-evaluation survey
The purpose of the self-evaluation survey was to have participants reflect on their problemsolving strategies during the task and to self-evaluate what aspects of adaptive expertise, if any,
which they applied to the task. The survey was administered to each participant after they finished
the ideation task. The survey instrument had three parts (see Appendix C for the full instrument):
● Problems that participant faced and strategies they used to solve problems in the ideation
task. This included seven items about problems participants encountered and nine items
about the strategies they used to solve those problems. This first part (regarding ideation
problem-solving) was generated based on a review of existing literature as well as the class
observation of one VCD multimedia design class. Responses to each item were given on a
7-Point Likert scale. Dr. David Sears, professor of educational studies helped reviewed the
items and scales.
● Questions relating to reasoning/synthesizing skills and how each participant represented
the degree of adaptive expertise shown in the ideation task. This included 14 items that
map out the six features of adaptive expertise. This second part (regarding adaptive
expertise) was generated from the literature review of adaptive expertise discussed in
Chapter 2.
● Questions regarding demographic information: gender, age, major(s), design background
and experience. The specific demographic questions were based on the literature review
and two graphic design classrooms observations in 2009-2011.
Observation Protocol
The observation protocol was designed to collect participants’ questions and observable
behaviors during the 40-minute design task. The draft of this observation protocol was developed
based on a conversation with Dr. J. Strobel for a related study in 2010. Later, when I started to
conduct this research in 2014, I refined it to add structure, and consulted with my current adviser
Dr. M. Exter to review it for the sake of appropriate word choice (Please see final observation
protocol in Appendix D.) Every five minutes, I took note of what I observed, including as what
tools the participant used in that five minutes and what behaviors they performed with that tool,
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and I also drew images to capture what I saw of their sketches on paper and/or the monitor. Figure
3.4 displays an example of my observation notes.

Figure 3.4 Example of a completed observation protocol
Each participant was observed while working on the ideation task. I informed the
participants beforehand that I would observe their working process and would silently take notes.
When the participants were doing the ideation task, I was also available to answer any questions
they had regarding the task and noted down their questions and my answers in the observation
protocol.
The data collected from the observations was used for the following three purposes. First,
it described what ideation tools each participant used, and the frequency and order of use for each
tool every five minutes. I generated a figure to visually depict each participant’s tool usage
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behavior and time over the 40 minutes (see example in Figure 3.5). Second, it enabled me to
identify differences and similarities between various types of tools, and the purpose of each tool
for the completion of the ideation process among 30 participants. Third, the data was used to
validate and examine the consistency of the information that the participants shared in the survey
and interview, such as time management, strategies used during ideation, and criteria for selecting
the best two drafts.

Figure 3.5 Example of the visual figure translating observation protocol data

Interview protocol
Interviews took place after all other steps were completed. The semi-structured interview
protocol can be found in Appendix E. The questions were generated based on the literature review,
to identify the important factors, preconceptions or situations that have been earmarked as
contributing to the development of adaptive expertise, and ideation strategies. Questions from the
interview protocol focused on the following:
● Participants’ reasoning in selecting tools and strategies to solve the ideation task
● Participants’ evaluation of their own performance and the effectiveness of their solutions;
● The influence of previous design experiences on participants’ reasoning and selection of
tools and strategies used during the ideation task
● Other possible preconceptions and situations that influenced problem-solving in the
ideation task
● Clarification of unclear terms and meanings that the participants shared in the survey.
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The data collected from the interview protocol was audio-recorded. I first transcribed the
data from 3 participants by myself to get a hands-on experience of transcribing, and later I
requested transcription services from an online company for all of the audio data.
Data Analysis
I analyzed data and materials collected from both quantitative and qualitative research
methods independently in order to assess what factors and preconceptions influence designers’
tool and strategy selection during ideation and how these results relate to the development of the
characteristics of adaptive expertise. Figure 3.6 explains the data collection and analysis process.

Figure 3.6. Data collection and analysis process of this study (convergent mixed method design)
Quantitative data analysis procedures
The analysis of the quantitative data is mainly based on the self-evaluation survey and the
ideation score (generated by evaluating the participants’ artifacts from the ideation task based on
the ideation rubric; see appendix F); data generated from the interview and observation protocols
were also quantified in assigning the ideation score.
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Data from the self-evaluation survey can be divided into three categories: 1) ideation
problems and solutions; 2) the exhibition of adaptive expertise; and 3) demographic data. The
ideation problems and solutions were calculated by the average/mean to identify which problem
is most commonly encountered by the students and which solution is most commonly applied. The
exhibition of adaptive expertise is part of the self-evaluation survey, which asks participants to
share the degree to which they exhibited attributes of adaptive expertise. The mean was used to
calculate their scores for the exhibition of adaptive expertise, which I termed the adaptive expertise
score (AE). The AE score was calculated by the mean/average of the answers.

Wen Zhong, an undergraduate research volunteer and I worked together to key all the data
into an Excel spreadsheet (including de-identification survey data and the ideation score). I then
used SAS and SPSS to run the statistical tests with support from the Statistical Consulting Service
of the Department of Statistics at Purdue University, who helped me identify suitable statistical
tests for analyzing the quantitative data.
Reliability and Validity of Quantitative Components
There were two self-developed scales generated in this study to measure students’
performance: the Adaptive Expertise Scale and the Ideation Rubric. To determine the validity of
my quantitative measures, I sought evidence from experts, literature, and statistical tests to ensure
that the instrument had a sufficient number of questions, a balanced set of positive and negative
statements, and an adequate sampling of all relevant knowledge, skills, and dimensions (Ary,
Jacobs Razavieh & Sorensen, 2006, p. 244); see Table 3.5 for information about the specific tests
used to evaluate reliability and validity.
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Table 3.5 Approaches to addressing the reliability and validity of quantitative data.
Reliability
Validity
Adaptive Expertise
Split-half reliability
Content validity (literature review)
Scale
above .80.
and face validity (Dr. J. Greenan
and Dr. M. Exter: measurement
design).
Ideation Score Scale

Inter-rater reliability
Face validity (Dr. Greene:
(two-sample independent measurement design; Dr. Garcia:
t-test shows that two raters content of the measurement).
had significantly similar
scoring results).

Reliability and Validity of Adaptive Expertise Scale
The Adaptive Expertise Scale measures the student designer’s self-reported assessment on
how well he/she exhibited the qualities of adaptive expertise in the 40-min task (a competency
composed of cognitive and non-cognitive skillsets/characteristics, namely, meta-cognition,
flexibility, dynamic knowledge, the ability to welcome challenges, efficiency and deep
understanding of domain knowledge, and multiple perspectives). Split-half reliability was applied
to analyze the internal reliability. Content validity was applied in developing this Adaptive
Expertise Scale. I reviewed literature to generate the survey; see Chapter 2 for a discussion of the
attributes of adaptive expertise.

After collecting the surveys, I noticed there were four questions that remained unanswered
by four students: Three of the questions belonged to Section 3 (the adaptive expertise score)—
namely, 3.16 (time management), missed by Sophie; 3.05 (flexibility), missed by Jack; and 3.13
(willingness to welcome challenges), missed by Taylor—and one question belonged to Section
One (problems with and strategies for the ideation task). Based on suggestions from my statistical
consultant and literature (Humphries, 2018), I used missing data imputation to solve the gap in
data. The steps of this process, as applied to the case of the adaptive expertise score, are described
below.
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a. Identified why data were missing. We found out the missing data were distributed
randomly. Each piece of missing data was due to one participant not answering a
specific question (as opposed to one participant who missed many questions or to
one question missed by many participants). Although the three participants were all
from graphic-design-related majors (1 CGT, 1 VCD, 1 CGT+VCD), they did not
miss the same question, so it is hard to generalize that graphic design majors
intentionally avoided answering one specific question; they may have randomly
missed a question.
b. Decided the analysis strategy. We decided that single imputation with mean
substitution and single regression would be the best analysis strategy for yielding
the least bias. The deletion method would not be ideal for this research due to the
relatively small initial sample size. The input missing-data procedure that we used
is described below.
c. Inputted the highest value (7) and the lowest value (1) to replace the missing data.
d. Ran the statistical test (viz., spilt-half reliability) to examine if there were any
change in significance by using the highest or the lowest value to replace the
missing answer. Split-half reliability was used to check the internal consistency of
the Adaptive Expertise Scale (the self-evaluation survey), as described by Ary et
al. (2006, p. 261). Replacing the missing answer with either the lowest score or the
highest score resulted in a Guttman spilt-half coefficient above .80, regardless.
(Figure 3.7 displays the data set with the lowest point (= 1); the result is .814. Figure
3.8 displays the data set with the highest point (= 7); the result is .887).
e. Based on this result, I finished the imputation process by replacing the missing
answers with the mean (= 4), achieving a spilt-half coefficient of .864 (see Figure
3.9).
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Figure 3.7: Data set result with the lowest number (= 1) to fill in the missing answers

Figure 3.8: Data set result with the highest number (= 7) to fill in the missing answers
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Figure 3.9: Data set result with the mean (= 4) to fill in the missing answers

Reliability and Validity of Ideation Scale
The ideation score evaluated the performance of each participant’s draft designs. In this
study, participants were given a time- and tool-constrained task to generate designs. The idea scale
combined two parts: the quantity and the quality of the draft designs. In order to ensure the
reliability of the objectivity of the ideation task scoring, I worked with a second rater to analyze
the outcomes of the ideation task. The second rater was a Ph.D. student who is in my doctoral
major and had a marketing and graphic design career for more than 10 years. Training was given
to the second rater to help her use the Ideation Rubric (Appendix B) to score the artifacts. After
scoring the work of 5 participants, the second rater and I showed each other our score sheets and
explained our reasoning for the scores given, after which we finished the scoring independently.
The two-sample independent t-test (alpha = 0.01) with the Bonferroni adjustment was applied to
check whether we had significantly similar scoring results. As the p-values across the five
questions (1, 0.8582, 0.0244, 0.0523, and 0.0356) were higher than 0.01, supporting the null
hypothesis, they suggested similar scoring results between me and the second rater.
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Five Hypotheses and Their Analysis Processes from Quantitative Data
Regarding the quantitative data analysis, my study looked for a relationship between four
independent variables (formal graphic design schooling, interdisciplinary course taking, a variety
of design experience, and years of design experience) and two dependent variables (the score on
the ideation task/artifacts and the self-evaluation adaptive-expertise survey response). A one-way
analysis of variance was used to test relationships between counts of frequency of categorical
variables (e.g., the major/coursework) and ordinal variables (e.g., the score on the task). One-way
ANOVA is used to compare the means of more than two populations (I have four groups of
participants in my study). My hypothesis stated that the four groups of students would display
different ideation task scores and survey responses according to their prior experiences (years of
graphic design, varieties of experiences in graphic design). Five specific hypotheses were
evaluated, and the analysis process is explained below.

Hypothesis One: Group 3 will score higher in their ideation task than the other three groups.
(Group 3 was participants who have dual majors from CGT and VCD or who have completed
coursework in both graphic design programs.)
One-way ANOVA was applied to test the differences among the four groups. The F-test
shows that the means are not different from each other (P-value: 0.1896 > 0.05 = alpha); therefore,
Hypothesis One is false. There is no significant difference among the four groups in their ideation
scores. The hypothesis was rejected. I concluded that in this study, participants who had graphic
design training from both CGT (College of Technology) and VCD (School of Liberal Arts) did
not perform significantly better than participants who had formal training from only CGT or VCD
or from other non-graphic-design programs.
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Hypothesis Two: Participants with formal graphic design training and schooling will have
higher scores on the ideation task and their self-evaluation of adaptive expertise in the survey
than those who have not received formal schooling/training in graphic design.
I used one-way ANOVA to examine the hypothesis. In terms of the ideation score, the
result shows that the mean is significantly higher for the groups with formal graphic design
training/schooling than for the group without formal training (Test-Statistic: F-value = 5.23, Pvalue: 0.0283 < 0.05 = alpha). However, in the adaptive expertise score, Hypothesis Two was
rejected. There is no difference between the formally trained group and the non-formally-trained
group (Test-Statistic: F-value = 1.50; P-value: 0.2303 > 0.05 = alpha) in the adaptive expertise
score.

Hypothesis Three: Participants’ scores on the ideation task will have a positive correlation with
the scores based on their self-evaluation of adaptive expertise in the survey.
The correlation test was applied to examine the relationship between ideation score and
adaptive expertise score. The result shows there is no significant positive correlation between the
two scores (n = 30, P-value: 0.0596 > 0.05 = alpha). Hypothesis Three was rejected.

Hypothesis Four: Participants with more years of graphic design experience will have higher
scores on the ideation task and their self-evaluation of adaptive expertise than those who have
fewer years of experience.
The correlation test was applied. The result shows that the years of graphic design
experience and the ideation score do not have a significantly positive relationship (n = 30, P-value
= 0.0928 > 0.05 = alpha). The result is the same for the years of graphic design experience and the
adaptive expertise (n = 30, P-value = 0.0817 > 0.05 = alpha). Hypothesis Four was rejected.
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Hypothesis Five: Participants with more varied graphic design experiences will have higher
scores on the ideation task and their self-evaluation of adaptive expertise in the survey than
those who have less varied experiences.
I applied the correlation test to examine Hypothesis Five. The result shows that the variety
in graphic design experience and the ideation score do not have a significantly positive relationship
(n = 30, P-value = 0.1134 > 0.05 = alpha). However, the varieties in experience and adaptive
expertise have a significantly positive correlation (n = 30, P-value = 0.0379 > 0.05 = alpha).
Qualitative data analysis procedures
Qualitative data analysis includes data from interviews, observations, and responses to
open-ended questions on the survey. All the data were transcribed from audio files or hand-written
text into a digital text-based form by word document or excel spread sheet. Provisional coding was
used in this study. Two graduate students volunteered to code three participants’ interview
transcripts. The below section provides a detailed explanation of the qualitative data analysis.
Provisional Coding
Provisional coding was used in this study. In the provisional coding process a researcher
prepares a list of codes, generated from literature review, conceptual frameworks, research
questions, previous research findings, or pilot study fieldwork (Saldana, 2009, p. 120). Additional
codes or modifications to the code list may occur during the analysis phase.

For this study, I created a list of codes generated from a literature review and a pilot study
(see Appendix F). The code list gave me a guideline for observing and interviewing participants.
My code list was not static. For example, during fieldwork, I observed some participants give more
responses to aesthetic arrangement of the design than to the management of tools or concerns of
clients. The original code list, emphasized more on the management of tools and concerns of
clients. To correct for this, I added additional codes regarding aesthetics to the list.
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Trustworthiness and Credibility for Qualitative Components
The qualitative data in this study are collected from interviews, observations, and responses
to open-ended survey question. Three approaches were used to ensure trustworthiness and
credibility in this study: (a) data triangulation, (b) expert checking, and (c) investigator
triangulation.

Data triangulation
Data triangulation means multiple sources were used to collect data to answer research
questions and examine the consistency among the answers shared by participants. An example of
data triangulation is that participants were asked to name the tools that they used to solve this
ideation task from both survey and interview. I also took observation notes while each participant
was completing the ideation task. I used the answer that at least two sources of data shared the
same result to determine the consistency of the responses and also to compare and contrast across
data sources to identify potential inconsistencies.

Expert checking
Experts were invited to check content credibility for the instruments (such as ideation task,
ideation rubric, adaptive expertise survey question) and the potential answers for data result. Dr.
E. Garcia Bravo helped evaluate the student’s artifacts from the pilot study. Dr. Garcia Bravo is
current assistant professor of Computer Graphic Technology. He holds an MFA with a
specialization in electronic and time-based media, & a Ph.D. in technology. He has worked in
graphic design industry several years before starting his professoriate. His evaluation to those
students’ artifacts lead to similar result in terms of ranking like my evaluation. He also mentioned
that the content of my ideation task is appropriate that his and other graphic design courses use the
similar task outline of different topics for students to practice their graphic design abilities.
Dr. Colin Gray, assistant professor of computer graphic technology, was also utilized as an expert.
Dr. Gray has a MA in graphic design and a Ph.D. in instructional system technology. One of Dr.
Gary’s expertise is in design thinking.
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Investigator triangulation: inter-coder agreement
The inter-rater agreement to ensure the consistency and avoid the subjective bias of coding
to reach general agreement of interpretation. In this study, two graduate students volunteered to
code one to three participants in this study. The first graduate student, Terri Krause, is a Ph.D.
student of Learning Design and Technology at Purdue has 10 years plus experiences in website
development and design. Terri joined the coding for one participant in 2015. The second graduate
student, Arundhyoti Sarkar, is a master’s student in Engineering Technology at Purdue, who has
three-years of teaching assistant experience in the Design lab and 3D printing activities at Purdue
Polytechnic Institute. Arundhyoti coded three participants’ artifacts during the year of 2016-2017
academic year.
The process of training the 2nd coder are the following steps. First, I shared and explained
the coding list, and demonstrated how to use Nvivo to code interview transcripts. Then, each coder
individually conducted first-round coding. Then we conducted according comparison to check our
level of agreement. Please see figure 3.10 for the pre-negotiated coding comparison. If there is any
code’s agreement level lower than 90%, we discussed our rationale for the code given to identify
the difference and provide evidences to narrow the gap of disagreement for reaching the 90%
agreement (please see figure 3.11 of an example of reaching 90% agreement). The table 3.6 below
indicates the final coding agreement level for three research participants. The coding agreement
result is the average of the agreement of each code among two coders.

Agreement

Table 3.6 Rate of coding agreement among coders
Coding agreement between
Coding agreement between

Percentage\participant

Terri and Shih-Ping

Arundhyoti and Shih-Ping

Sophie

98.29 %

98.2%

Nicole

N/A

96.84%

Aria

N/A

96.78%
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Figure 3.10 Example of two coders’ coding comparison (Shih-Ping & Terri) before discussion,
without reaching above 90% agreement. (Coding comparison ran by Nvivo 11)
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Figure 3.11 Example of two coders’ coding comparison (Shih-Ping & Terri) after discussion and
reaching agreement. (Coding comparison ran by Nvivo 11)
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Two types of discrepancies were found in our coding: discrepancies in definition
difference and technical discrepancies. The first is differences in definition. For example (please
see figure 3.12), coder one (TSK-Terri) thought the below statement was related to Defining
Design Task and coder two (SK-Shih-Ping) didn’t code it at all. After discussion, SK agreed that
there is a statement did relate to “defining design task”. Thus, SK corrected her coding to include
that statement.

Figure 3.12: Example of definition differences before correction
The second coding difference is technical differences. For example, in the example below
(figure 3.13) TSK coded the whole paragraph to identify which tool that the participant used in the
coding of Tool Selection_what (what tool the participant selected to use). SK only coded the name
of the tool without including the context description. After a discussion with TSK, SK agreed it is
better to include the context conversation, so we could reduce the issue of misinterpreted the data
without considering the context.
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Figure 3.13: Example of technical differences before correction

Integration of Quantitative and Qualitative Data
In this study, the qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed separately for each of the
four research questions. I then compared the results with across sources to examine each
hypothesis and to identify similarities, differences, conflicts, and any notable or unexpected trends.
Table 3.7 shows how both the quantitative and qualitative data were applied in answering the four
major questions of this research.
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Table 3.7 Research Questions Addressed by Data Sources
Questions

Question 1:
Conceptual tool
selection &
reasoning

Interpretation
Compare/ contrast
contexts:
time, tools,
requirements,
resources, and
environment.

Mixed data
interpretation

Question 2:
Similarities &
differences in tool
selection &
reasoning among
the four groups of
participants
Present
similarities and
differences in
reasoning from
quantitative and
qualitative data.
Map those results
with the six
features of
adaptive expertise.
Do those results
show the qualities
of meta-cognition,
multiple
perspectives,
dynamic
knowledge,
willingness to be
challenged,
flexibility,
efficiency, and indepth expertise?

Question 3:
Influence of prior
experience &
preconceptions on
tool selection
reasoning

Question 4:
Other predictors
relevant to tool
selection and
reasoning

Present those prior
experiences and
conceptions.
Present the gaps
and/or connections
between quan. and
qual. data.
Map prior
experiences and
their effects on
tool reasoning with
the six features of
adaptive expertise.

Present other
relevant
preconceptions or
factors influencing
tool selection and
reasoning.
Map those
findings and their
effects on tool
reasoning with the
six features of
adaptive expertise.

Question 1
Research Question 1 considered tool selection during the design task. Quantitative data
provided the frequency of use for each type of tool/strategy, whereas qualitative data provided the
contextual, implicit reasons for selecting and using the ideation tools. The interpretation and
discussion focused on comparing and contrasting the different design contexts, including the
controlled and natural settings: time, tools, requirements, resources, and environment. Based on
both the observation data from the ideation task and the participants’ self-evaluation, I was able to
answer how and why participants selected specific tools, how they met the requirements of the
ideation task, how they managed their time, and how they evaluated their own performance. I then
constructed the individual’s pattern of tool selection according to the type of task, the frequency
of use, and the task context, and generated stories for ten participants who were selected for their
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high qualifications, e.g., outstanding performance related to their majors, or their notable
experience in graphic design.
Question 2
Research Question 2 considered the similarities and differences between the four groups
of participants. The focus was on ideation scores, tool selection, and the reasoning behind their
selections. In the data analysis in Chapter 4, I briefly describe the results and provide an
interpretation of differences correlated with major or cross-disciplinary course experience. I
quantified the qualitative data from interview transcripts and observation notes. Then I compared
it with the quantitative-data survey results to examine what tools were used and the reasoning
among the participants to identify the similarities and differences.
Question 3
Research Question 3 considered the influence of participants’ prior experiences and
preconceptions. In collecting the quantitative data, I related the design and survey scores to the
length (in years) and type of prior design experience. Qualitative data was used to explore how
prior experiences (such as internships, competitions, school projects, part-time work, or
volunteering) or preconceptions correlated with interview and survey responses, and ideation task
scores. Interview themes shed light on personal design habits formed via experience, e.g., work,
or interactions with teachers, peers, mentors, or family members, which may have accounted for
unexpected results. For example, Ellen, a senior in VCD who currently holds a job in graphic
design, scored below average—lower than some of the non-graphic-design-major participants.
Ultimately, the combined results from the quantitative and qualitative data were mapped to reveal
their connections to the six features of adaptive expertise.
Question 4.
Research Question 4 considered other relevant predictors for tool selection and reasoning.
I used the results from surveys and interviews were examined for other factors related to tool
selection and ideation and were connected to the seven features of adaptive expertise: metacognition, flexibility, multiple perspectives, dynamic knowledge, the ability to welcome
challenges, efficiency, and deep domain knowledge.
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Limitations
Three four of limitations were addressed in this study: contextual variations and
participants’ natures, sampling procedures, interview process, and observer effect. The first
limitation is related to the unique context and participants’ natures. This study emphasized the
narrations and reflections of individuals on their adaptive expertise in the context of conducting a
graphic design project. Participants came from two specific undergraduate programs (VCD and
CGT) at one large, mid-western, land-grant university. The results may not be generalizable to
other individuals or contexts. Therefore, when interpreting the results generated from this study, it
is necessary to be aware of the impact of individual differences and contextual variations. For
example, students who were recruited in this study were given very low compensation ($5
Starbucks gift cards) and were asked to invest one hour on ideation task, survey, and interview
questions. Majority of them indicated that they volunteered because they were interested in
helping others, or because of their personal interest in research or graphic design. They were selfselected. Therefore, the participants in this study may be more enthusiastic about the task and topic
than participants recruited by other means. If this study was assigned as a task in a class where an
instructor asked all the students to participate, students’ motivation would probably be lower for
doing the task. Consequently, their scores might be lower.

Second, because the grouping was based on enrollment in specific degree programs,
recruitment of participants did not allow for random sampling. Due to the voluntary nature of the
study as well as the limited number of students who were double-majors, it was difficult to locate
the desired number of students for the CGT and VCD groups. Therefore, I expanded the participant
recruiting criteria. The original plan for the VCD+CGT group was to look for students who have
dual degrees in VCD and CGT. Instead, the search became broader, and included students who
had one graphic design major (CGT or VCD) but had also taken courses in art and design or
technology-related programs. The weakness in doing this was that the latter study participants
would likely not have had as much training and experience in each discipline as would students
who had dual majors in both CGT and VCD.

Third, I was conscious of the potential for asking leading questions during interviews.
Therefore, I paid close attention to the words and text used to explain data collection techniques
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to participants and to the how questions in the initial semi-structured interview script were framed.
I followed up with additional prompts beyond the planned questions as necessary to elicit further
information but was careful to avoid leading questions that would make them feel that I was
looking for particular types of responses, or that I would judge their responses. I avoided asking
questions such as, “are you satisfied with your performance in this 40-minute task? Why and
how?” Participants might not have so easily answered “yes” or “no” because those answers would
have involved direct subjective judgement about their performance. Instead, I asked, “if you had a
chance to do the task over again, what would you do differently, and why? Please describe it.” I
also used review by experts, pilot use of interview protocol to ensure my questions were nonleading. In this way, I noticed participants were more open to reflection and stating what they felt
that they would have liked to do more, maybe improve from what they felt that they missed, such
as different strategies to manage time or to use tools. However, there were a few cases where they
gave very short answers because some participants were not the best at articulating or expressing
their ideas. I would ask more probing questions to determine whether I understood their ideas
properly. These interchanges might have led to another limitation, involving the possibility that I
as a researcher over-interpreted their answers.

The fourth limitation is related to the observation procedure. The observation was
conducted by a researcher sitting next to each participant in a public computer lab during the
regular class time while many students were studying, working and communicating in the lab. The
participants’ performance may get affected by the pressure of an observer sitting next to them to
take notes, even if I had informed them ahead that I would sit quietly to take notes. Thus, when
referring the result of this study, it is necessary to consider that students might perform less ideally
compared when they work quietly by themselves in their own preferred working space without the
observer effect.
Summary of Chapter Three
Pragmatism offers the philosophical foundation for the application of a mixed method
research approach in social science study because of its practical and contextual viewpoints in
favor of valuing knowledge by its utility, results and consequences rather than by its radical or
conceptual assumption of truth. This study used a convergent mixed method design to concurrently
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collect both qualitative and quantitative. The benefits of a convergent mixed method were that it
provided a more complete overall understanding of the topics related to the research questions.
Both the qualitative and quantitative data were collected, treated and analyzed equally and
individually first, and then I compared, contrasted and integrated them to answer my main four
research questions. I described my research design, participants, contexts, definitions of
terminology, instrument development and examination, research data collection and analysis. The
validity and reliability of quantitative data was discussed while the trustworthiness and credibility
of qualitative data were explained in Chapter 3. The integration of the quantitative and qualitative
data was also displayed at the end of Chapter 3 to give a synthesizing viewpoint on data analysis,
to introduce the start of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

Chapter 4 presents the results of my data analysis and includes the answers to my research
questions as well as the detailed stories of ten students. I purposefully chose a novel problem, with
constraints on time, tool options (participants may only use the tools provided), and work space,
and examined how these conditions affected the participants’ ability to adjust to and perform an
open-ended ideation task in graphic design.

Thus, this study assessed 1) the type and frequency of and the reasoning behind the tool
usage for the ideation task, 2) similarities and differences in tool selection and reasoning among
the four participant groups, 3) the influence of previous design experience, and 4) the influence of
preconceptions or previous situations on participants’ reasoning skills and strategy selection. Ten
participants were selected to develop in-depth stories about their background and experiences
completing this task. These ten were selected based on their majors, the length and breadth of their
experience in graphic design, and their ideation scores (including some in the highest and lowest
scoring groups).
Types of selected tools and their frequency of usage
The first research question addressed which ideation tool(s) the participants used. The
results show six preferences among the participants: sketching freehand with pencil and paper,
handwriting notes, using desktop software, downloading fonts and images from the Internet, using
the Internet to find information (or clarify ideas), and using the Internet to find online graphic
design tools.

Figure 4.1 displays the frequency of selecting these tools. Participants tended to integrate
several tools to complete the ideation task. The majority of students (22 of 30) used a combination
of tools, including freehand sketching, handwriting, desktop software, and the Internet. A few
students (5 of 30) used only pencil and paper (freehand sketching and handwriting), and a few
others (3 of 30) used only desktop software throughout the forty-minute design task.
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Figure 4.1. Types of tools that participants used and the frequency of using each tool.
(Note: I used an observation protocol/worksheet to record every participant’s tool usage every
five minutes. This chart shows the most frequently used tools.)
Freehand sketching and handwriting are the tools that participants used most often in the
initial stage of the design task, with the former tool being more popular. Nineteen of the 30
participants used freehand sketches to produce rough layouts of graphic design ideas and then
added other tools to realize and/or refine their concepts. Some students did not show awareness of
why they used freehand sketching, while others were very able to articulate of their reasons for
selecting and strategically using a particular tool to achieve the best performance (in 40 minutes
to generate as many draft designs with good qualities). Some participants who identified this task
as a time-limited challenge decided to use pencil and paper because it functioned more intuitively
and efficiently, helping designers to externalize their ideas more quickly. Furthermore, participants
usually handwrote keywords, such as titles or blurbs, to convey concepts along with the graphics.
Very few participants simply used handwriting to draft their designs; the majority combined
freehand sketching and handwriting to synthesize their ideas in the initial 5-10 min of this task.
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Desktop software, which was often chosen immediately after the initial freehand sketching,
was employed to generate, refine, and realize the visual graphics. After reading the task
description, very few participants decided to first sketch their ideas by using desktop software
because of its advanced capabilities (e.g., Photoshop and Illustrator can generate more refined,
accurate, and appealing images and allow the user to easily move and duplicate images). On the
contrary, some participants decided not to use it in the initial stage because they decided that the
complex mechanical steps involved would reduce efficiency.

I noticed that participants who were not confident about generating graphics with freehand
sketching or desktop software tended to be more comfortable with handwriting. They addressed
the ideation task by writing paragraphs/essays to explain what and how modeling functions in the
engineering design process. This solution failed to fulfill the requirements of the task (compose
graphics and text) but demonstrated the participants’ willingness to tackle the challenge.

The remaining three tools/approaches are related to the Internet: using fonts and
downloading images from the Internet, searching for information online, and using online graphic
design tools. The Internet was used on and off throughout the entire forty minutes. Participants
used it to clarify the definition of modeling in the engineering process, to look for visual inspiration
(for example, a few students searched on Google for images), and to access online graphic design
tools, such as generators of colorblind-accessible palettes, or the web-based infographic
application Piktochart.
Reasoning in tool selection
What drove the participants to select and/or combine tools? From the combination of survey
and quantified interview results, participants identified their reasons, specifically, ease of use (n =
20), efficiency (n = 20), benefits to ideation (defining, clarifying, capturing, and developing ideas;
n = 19), strengths of the tool(s) (n = 19), personal capacity to use the tool(s) (n = 17), better results
(n = 11), comfort (n = 6), familiarity (n = 8), personal preference (n = 5), analysis of the task (n =
3), and others (habit, past training, “no idea”; n = 4). Please see figure 4.2-rationales to choose
tools and strategies.
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Figure 4.2. Rationales to choose tools and strategies.
Two themes emerged from participants’ self-reported reasons for selecting tools. First,
participants in this study tended to choose tools for multiple reasons. For example, one individual
said that it was easier and faster to use Illustrator than Photoshop or InDesign in this task because
Illustrator provides an easy-to-use pen and generates vector images that can be quickly duplicated
and moved. Thus, there were two reasons to choose this tool: efficiency and ease of use. Secondly,
the reasons seemed to be interwoven/inter-connected. A participant might state that efficiency led
him/her to use a certain tool, but the efficiency was actually related to his/her personal familiarity
or comfort with using a tool, suggesting that efficiency does not necessarily arise from a specific
tool but rather from a user’s proficiency or familiarity with that tool. Below, I address each reason
individually for the sake of clarity and simplicity. Later, these reasons will be synthesized, and
their interaction explained in the ten in-depth case stories.
Ease of use
Ease of use (n = 20) is one the two most frequently mentioned reason for using a particular
tool. Ease of use, as defined in this study is depending on individual perception; one participant
may find a tool easy to use while another might find it difficult to use. Based on previous
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experience, participants may have found that a certain tool is easier for them to use, thus leading
them to immediately select it among many other tools. However, they may not be able to verbalize
the specific strengths of a tool or rationally compare the respective strengths of tools in selecting
the most suitable tool for the task.
I used Picktochart ’cause I know how to use it. ’Cause I used it before in my class, and I
knew it is easy to use. It looks professional. (Mandy, Educational Studies)
I think maybe pencil and pen it’s easier for me to conclude my ideas. I feel like sometimes
when I write down on the pen or pencil it’s easier for me to get better idea of what it says
and better for me to remember it. (Phoebe, Personal Finance Consulting)
That’s what I use mostly when I’m maybe…sometimes doing homework…Pencil is much
easier. I think drawing is most important when I try to use my imagination, whatever. I
think it’s both directions. I mean, drawing can put my imagination on paper. When I’m
drawing, I can transfer my imagination into my head, both directions. (Levi, Electronic
Computer Engineering)
Efficiency
Efficiency (n = 20) refers to how rapidly tool(s) allow participants to externalize the
concepts they have in mind. For example, Ruby mentioned that freehand sketching (pencil and
paper) is “quick.” Tied in popularity with ease of use, efficiency is a reason cited by most of the
participants (20 of 30).

I always start out with pencil sketches, just because they’re quick and I can draw really
quick. (Ruby, VCD)
I always like to sketch my ideas out first before I forget, because I can always do it quicker
in pencil and get a really rough idea. (Mackinze, VCD)

Other students shared similar ideas regarding efficiency but with more elaborate details
about the specific strengths of a tool. For example, Aria explained why freehand sketching is faster
than Illustrator for drawing a circle.
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I’m trying to draw a circle. I can draw a circle a lot faster by hand than I can with a mouse.
There is a shape tool for that, but you have to know the shape tool. You have to get it, you
have to resize it and all that. But if you draw, when you’re on paper, it’s instantaneous.
You don’t have to worry about resizing anything, you don’t have to worry about finding
the tools on Illustrator. You just get it down on paper and you can visualize it immediately.
It’ll be sloppy, but it’ll be there, and so you don’t have to worry about losing your idea
while you’re trying to work something. It’s a lot more time efficient to do that, especially
in the beginning of the design process. (Aria, VCD)

From Aria’s statement, we can ascertain that she compared the difference in the quality of
images between freehand sketching and Illustrator. It shows that her reasoning for using a tool is
based not only on personal preference to define efficiency but also a rational understanding of each
tool’s strengths.
Analysis of the strengths/traits of a tool
Analyzing a tool’s strengths/traits) (n = 19) refers to participants identifying the nature of
the task and evaluating the strengths of and their own proficiency with each tool to choose the
most suitable tool for accomplishing the task. Participants who shared their rationale tended to be
proficient in identifying and using tools.

[Illustrator] is really simple, broken down into shapes, like geometry basically. And you
have component like text and shapes. Those are just very easy like elements, the basic
elements of graphic design-text, shapes…Photoshop works for pixels, rather than vector.
(Lisa, CGT & took course from Art & Design)
I think I said that before, but it [Illustrator]’s a lot more user-friendly. Photoshop is a little
bit more difficult to use, especially if you’re just trying to make shapes or something. But
Illustrator, you can just throw stuff on there, take stuff away, and make layers and stuff.
That’s just really simple to use. (Aria, VCD)

[Pencil and paper are] really just a way for me to store stuff. Because when I’m thinking
of different designs, my mind is constantly in flux, kind of moving from one idea to
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another. And so if I don’t take time to take the idea, and actually put it down onto paper
and solidify that kind of concept, then it’ll have changed in five minutes and it won’t be
the same as what it was, and it might be significantly worse. It might be better, but I’d
rather have it down, so I at least have a copy of it in case I need it. That’s kind of how I
translate from my mind easiest, it’s just by writing it down on paper. Sometimes I start off
in Illustrator if it’s something particularly simple. Or if it’s really abstract or requires
coding or math, I’ll start off in the computer, but for the most part, the tool helps me
translate from whatever my current idea in my mind is and onto the page. (Jacob, CGT, &
Film Video Studies from Art & Design)

Participants with this reasoning tended to fluently verbalize the functional strengths of each
tool and were able to quickly evaluate the pros and cons of each choice when selecting the most
suitable tool(s) during the design process. They also strategically combined tools to solve
problems.

Pen and paper because you can easily jot down ideas even though they might not be goodlooking or perfect. It’s still good to use that to get your ideas on paper, and then I used
Illustrator, Adobe Illustrator because that’s one of my favorite programs, and I think it’s
an easy one to do the task at hand whereas like if you use Photoshop or InDesign, they’re
suited to different other things. Like InDesign is more layout of you can create books in
there and then Photoshop is more for like editing pictures. (Taylor, VCD and CGT (took
courses))

Jacob, a senior in CGT double majoring in film, has been involved in multiple graphic
design projects on campus and for industry. His experience using multiple tools across many
projects provided him with multiple perspectives (the nature of the task, his strengths, and each
tool’s strengths), allowing him to confidently and strategically choose tools for the design task.

And this type of project, it’s almost all lines and arrows, and kind of set things to separate
your text, insert pictures so it would all be vectorized or kind of PDF kind of formatted and
programmed, so InDesign, I can even use…Paint.NET has features for that. So yeah,
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there’s a whole bunch of different tools I could use. I could have used Photoshop to do the
whole thing, but Photoshop’s vector editing is a little bit subpar, and so I didn’t intend to
waste time working around its problems, so that’s…the tools that I use are primarily just
experience. Everything in graphics is just kind of doing the same thing, but in a different
manner or in a different kind of subtext, so once you figure out where one tool can be used,
you can then use it again in the same manner in other projects. (Jacob, CGT, & Film Video
Studies from Art & Design)
Benefits to ideation (defining, clarifying, capturing, and developing ideas)
Users mentioned that using certain tool(s) benefits their process of ideation (n = 19), such
as defining, clarifying, capturing, and developing ideas. Examples of each type of benefit to
ideation are given below.
Defining ideas/problems
Many participants did not know the definition of modeling in the engineering design
process. They used the Internet to help them define and better understand the task.
I use Google image search…I did look up why modeling was important, so I could get an
understanding. (Ruby, VCD)
I have no idea what this [modeling in the engineering design process] is, how to use the
Internet to figure out because I’m not engineering major. (Phoebe, Personal Finance
Consulting)
Clarifying ideas
Some participants possessed an initial idea/understanding of the problem (i.e., they defined
the problem) but were unsure of the accuracy of their understanding. This uncertainty prompted
them to use certain tools, such as the Internet (e.g., Google, Wikipedia, or online published papers)
to deepen, expand, refine, evaluate, and correct—in short, to clarify—their ideas.

The first thing I did was I Googled, “Modeling for engineers,” to try to see differentiating
it from like, I guess, modeling in general, or just how it was specific towards that. And it
was a very technical, mathematical... which is not my thing, so I tried to generalize it and
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take it out of the engineering, so we could get a basic step by step process. (Delaney, VCD
and CGT [took courses))

I used that [the Internet] to make sure that I understood what exactly the description was
of modeling, because there can be different explanations of modeling, and while I would
more describe it as concepts, I would describe it more as a concept, I just used the Internet
to search up things like what exactly entails a mathematical model and different types of
models. (Thomas, CGT)

A lot of times…I did this freshman year where I was working on a project and I spent
maybe two weeks on it before I realized I was doing something wrong. And if I had just
gone on the Internet and looked up what the whole thing was about, it would have cut down
my time a lot. I probably could have figured it out within a couple of days instead of a
couple of weeks. So, it’s like a limitless amount of knowledge so you got to utilize it. (Aria,
VCD)
Capturing ideas
This aspect emphasizes how tools help participants translate ideas into visible and tangible
outcomes, such as drafts, before the ideas vanish during the fluid process of ideation.

With the paper, it is kind of help. Because. I don’t know…just for me…have a pencil in
hand…I have better idea you know where I can put them. So, it is easier, just like jot things
down really quickly, rather like Photoshop, you need to go through the linear manual…go
to the shape tool. [By pencil] If you just draw it …then you are done. It is just better a quick
idea. (Chole, CGT)

For the paper and pencil, it was just really fast. I put down whatever I want to put down
before I forgot and I can always look back down it. I didn’t need to wait for it load for work
on computer. For me the access was there. I can always alter it and I can be messy, ’cause,
you know, I can really quickly touch my ideas. (Lisa, CGT + Art & Design (took course))
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They’re really just a way for me to store stuff. Because when I’m thinking of different
designs, my mind is constantly in flux, kind of moving from one idea to another. And so,
if I don’t take time to take the idea, and actually put it down onto paper and solidify that
kind of concept, then it’ll have changed in five minutes and it won’t be the same as what it
was, and it might be significantly worse. It might be better, but I’d rather have it down, so
I at least have a copy of it in case I need it. That’s kind of how I translate from my mind
easiest, it’s just by writing it down on paper. (Jacob, CGT & Film Video Studies [Art &
Design])

I think for your client or your audience, I think it helps them understand it better. And I
think when you don’t have a whole grasp on something. I can’t go straight to the computer
and just know what I want to do. I need to lay everything out no matter what it is, the
smallest thing. I just need to write everything down, I think that [putting all the ideas down
on paper] really helps, the more info you have the better you can apply it to something, I
think. (Delaney, VCD and CGT [took courses])
Developing ideas
While participants may have had some initial ideas, tools helped them to develop and refine
those ideas. The participants indicated that the “capturing” and “developing” of ideas may occur
simultaneously. When participants mentioned that using pencil and paper helped them develop
their ideas, they also added that this tool aided them in initially capturing those ideas.

I feel like it helped me solve the design problem because with paper and pencil like I chose,
I could quickly jump around between ideas a lot faster than I could on a computer. So, the
new idea popped in my head I could just grab a new piece of paper and when I wanted to.
I could go back to the old piece of paper and keep going on that one and just switch back
and forth really quickly. (Jack, Computer Information Technology)

Yeah. Pencil is much easier. I think drawing is most important when I try to use my
imagination, whatever. I think it’s both directions. I mean, drawing can put my imagination
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on paper. When I’m drawing, I can transfer my imagination into my head, both directions.
(Levi, Electrical Computer Engineering)

Some participants looked at existing images or elements on the Internet in order to help
them develop ideas. Since the Internet is one of the most efficient tools for finding information
and was available on the desktop computer that I shared, many of the participants opted to use it.

I went to the Internet when I started building near the end. I kind of hit a wall of design and
didn’t want to sit there and do nothing, so I started building one of my ideas in Illustrator,
where I did start inserting color imagery. And that would come from…that came from
mostly internet resources. (Jacob, CGT & Film Videos Study)

And then I use the Internet, if I don’t understand something, I’ll go in there and, so like
modeling. I’ll go look up modeling. And then I’ll try to pull pieces from what I see on the
images to try to bring a lot of things together. I’ll look up colors. Or I’ll look up posters
that are already designed to kind of see what kind of poster I want to design, and then just
place my content as needed. So I think that’s why, in my head I kind of map it out that way.
(Skylar, CGT)
Personal capacity to use tools
The personal capacity (n = 17) to use a tool refers to one’s ability to consciously identify
personal limitations and strengths in using that tool. A user might clearly articulate or simply be
aware of his/her limitations with regard to a particular tool and adapt by choosing other tools for
accomplishing a task.

Many participants are unskilled at freehand sketching, so they ended up using computeraided tools instead. There are more of them from graphic design majors and fewer non-graphicdesign majors. This decision may not be the most rational option for comparing the strengths of
different tools; rather, it is motivated by their belief of their limited personal limited personal
capacity for using a specific tool.
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I used Adobe Illustrator, because I’ve used it before I thought that was probably a better
tool to use and I can’t draw very well by hand, either. (Carl, Computer Graphic
Technology)

I use Illustrator at work, but I’m generally not a big drawer. So, I figured, because at first
I was going to try to draw my own models and then I was like, “That is not going to work.”
So, I just ended up using computer, Google Images sort of thing. (Ruby, Visual
Communication Design)

I decided to use the Illustrator. Because I am most of the comfortable of that computer
programs. And I thought like I consider sketching all of them, instead of using computer.
But my sketch is not very clean. So I thought it is better on computer. (Joy, Visual
Communication Design)

I am glad that got to use computer. I am not good at drawing. I just started with the basic
design like the info graphic. And then I used Picktochart ’cause I know how to use it.
’Cause I used it before in my class, and I knew it is easy to use. It looks professional.
(Mandy, Educational Studies)

On the other hand, some participants who are not competent with advanced computer-aided
graphic design tools, such as Illustrator or Photoshop, chose to use freehand sketching instead.
More students from non-graphic-design majors selected pencil and paper to avoid wasting time by
using computer software with which they were unfamiliar or uncomfortable, indicating that this
reason is mixed in with other rationales, such as comfort, ease of use, and efficiency.

Because I am comfortable with the media like I don’t know how to use anything on the
computer and like pencils and pens and sort of things are easier for me to get my ideas out
rather than trying to figure out on a computer. (Ben, Philosophy)
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I’m not very adept at computer design like Photoshop and things like that, so I can’t do
quickly. So, I decided to stick with paper and drawing, sketching a piece out. (Jack,
Computer Information Technology)

Furthermore, there were participants who emphasized their proficiency with a tool in
explaining their tool selection. Based on their statements, I noticed an apparent difference in
proficiency level that was proportional to the level of detail in their description from the interview
and their ability to compare the pros and cons of the tools. Ellen and Sally, for instance, indicated
a connection between the tools with which they are proficient and two other rationales, efficiency
and ease of use, but did not articulate many details to compare the tools themselves.

I don’t know. I feel like I went hand-in-hand with the tools. I used the tools and the tools
also aided what the results came out to be. So it’s a balance between my own understanding
and the program. (Ellen, Visual Communication Design)

I used a paper and pencil, because for me that’s just the easiest way for me to quickly get
things down. And that way you can quickly just erase things and fix things, and just…it’s
pretty much faster for me, rather than doing stuff on the computer. (Sally, Computer
Graphic Technology)

Taylor and Jane, on the other hand, provided more details about the different tools, and the
latter, especially, was very aware of the time constraint on the task and of her ability according to
the tool. We can probably infer that these participants possess relatively advanced proficiency with
these tools, allowing them to explain, compare, and contrast the why’s and how’s of their decisionmaking.

For me, I know it [Illustrator] better and I think it’s easier. I guess it’s my favorite because
I think I know more about it than Photoshop. I know more about InDesign also, but that
wasn’t what I needed to use for this task. (Taylor, Visual Communication Design and
Computer Graphic Technology)
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Yeah. I used pencil and paper for the two of them, because I only did three. And color
pencils, because I felt like it was a, in a limited time, I felt like I can get more done writing
out on paper than I could trying to manipulate different programs because that takes me
longer. And the third one, I used Photoshop. But on that one, I did not draw my own stuff
because it’s difficult for me with the mouse. So, I pulled pictures from the internet for that
and then just wrote, typed out text. Photoshop is the one that I’m most proficient in. It’s
the one I’ve used the most and the most familiar with how it works. InDesign, I have not
used recently, so that would have been pretty difficult. I am using Illustrator right now, but
to me Photoshop is a lot easier because Illustrator is very mathematical and precise, and I
find that takes me longer to do. So, for this research with the time limit I had, I figured
Photoshop would be the best. (Jane, Computer Graphic Technology and Art & Design)
Better results
Participants who applied this rationale (n = 11) chose a tool based on its capacity to
generate better results. In this study, the results refer to the artifacts, which were evaluated based
on the number and quality of drafts according to a set of criteria. The tool selection could be either
conscious (know-how with more accurate details) or unconscious decision-making (purely
subjective preference).

Some of the participants, such as Ellen and Ruby, simply stated that the tool made the
graphic look nicer or more refined but did not give further details.

Maybe not look nicer, but it [Illustrator]’s a lot cleaner than maybe Photoshop would be.
(Ellen, Visual Communication Design)
So, on the computer, I can usually crank stuff out really quickly and it’s more refined and
can lay it out nicely. So, I’m definitely more of a computer designer than a drawer. (Ruby,
Visual Communication Design)

Others, such as Carl, Jim, and Sophie, however, offered specific examples of functions and
results in addition to stating that a tool made a graphic “look nice” or “refined.” This difference
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might again suggest that participants exhibited different levels of proficiency with and awareness
of the benefits offered by a tool.

I think it helped me because with Illustrator you can get good lines and I’ve had some, in
the class I took it showed how to do some perspective kind of things. (Carl, Computer
Graphic Technology and Art & Design)

I’m currently taking a class on Illustrator. So, I’m really familiar with it right now and the
tools on it. And I know it’s easy to make decent-looking graphics with it, because the shape
builder and the text tools are really easy. (Jim, CGT and Engineering (took classes))

I used the swatches tool just because I thought that I could find a cool background by using
the swatches and I did with the rectangles. (Sophie, VCD)
Familiarity
Familiarity (n = 8) means a participant has used a certain tool often enough, for a long time
to develop a sense of familiarity with it. Familiarity may have resulted from either a conscious
decision to use the tool or the unintentional habit of using it. Familiarity seemed to overlap with
comfort, ease of use while participants stated their reasoning. I separated it out is to avoid
combining too many ideas in one category.

I used the pencil just because that the thing I’m most familiar with. The only thing I’ve
done on the computer that requires any type of artistic is Paint, and you can never draw
very well on Paint. So, I decided to just use a pencil. (Janelle, Computer Information
Technology)
Comfort
Comfort (n = 6) refers to a participant feeling comfortable with using a tool. Usually,
participants who are not confident in using other tools (due to insufficient skill or practice) tend to
choose tools with which they feel comfortable, enabling them to forego the embarrassment of
attempting to use the other tools, even if they sense that these tools generate better results.
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I guess the paper and pencil I could…I felt it’s more comfortable with, and I could easily
figure out what to do, but I had problems with the software. Since I don’t have a lot of
knowledge using it, it’s really frustrating. (Maria, Plant Science)

However, comfort may increase efficiency in generating ideas because the user can save time by
not struggling with unfamiliar tools.

I used Illustrator and I think I’m most comfortable using Illustrator, I think it’s really userfriendly. So, I used that and just placed some images so I could show that process, the
backwards process starting from the product and modeling it backwards to see if we could
figure out how to teach it. (Delaney, VCD and majored CGT one semester at 1st year)
Because I am comfortable with the media like I don’t know how to use anything on the
computer and like pencils and pens and sort of things are easier for me to get my ideas out
rather than trying to figure out on a computer. (Ben, Philosophy and Management)
Personal preference
Personal preference is a subjective personal choice (n = 5). Participants just stated what
they preferred but not give much further rational reasons why. For example, Ruby just said she is
a more layout person but we don’t know why and what made her like layout more than illustrating.

I prefer InDesign, because I’m definitely more of a layout person and I’m not a big
illustrator, so that’s why I usually typically go for InDesign. (Ruby, VCD &
Communication)

InDesign, an application for press publishing and layout, is often used to adjust fonts,
spacing, etc. However, the ideation task focused on graphics generation; therefore, drawing or
painting tools were more suitable, although a participant’s proficiency in using a tool was also a
factor (for example, a student who used Microsoft Word still finished two designs quickly). In
Ruby’s case, though, she stated a more personal subjective preference and did not explain why or
how (function-wise) InDesign would help generate and externalize ideas for this task.
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Analysis of the task
In choosing tools/strategies for solving the problem and accomplishing the goal, a few
users (n = 3) analyzed the task by defining the following elements: what (the requirements of and
constraints on the task), why (the importance of the task and the reason for using a tool/strategy),
and how (the method of tackling the problem). This rationale related complex factors to each other
for decision-making, and users who reasoned at this level also exhibited more advanced tool
proficiency and analytical skills. In the three examples below, the participants identify the
requirements of the task/audience and the images/content that need to be included and then decide
which tool to use according to the strengths of the tool and the participants’ own proficiency.

My first thought was I really like to make it really visual, like image-based, rather than
text-heavy, because it is really wide range of audiences. First, it was high student. So, I
thought image and picture would be much better effective.…Illustrator I used basic tools
like the paint tool, like the shape. Use the shape just to make the representation. I tried to
use simple task. It was easy to read for the most of the part. Not many colors, I thought it
will make it too hard to get the ideas. And I want it be very direct. (Joy, VCD)

When you tell high school students what design is especially from the engineering
perspective, it seemed very complicated. It was for me before I saw the pictures. So I
thought like oh I wanna include photos and the fastest way to do this would be to use a
digital tool, Photoshop, Illustrator. I choose Illustrator because you have better time with
layout opposed to Photoshop, which [Illustrator] I use more for like illustration and
painting rather than something like poster, something…like that. So I chose this tool
[Illustrator] because it will do better job of illustrating engineering design modeling is.
(Lisa, Computer Graphic Technology and Visual Communication Design)

Like most of the jobs that I do, I start with the audience, and I usually try and determine
the average experience the audience would have. So, in this case we’re assuming the
audience has no experience…once I’ve determined the level of detail that I need to include,
I also determine the type of interaction the audience is going to have with this. So, since
this was kind of a learning document…the teacher was going to use to basically fuel their
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knowledge that they’re going to pass on to the students, I wanted a kind of a semimnemonic, I wanted it to be more flashy…I could’ve used InDesign. I have more
experience with Illustrator and Photoshop. I’ve used Photoshop for half a decade now, so
I know a lot about it and it’s easy, but Illustrator, I just happen to know the interface better
than I know InDesign’s interface. So, if given a time constraint, and also given a certain
type of content, I would use Illustrator over InDesign, but given another type of content,
like if you expected me to make, like, 15 pages that were all related to each other, I would
have easily used InDesign. Just because they have different functions. But for this function,
Illustrator was more what we would like. (Joseph, Computer Graphic Technology and Art
& Design and Film Studies)
Others
In this category of rationales (n = 4), students usually exhibited more unconscious decisionmaking for choosing a tool. They blindly used a tool due to seemingly random selection (“I don’t
know”), a habit, or past training but without being aware why.
I don’t know…[Pencil and paper] Just helped me to write things down. (Josh, Computer
Science & Math)

I think in school, I just grew up like jotting down my ideas, so I’m more comfortable with
it. (Sophie, VCD & Communication)

I think it’s the way I process in my head. So, whenever I think of ideas I usually sketch
them down really fast. (Skylar, CGT)

Approximately four students qualified for this category. While others operated merely out
of habit, Mandy included more rational details about her choices other than training from school.

I used Picktochart ’cause I know how to use it. ’Cause I used it before in my class, and I
knew it is easy to use. It looks professional. (Mandy, Educational Studies, Brain &
Behavioral Science)
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The eleven types of reasoning described above demonstrate that participants in this study
had rationales varying from unconscious habit to complex and advanced decision-making, such as
analysis of the task, personal capacity, or benefit to ideation. Ease of use and efficiency were the
most popular reasons for choosing a tool, probably due mainly to the time constraint, which was
felt by many of the participants. Another factor is that participants seemed to use several rationales
simultaneously in their decision-making. For instance, comfort was related to personal capacity to
use a tool, and analysis of the task led to the selection of efficient and easy-to-use tools.
Emergent themes in the reasoning behind tool usage
Two emergent themes can be identified in the results of this study: proficiency in using
tools and unusual strategies for generating ideas.
Levels of proficiency in using tools
From the above analysis, I noticed a trend based on proficiency in the participants’
reasoning for choosing tools. Participants who are at the very beginner level probably select tools
out of personal habit, ease of use, and comfort, but they cannot articulate their reasons, and
sometimes, they are not even aware of them. Josh (computer science) was only the one student in
this study at the very beginning level of proficiency in using tools. He did not feel confident about
this task or in his skills of graphic design, so he just said “ I don’t know” and could not
communicate much of his reasoning. Those at the intermediate level, such as Maria, Janelle, and
Phoebe, are probably more aware of their personal limitations and therefore consciously chose
tools that they could efficiently, comfortably, and easily use for this task. Finally, participants at
the most advanced and sophisticated level, such as Jacob, Taylor, and Aria, expressed detailed
observations on their personal graphic design strategies, identified the task’s nature, and assessed
the strengths of different tools in order to make the best decisions.
Reflecting on unusual strategies for generating ideas
When asked about special tools/approaches for generating ideas other than the tools
provided in this task, the students shared very similar approaches, such as talking to others
(mentors, teachers, friends, or family members) and reading graphic design books/magazines. A
few of them mentioned allowing ideas to flow naturally while walking or performing another non-
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graphic-design-related activity. For example, Aria shared a couple of unexpected incidents in her
daily life that generated graphic design ideas.
One time, I rode my bike around campus and I accidentally ran over a can or something.
And so, I went to go throw it away, and it had a weird shape to it, and it made me think of
something. So sometimes just doing everyday stuff might affect how you think. Other than
that…one time, I think I was throwing paint at something and the splatters did a Rorschach
effect and it had like a…I don’t know. (Aria, VCD)

Probably the weirdest method I've used to solve a problem was to draw a random picture
that had absolutely nothing to do with what I was doing, and then attempt to divide the
pixels. (Joseph, Computer Graphic Technology and Art & Design and Film Studies)

I have once or twice. I sometimes go out to the mall. Look through the mall, on the
engineering. Or I'll find a secluded place, like in Discovery Park. And I'll sit there and just
go off of that. Or I'll take a random shape. Or if I'm stuck in a computer lab I'll tend to like
look around and I'll see the way the light fixtures are different than others. And then I'll use
that as inspiration to design. (Skylar, Computer Graphic Technology)

Participants in this study seemed to follow regular design strategies and procedures. Those a-ha
moment or not-conventional strategies were not shared much in this study. It seemed that
participants who scored the higher in ideation task, had more experience in thinking or using
strategies outside of box.
Differences and similarities among the four groups of participants in their tool
selection/strategy
Before comparing and contrasting the tool selection and usage strategies across the four
groups, I will reiterate how participants were classified according to their majors and/or graphic
design course experience for this study: VCD (Visual Communication Design), CGT (Computer
Graphic Design), CGT + VCD, and non-graphic-design majors. Participants in the first three
groups (VCD, CGT, and CGT + VCD) are all graphic-design-related majors. VCD is offered by
the Department of Art and Design in the College of Liberal Arts, and CGT is offered by the College
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of Technology. Participants belonging to the category VCD + CGT are majoring in one program
or minoring/taking courses in the other.
Tool usage and reasoning
Table 4.1 displays the basic similarities and differences in tool usage among the four groups
in terms of frequency, based on results from the survey, interview, and observation sheet.

Table 4.1 Tool Usage Comparison and Contrast among the Four Groups
Started with freehand

Only freehand

Only used computer-

sketching and added

sketching (pencil &

based tool(s) (desktop

other tools

paper)

software or the
Internet)

VCD (N = 7)

4

0

3

CGT (N = 7)

5

2

0

CGT + VCD (N = 6)

5

0

1

Non-graphic-design

5

3

2

19 (63%)

5 (16.7%)

6 (20%)

2.95

2.9

2.89

majors (N = 10)
Total
Average

number

of

generated draft designs

The mixed approach (using pencil and paper along with other tools, such as graphic design
software and the Internet) was the most popular choice among the four groups (19 of 30, or 63%
of the participants). The participants who used only pencil and paper were two students from CGT
and three students from non-graphic-design majors. Of the three participants who used only
computer-based tools, one was from CGT and Art & Design (he had taken a ceramics course in
A&D), two were from non-graphic-design majors, and three were from VCD. Overall, pencil and
paper were usually used in the initial stage of the assigned ideation task. A few participants also
started with the Internet, identifying and clarifying the concept of modeling in the engineering
design process and then jotting down the definition with pencil and paper or in desktop software.
While the reasons for choosing a tool and the usage varied among the individual participants, this
section highlights the differences and similarities between the groups.
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I noticed that the qualitative data seemed to show differences between the groups in terms
of tool usage proficiency, which, in this study, is defined as the capacity to identify and evaluate
1) one’s personal skill in using a specific tool, 2) the nature of the task, and 3) the strengths of
different tools. For the non-graphic-design students, the main reasons for using a tool were related
to ease, comfort, and familiarity. These participants were usually capable with limited tools, such
as pencil and paper and/or basic MS Office, but they could not easily evaluate the strengths of
different tools, such as freehand sketching and desktop software (e.g., Illustrator, Photoshop, or
InDesign). A few knew the limits of their own tool usage proficiency and intentionally chose the
tools that they could most comfortably and/or easily use to finish the task on time.

The reasons given by the graphic design majors (VCD, CGT, and VCD+CGT) were more
relevant to their graphic design expertise and experience. Typically, they could fluently articulate
the strengths of several tools, e.g., describing the difference between freehand sketching and
desktop software by using specific examples. As another instance, when discussing desktop
software, they stated that Photoshop was suitable for editing raster images, Illustrator could easily
generate vector images with clear, neat results, and InDesign was good for publishing and layout.
Furthermore, of the graphic design majors, those with more experience tended to identify the traits
of each tool and the nature of the task. Their reasoning behind tool selection included details
regarding efficiency and indicated thorough thinking about the whole design process. For example:

Whenever you initially start an idea…a lot of times, people would jump to a computer
because it will look better. But what I’ve learned over the years, and I’ve been doing this
for several years, is that even if it looks bad, the first step to any design is to get as many
ideas as possible down at first, and so you can crank them out a lot faster if you just sketch
really rough ideas really, really fast. (Aria, VCD)

For the most part, when choosing the tools for a design, it’s almost all experience. Knowing
which tool is designed for, like every tool was designed for a specific task, so if I was
editing a whole lot of photos, I would use Lightroom. Whereas if I was editing just a couple
of photos, I would use Photoshop, that kind of thing. So every tool has its own purpose,
and I just kind of know…I know a couple of them. I don’t claim to know all the tools, what
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all of them do and are good for, but I know what I’ve used in the past and I know how it
applies and how they work for certain types of projects. (Jacob, CGT & Film Video
Studies)

Several graphic design students decided to use the computer to solve these ideation
problems. Some of them noted the efficiency of pencil and paper but indicated that they primarily
used the computer due to dissatisfaction with their ability to -sketch.

First, I used the pencil and the papers. Just to sketch it out. ’Cause I just have a lot of stuff
put in my head. I thought I can organize it a little bit. And then I decided to use the
Illustrator. Because I am most of the comfortable of that computer programs. And I thought
like I consider to sketch all of them, instead of using computer. But my sketch is not very
clean. So, I thought it is better on computer. (Joy, VCD)

Specific differences between the three graphic design major groups were not notable. Most
of them preferred to use mixed tools, i.e., they combined freehand sketching, desktop software,
and Internet resources. One finding of interest is that two students from CGT decided to use merely
pencil and paper to solve the problem and one student from VCD mainly used desktop software.
The usual stereotype is that students from technology-oriented majors tend to use computer-based
technology first, whereas students from a fine art tradition probably use freehand sketching first
due to studio training, which requires sketched plans. However, other factors (such as a
perfectionist tendency), which will be discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter Five, may also
influence decision-making.

Another angle from which to compare the four groups is examining the ideation scores
based on self-generated artifacts and the adaptive expertise scores based on self-evaluation to
assess the management and soft skills that they used during the task. The scoring results partially
support my original assumption. My original assumption is that graphic design majors would score
higher on the ideation score (including interview and observation) and the adaptive expertise score.
The result is ideation score of graphic design majors is higher than the non-graphic design group.
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However, for the adaptive expertise score, the graphic design majors did not necessarily show high
confidence in evaluating themselves with regard to soft, self-regulatory, and management skills.
Comparing ideation scores among the four groups
Upon investigating the descriptive statistics, the groups composed of graphic design majors
(Groups 1, 2, and 3) scored higher on ideation than the group composed of non-graphic-design
majors (Group 4) (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3).

Table 4.2 Comparison and contrast among the four groups in ideation score

Ideation Score
(ID) (based on
artifacts,
observation, and
interviews)

Group 1: VCD

Group 2: CGT (N

Group 3: CGT + VCD (N

Group 4: Non-graphic-

(N = 7)

= 7)

= 6)

design majors (N = 10)

Mean = 32.24
SD = 5.93

Mean = 32.92
SD = 4.36

Mean = 34.54
SD = 5.94

Mean = 27.75
SD = 7.67
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Figure 4.3 Box plot of ideation scores for the four groups
(Group 1 = VCD, Group 2 = CGT, Group 3 = CGT + VCD, Group 4 = non-graphic-design
majors)
However, the results of the one-way ANOVA test showed no significant differences in
ideation score among the groups (see Table 4.3), probably due to two factors: the small sample
size of each group (seven or fewer individuals were in Group 1, 2, or 3) and the comparable average
scores of Groups 1, 2, and 3 (the graphic design majors). Hence, the distances between scores may
be too small to exhibit significant differences.
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Table 4.3 One-way ANOVA test results for ideation scores among the four groups

However, when I combined Groups 1, 2, and 3 into one large group for one-way ANOVA
testing, the total number of graphic design majors increased to 20, and their average score was
much higher than that of the 10 non-graphic-design majors. This change resulted in a significant
difference (p = 0.0299*) between the ideation scores of graphic design and non-graphic-design
majors.
Comparing Adaptive expertise scores among the four groups
Similar to the ideation scores, mean values for the adaptive expertise scores among the four
groups indicated that Groups 1, 2, and 3 scored higher than Group 4 (see Table 4.4 and Figure
4.4), but one-way ANOVA testing showed no significant differences among the four groups (p =
0.35 > 0.05). Even after combining Groups 1, 2, and 3, the difference between the graphic design
group and the non-graphic-design group was insignificant (p = 0.21 > 0.05).

Table 4.4 Comparison and contrast of the four groups in adaptive expertise score

Adaptive Expertise
Score (AE)

Group 1: VCD (N

Group 2: CGT (N

Group 3: CGT + VCD

Group 4: Non-graphic-

= 7)

= 7)

(N = 6)

design majors (N = 10)

Mean = 4.40

Mean = 4.52

Mean = 4.79

Mean = 4.29

SD = 0.41

SD = 0.42

SD = 0.44

SD = 0.69

(The mean of the 30 participants in AE is 4.41.)

The potential reasons for the lack of significant difference are as follows. First, the
distances between the mean scores of the four groups are very small (see Table 4.4). A seven-point
Likert scale was used for scoring, and the distance between the highest (Group 3: AE = 4.79) and
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the lowest (Group 4: AE = 4.29) mean values is only 0.50, suggesting that most of the participants
possess similar levels of confidence in their adaptive expertise. Second, the participants’
experience due to their respective disciplines could be a factor. Many of the VCD students faced
multiple challenges compared to participants in the other groups and it led them to not proform
well even if they had many types and years of graphic design experiences. For instance, VCD
students were unfamiliarity with the concept of engineering modeling, lacked the
education/teaching background, and were uncomfortable with the workspace and/or PC system.
As a result, Ellen, who had a relatively high number of years of experience in graphic design and
fine art training, felt very stressed while performing the task; she encountered the above four
challenges at the same time. Another example is Tracy, a second-year student in VCD, who had
problems coming up with creative and varied ideas. Reading the observation sheet, I found that
she spent a lot of time changing small details of her designs (adjusting font space or relocating
objects) using desktop software rather than generating many ideas with other tools, such as
freehand sketching. She mentioned that the space (a shared public computer lab) adversely affected
her level of comfort and therefore her ability to be creative: “I basically like to have music going
or working with few people around me. In terms of doing general studies. I don’t mind this kind of
settings. In terms of being creative, I like to be by my own spot and working on it.” She also
mentioned that her hand-sketching ability was limited and that she would prefer using software to
“light board and trace the image to get the image.” The observation sheet notes that she stated at
the very beginning, “I didn’t use this [pencil], I am not good at sketching.”
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Figure 4.4 Box plot of adaptive expertise scores for the four groups
(Group 1 = VCD, Group 2 = CGT, Group 3 = CGT + VCD, Group 4 = non-graphic-design majors)

Influence of prior graphic design experience on current reasoning behind tool selection and
scoring results
Based on the quantitative data, there are three angles for exploring the influence of previous
graphic design experience: formal training, the varieties (including formal courses, part-time/fulltime jobs, internships, self-study, competitions, and/or volunteering) and the length (in years) of
experience. The below examined the relationship between independent variables (formal graphic
design schooling, years of graphic design, varieties of graphic design experiences), and dependent
variables (the ideation and adaptive expertise scores).
Ideation score and formal graphic design training
Group 1, 2 and 3 were participants from formal graphic design training at colleges. When
I combined Groups 1, 2, and 3 into one group named graphic design majors (N = 20) and compared
it with Group 4 (non-graphic design major, N = 10), a one-way ANOVA indicated a significant
difference (p = 0.0283* < 0.05) between graphic design majors and non-graphic-design majors in
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ideation score (see Figure 4.5), suggesting a trend that those with more years and varieties of
experience tend to score higher.

Graphic Design groups

Non-Graphic Design groups

Figure 4.5 Box plot showing the difference between graphic design majors and nongraphic-design majors in ideation score (based on artifacts, observation, and interviews)
Furthermore, the data analysis on ideation score and schooling reveals an interesting fact.
Testing for significance produces different results for ideation scores based only on the
participants’ artifacts and ideation scores based on all the collected data (artifacts, interviews, and
the observation sheet) (see Table 4.5). Scores based only on the artifacts (“Ideation score–fewer
items”) exhibited no significant difference (N = 30, p = 0.07) between graphic design and nongraphic-design students.

Table 4.5 Results from significance testing of two different criteria for ideation score
Dependent variable
Ideation score–all items Ideation
score–fewer
Independent variable
Graphic Design Schooling (GD vs.
NGD)

(N = 30)
p = 0.0283*

(Note: * denotes a significant difference, p-value < 0.05)

items (N = 30)
p = 0.07
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These results may be due to the familial and educational backgrounds of a few non-graphicdesign majors. Mandy, for example, who majored in Educational Studies, knows what teachers
like to see. Not only had she previously learned to use Piktochart (a free online infographic design
application) during an introductory course on educational technology to efficiently generate highquality teaching posters and flyers, but she was also born into an artistic family, and her father is
a professional graphic designer. With these influences, she efficiently generated four job aids
within forty minutes, which enabled her to score higher in ideation than the graphic design majors,
who felt very challenged by the time constraint and their own lack of teaching experience.
Adaptive expertise and formal graphic design training
The adaptive expertise (AE) scores were higher for the groups of graphic design majors (N
= 20, mean = 4.58) than the group of non-graphic-design majors (N = 10, mean = 4.31), but no
significant difference was detected by the statistical test (N = 30, p = 0.23). The possible reasons
may be traced to two participants from VCD, Ellen and Ruby. Both self-reported five years of
experience in graphic design, but neither gave herself a high score in adaptive expertise (with the
average AE being 4.48, Ellen scored herself as a 4.1, and Ruby scored herself as a 3.92). Ellen
experienced high stress due to the unfamiliar topic, tools, and workspace. In terms of the problems
listed in the survey, she very strongly agreed that she lacked mental images of how to start as well
as an understanding of the modeling concept. She also cited other issues, namely, “unfamiliarity
with PC and Microsoft handing of Adobe Illustrator. There were also a few technical difficulties
with the mouse.” She agreed that she became stuck on one type of strategy for solving the task.

As for Ruby, her problem lay in the difficulty she encountered in generating a wide range
of concepts. She mentioned that she had “limited knowledge of engineering or learning aids. It
was hard to understand what was important to explain.” Moreover, she was not highly motivated
to perform her best in this study. She majored in VCD because it gave her more technical training
than theoretical study, unlike Communications, but her eventual goal was to work in
communications for advertising. Whereas Ellen was stressed out in her desire to do as well as she
could, Ruby was laid-back and not eager to perform her best.
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Influence of years of graphic design experience on the ideation and adaptive expertise
scores
Another hypothesis in this study was that participants with more than two years of
experience in graphic design would score higher scores on the adaptive expertise survey and
ideation task than those who have less than one year of experience. However, the results show that
more years of experience in graphic design do not necessarily translate to a higher score for either
ideation (n = 30, p = 0.09) or adaptive expertise (n = 30, p = 0.08); see Table 4.6. There is no
significant difference in the scores for adaptive expertise and ideation between participants with
two or more years of experience and those with less than one.

Table 4.6 Differences of ideation and adaptive expertise score in years and types of GD
Variable
Type of score
Ideation

score

Years of Graphic Design (GD)
(from

Varieties of Experience in GD

artifacts,

observation, and interviews) (N =

p = 0.0928

p = 0.1134

p = 0.08

p = 0.0273*

30)
AE Score (N = 30)

(Note: * denotes a significant difference, p-value < 0.05)
Adaptive expertise score and years in graphic design
Figure 4.6 shows a slight increase in the adaptive expertise scores with the years of graphic
design, except for five years of graphic design, which exhibits a lower score.
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Figure 4.6. Box plot of distribution of adaptive expertise scores by year
A potential explanation may be found in the participants’ personalities and degrees of
motivation. For example, the two participants with five years of experience were both from VCD.
Ellen possesses a fine arts background and works as a (paid) graphic designer on campus, but the
space and device provided for the task in this study were very different from those in her regular
working environment, and the design task itself was brand new to her. Additionally, her
perfectionist tendencies slowed her down in thinking of multiple solutions, which resulted in many
lost points due to the low quantity of ideation drafts and caused her to feel dissatisfaction with her
performance. Ultimately, the stress she experienced from feeling unable to properly manage her
time while generating high-quality solutions affected her self-evaluation for the adaptive expertise
score (see Case story one for more details).

Ruby also self-reported five years of experience in graphic design, but she scored herself
low in adaptive expertise (with the average AE being 4.48, Ruby gave herself a 3.93) due to her
own reflections. In her interview, she mentioned that she did not know the results would be scored,
so she did not perform at her best during the ideation task.
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I guess without knowing that this wasn’t going to be detrimental to a grade or a client, I
obviously didn’t do everything I could have. So, the time management, I mean, when I
have deadlines, I’m an intern for the CCO, so when I have deadlines I work really quickly.
My time management in general for design is very good. For this project, maybe not so
much. (Ruby, VCD and Communication)
Ideation score and years in graphic design
The ideation scores (grades based on the participants’ artifacts) do not show any significant
correlation with the number of years in graphic design (n = 30, p = 0.0928), either (see Figure 4.7).
No obvious trend of higher ideation scores for participants with more years of experience exists.

Figure 4.7. Box plot of distribution of ideation scores by number of years
My assumption was that more years of graphic design experience would lead to higher
ideation scores. However, this assumption was rejected based on the results of this study. I found
that there were students with many years of experience who scored lower than average (e.g., Ellen
and Ruby, with five years of experience) as well as students with only one year of experience who
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scored higher than those with more experience (e.g., Mackenzie, who outscored participants with
two, four, and five years of experience).
Mackenzie self-reported one year of experience in graphic design, but she scored higher
(37.63 for the ideation score using all items) than the average (31.36). In the interview, she
described a variety of graphic design experiences that she had been accumulating since high
school, including helping to design the cover of a program for a choir show. She had enjoyed art
classes since childhood, and her aunt, who works as a graphic designer, strongly inspired her to
major in graphic design. At the time of this study, she was in her third year of VCD and working
as a graphic artist for a campus newspaper.
Influence of the number of different types of experience
I also examined the relationship between the range of graphic design experience and the
two scores (adaptive expertise and ideation). The results show a significant positive correlation
between the variety in experience and the adaptive expertise score but no significant relationship
between the former and the ideation score.
Adaptive expertise score and number of different types of experience
The results exhibit a significant positive correlation between the number of types of
experience and the adaptive expertise (AE, self-evaluation) score (n = 30, p = 0.0273*), which
suggest that a more varied experience in graphic design leads to a higher AE score (see Figures
4.8, 4.9, and 4.10).

This relationship may indicate that self-confidence in managing graphic tasks (what the
adaptive expertise survey aimed to evaluate) increases with the variety in experience. For example,
Jacob, a student in CGT, possessed more than 6 types of experience (viz., class projects, part-time
and full-time graphic design jobs, an internship in graphic-design-related work, self-study, and a
graphic design competition), and exhibited great confidence and calmness in performing the task.
His reasoning for selecting tools and his problem-solving process showed high proficiency and indepth expertise in graphic design, and the ability to embrace multiple perspectives in order to
generate varied ideas. (See Case 8 for more details.)
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Figure 4.8 Box plot of distribution of adaptive expertise scores by number of different types of
experience

Figure 4.9. Residuals plot of the correlation between adaptive expertise score and number of
different types of experience
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Figure 4.10. Q–Q plot of the correlation between adaptive expertise score and number of
different types of experience

Ideation score and number of different types of experience
The ideation scores (see Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13) display a trend of increasing with the
variety of experiences. However, the distance between the lowest and the highest scores was not
large. The results of the statistical test show no significant correlation between the ideation
score and the number of types/varieties of graphic design experience (n = 30, p = 0.21), suggesting
that more years and a broader range of experience may not be predictors of significantly higher
design product scores (based on the quantity and quality of designs generated during the time- and
tool-constrained task in this study).

The outliers may explain these results. For example, Carl had five different types of
experience but scored lower than average on the ideation task. Forgetting the task requirements of
generating as many drafts as possible and considering the teachers’ needs, he spent most of the
time constructing two drafts in Illustrator that presented procedural images on how to generate a
3-D shape. Creating only two drafts with a similar concept prevented him from scoring as high as
possible on the task. Carl’s problem might have been related to his initial definition of the ideation
task. When asked the self-reflection question If you had a chance to do this task over again, what
would you do differently and why?, Carl responded, “I think maybe I’d, I don’t want to say I’d
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spend more time thinking about it, but maybe I’d think more carefully about how I wanted to show
it before I started on it,” suggesting he thought that he could have better defined the task initially.
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Figure 4.11. Box plot of distribution of ideation scores by number of different types of
experience

Figure 4.12. Residuals plot of the correlation between ideation score and number of different
types of experience
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Figure 4.13. Q–Q plot of the correlation between ideation score and number of different types
of experience

Table 4.7 displays the trends that I found between two independent variables: length (in
years) of and variety in graphic design experience. The data indicates that the amount of variety
can significantly affect the student designers’ self-reported confidence in their adaptive expertise.

Table 4.7 Comparison and contrast of years of and variety in graphic design experience
Experience

Years of Graphic Design
Experience

Score
Adaptive
Expertise
Score/Scale (AE)

Variety in Graphic Design Experience

AE shows an increase with the

More variety in experience tends to lead to a

number of years in graphic design.

higher AE.

There is a statistically significant

There is a statistically significant difference.

difference. (n = 30, p = 0.08)

(n = 30, p = 0.0273*)

Ideation Score–

More years in graphic design does

all items (based

not necessarily result in a higher ID.

ID does not necessarily increase with the

on artifacts,

The statistical test indicates no

variety in graphic design experience.

observation, and

significant differences in ID between

The statistical test shows no significant

interviews)

varying years of graphic design

difference. (n = 30, p = 0.1134)

(ID)

experience. (n = 30, p = 0.0928)
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Preconceptions and other situations that influence the reasoning behind tool selection, task
accomplishment, and score results
The final goal of this study is to identify preconceptions and situations that potentially
influenced the participants’ performance of the ideation task. Based on the survey, interviews, and
observation data, I discovered four preconceptions: the ability to adjust under stress and
constraints, the ability to define the task, time management, and motivation.
Personality
I noticed that some of the participants, such as Jacob and Taylor, were able to stay relatively
calm and relaxed while actively solving the task. Others, such as Ellen, were passionate about
doing their best but failed to manage unexpected challenges, e.g., an unfamiliar topic or workspace,
or the time constraint. Ellen’s desire to generate attractive graphics prompted her to use Illustrator
despite noticing an issue with the mouse and being unfamiliar with Illustrator on PC. She ended
up wasting time and experiencing significant stress while her performance suffered negative
effects. If she had decided to use freehand sketching, she might have produced a higher number of
solutions, even if the image quality had been lower than that generated by desktop software.
Ability to adjust: adapting dynamically, confidently, and strategically when encountering
unexpected challenges in terms of mental stress, and time and tool constraints
Some of the participants who were unfamiliar with engineering design became fearful and
stressed by the unknown subject, particularly students from VCD. Unfamiliarity with this topic,
however, was less challenging for CGT students, who had more experience with technical
drawings, such as blueprints, and 3-D modeling and approached the new subject with ease.
Moreover, non-graphic-design participants, who did not expect themselves to perform well on the
task, actually welcomed the challenge and the chance to solve it.

Aria from VCD shared an interesting point on the importance of letting ideas continue to
flow. Regardless of being caught “off-guard” by the task, she used hand-sketching to keep
generating concepts.
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It did catch me off-guard that engineering was involved, but it makes sense because there
are a lot of graphics involved with that…I just know I didn’t want to get stuck because
getting stuck is the worst thing. So, I just kept churning out ideas and trying to go fast.
(Aria, VCD)

A few participants from STEM from the non-graphic design group felt surprise upon being
asked to create graphic designs, and even students from CGT felt challenged by the task. Some
participants expressed they did not have a background in education, while others said they did not
have a background in graphic design and did not know how to design a job aid.

It was surprising. It was awful difficult, because I know nothing of modeling or anything
like that. I was just like, “Oh, what do I do?” I would say it was pretty difficult. (Skyler,
CGT)

It did catch me off-guard that engineering was involved. (Aria, VCD)

I don’t know. I never use modeling before. So, I have to think and what it was. (Mandy,
Educational Studies)

At first, I wasn’t sure on what to do. I guess I was nervous and I was trying to think what
was the best way to write down the information, and I got an idea and I wasn’t nervous
anymore. (Maria, Plant Science)

I was really worried about what exactly engineering design modeling is. That made me a
little nervous and hesitated in the first. (Tracy, VCD & Classics)

I was really caught off guard…. the word modeling, even though I’ve heard it before,
caught me off guard…I’ve done modeling things for science classes before but not
necessarily engineering…I don’t have a teaching background either. So I wasn’t really sure
what kind of information to cover on there (Ellen, VCD, Communication and Religion
studies)
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I first thought that maybe this was supposed to be for engineers and I was like, “Oh, maybe
I’m not supposed to do this.” (Ruby, VCD and Communication)

However, a few students, such as Aria and Mandy, were not stunned by the assigned topic.
Instead, they pondered for a minute, read the task description again, and searched for information
online. They thought clearly, divided the design content into three portions, and, in forty minutes,
generated as many drafts as this task requested.
Ability to accurately define the task
I gave a task statement to each participant prior to the forty minutes allotted for the task.
The participants were given two minutes to read the instructions, and I encouraged them to ask
any questions they had. I noticed that participants chose one of three methods to define the task
after these two minutes elapsed.

The first method was immediately jumping into action. Regardless of their reaction to
receiving this task, many of the participants, whether surprised or not, moved to tackle the problem
right away without asking me questions or thinking very deeply. The second method involved
gathering additional information online to define the problem, and participants who followed this
path took more time to identify the task. The third method combined taking a little time to plan,
reading the task statement a few times, and asking me questions before attempting to solve the
problem. Although I had provided a clear definition of modeling in the engineering design process,
apparently not all of the participants noticed it. The few who carefully read it mentioned that it
significantly helped them in performing the task.

I am glad there is a definition of modeling. I don’t know. I never use modeling before. So
I have to think and what it was. So the definition it helps. (Mandy, Educational Studies and
Brain & Behavioral Science)

I looked up the basic definitions of modeling and the definition you gave me really helped.
So…And yours says, “Representation of an object or a process.” So I tried to split it up.
First think of an idea, whether it’s a process or a product, and then how would you show
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that either visually or how would you model that? (Delaney, VCD and majored in CGT for
a semester at 1st year)

These different methods of defining the problem evidently led to different results.
Participants who asked me questions, read the instructions carefully, and did not spend a large
amount of time defining the task accomplished the task more successfully in terms of generating
more drafts with better quality (that is, balancing the audience’s needs with aesthetic
requirements).
Time management
The participants used a few methods to manage their time. Some simply continued
designing until I said, “Stop,” to avoid impeding their speed or flow of ideas, while others checked
their watches. A few asked the researcher for the time, and a couple of participants (Josh and
Anna), who possessed little motivation, confidence, or experience, worked for twenty minutes and
then gave up.

The allotted forty minutes were also utilized in different ways by the participants. Some
allocated time for reaching goals that they set, while others only focused on finishing two designs.
A few noticed that the task asked them to generate as many ideas as possible, so they chose tools
that enabled them to produce concepts efficiently. Some of the participants set the goal of creating
very refined drafts and thus used computer-based software.

Well, my time management sucked. Because the first 10 minutes, I was going really fast
and I was like, “How much time?” And you’re like, “I think 10 minutes” and I’m like, “Oh,
that seems like nothing.” And so, then I started slowing down, trying to think harder, and
then it went by way too fast. I’m like, “Wait! No time!” But that’s how it is in real life
though. I always do that. (Aria, VCD)

Aria’s time management strategy was rather like trial and error; she continually monitored
the time and adjusted accordingly. Although she did not seem very satisfied with her time
management, she actually generated more than six drafts (the average being 2.87). Jacob’s time
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management was primarily based on past experience and confidence in his capabilities. He set a
goal of creating at least two thumbnail sketches, and, in fact, produced three thumbnail sketches
and one half-completed design with desktop software in forty minutes.

It helped me to use the time more calmly to finish one step at a time and move on to the
next. Primarily experience, I guess? I’ve been working for a production company, a couple
of different production companies, for a couple of years now, so I kind of just go off of
what I think I can accomplish in a certain time. It’s pretty much a given that I will end up
using paper and pencil to start off. And then once I kind of have started making one design,
and once I finish one kind of thumbnail sketch, one small version of it, that’ll determine
how much time I expect to spend on the rest of them and how many I think I can complete
in a given time. So that’s just kind of how I do it…in terms of time management, I knew I
would get at least two iterations done, to at least look at them. Because I had two ideas,
just to start off. And then they moved along from there. And so as long as I have at least
two, since I’m turning in one...for every one page that I intend to submit, I like to have at
least two versions just so I…for artistic exploration purposes. (Jacob, CGT, Computer
Science, and Film Video Studies )
Motivation
Motivation refers to a participant’s enthusiasm and desire to perform at his/her best in the
ideation task and is also related to the participant choosing his/her graphic design major due to
self-driven passion. Participants with high enthusiasm and a strong desire to perform as well as
possible tended to exhibit more confidence, make the best use of their time, and organize all their
resources for addressing challenges. Those who chose a major they feel motivated to take from the
interview due to strong self-driven passion generally continued inspiring and motivating
themselves during any opportunities for graphic design.

For example, Ruby self-reported five years of experience in graphic design, but she scored
lower than other participants with fewer years of experience. Her ideation score was 17.28 (the
average being 20.59 among the 30 participants), and her AE score was 3.93 (the average being
4.48 among the 30 participants). Her situation is exceptional due to her lack of motivation and
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limited skills in generating visual images. Her low enthusiasm and disinterest in performing at her
best in this task were reflected in the quality of her end product and in her time management
strategy.

She chose to major in VCD due to her ability to learn technical skills. Her career goal is to
work in advertisement, but she did not major in Communications because she felt that
Communications teaches soft skills that can be learned outside of school. Therefore, she majored
in graphic design instead in order to learn technical skills, which might have indirectly contributed
to her low motivation for generating many visual drafts during the graphic design task.

I guess I don’t actually want to design when I’m older, because I want to go into advertising
and I think that being a graphic design major gives me a nice technical background and it’s
taught me how to communicate visually and explain my reasoning behind things. So I get
more of the technical skills, because if I majored in communication, I feel like a lot of those
skills are just soft skills that you can gain through other experiences as opposed to graphic
design. I would not know half the things that I know if I didn’t actually take these classes,
so that’s why I chose my major, just the technical skills. (Ruby, VCD and Communication)
Summary of the first part of Chapter Four
In the first half of Chapter Four, I integrated the quantitative and the qualitative data in order to
answer the four main questions of my study. The results reveal the following insights:
1) Tool usage and the reasoning behind it
a. Three main tools (pencil and paper, desktop software, and the Internet) and six ways
of using these tools (freehand sketching, handwriting, using desktop software to
generate text/images, using the Internet to download fonts and images, using the
Internet to find information/identify the definition of modeling, and using online
graphic design tools) were founded in this study.
b. Most of the participants (63%) combined tools and usages to solve the ideation task.
c. The reasons for choosing the tools and usages were: ease of use (N = 20), efficiency
(N = 20), benefits to ideation (defining, clarifying, capturing, and developing ideas;
N = 19), strengths of individual tools (N = 19), personal capacity to use a tool (N =
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17), better results (N = 12), comfort (N = 6), familiarity (N = 8), personal preference
(N = 5), analysis of the task (N = 3), and other (habit, past training experience, “I
don’t know”; N = 4).
d. Two themes emerged: levels of proficiency in tool usage, and unusual strategies for
generating graphic design ideas.
2) Similarities and differences among the four groups
a) All of the groups consciously preferred combining tools to solve problems.
b) One-way ANOVA testing did not indicate significant differences in the adaptive
expertise and ideation scores among the four groups, even though the graphic
design groups (Groups 1, 2, and 3) tended to score higher.
c) Graphic design majors tended to express more thorough reasoning for selecting and
using tools based on their individual proficiency with different types of tools. Their
ability to define the task and identify and evaluate the strengths of different tools
enabled them to choose the most suitable tool(s).
3) The influence of prior experiences on the participants’ performance
a) Graphic design majors (the sum of Groups 1, 2, and 3) received significantly higher
ideation scores than non-graphic-design majors.
b) More years of graphic design experience was not a predictor of significantly higher
ideation or adaptive expertise scores.
c) More types of experience (i.e., a higher number of varieties of experience) seemed
to have a significantly positive correlation with the scores for adaptive expertise.
4) The potential influence of other preconceptions
a) Personality, the ability to adjust to unexpected challenges, the ability to accurately
define the task, time management, and motivation were possible factors.
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Case Stories
In this section, I integrated both qualitative and quantitative data to illustrate the detailed
story of 10 selected participants of this study. I ranked all 30 participants by their two ideation
scores (the ideation score included artifacts, interviews, and observations; another ideation score
included artifacts only). Table 4.8 below contains the ranking of 30 participants according to their
ideation scores. Table 4.9 shows the details about how I selected the ten participants. The four
criteria below helped to select the cases, from which I chose to develop stories:
1) majors (graphic design major but score lower than non-graphic design major),
2) years of graphic design experience (more years, but the score was lower, or less years but the
score was very high),
3) top five ranking in ideation score,
4) large ranking shift from ideation score with artifacts only to ideation score with artifacts,
observations, and interview data.
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Table 4.8: Table of participants’ rankings based on two ideation criteria
Ideation with
Ideation with Ranking
Name
Ranking
Name
artifacts,
interviews, and
observations

artifacts only

Josh

8.9

30

Josh

8.4

30

Levi

22.9

29

Tracy

12.075

29

Tracy

23.075

28

Levi

15.4

28

Carl

24.275

27

Carl

15.525

27

Jane

26

26

Ruby

17.275

26

Sally

27

25

Jane

17.5

25

Chloe

28

24

Phoebe

18.35

24

Maria

28

23

Ben

18.5

23

Ruby

28.275

22

Ellen

18.75

22

Phoebe

29.35

21

Maria

19.5

21

Jack

29.6

20

Sophie

19.7

20

Ben

30.7

19

Lisa

19.925

19

Sophie

30.95

18

Sally

20

18

Ellen

31

17

Delaney

20.3

17

Nicole

31.375

16

Jack

20.35

16

Thomas

31.575

15

Thomas

20.375

15

Jane

32.275

14

Chloe

21

14

Mandy

33.63

13

Pearl

21.5

13

Pearl

34

12

Jane

21.775

12

Lisa

34.675

11

Jim

21.775

11

Jim

35.025

10

Anna

23

10

Joy

35.525

9

Nicole

23.125

9

Skylar

35.6

8

Carol

24

8

Delaney

35.8

7

Skylar

24.1

7

Anna

37

6

Joy

24.275

6

Mackinze

37.625

5

Mandy

24.88

5
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Taylor

39.025

4

Mackinze

25.075

4

Carol

39.25

3

Jacob

25.25

3

Aria

39.825

2

Aria

25.825

2

Jacob

41.2

1

Taylor

27.525

1
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Table 4.9: Rationales to select 10 participants for case stories
Years
in
Name

Major

GD

Rationales to select those participants
Her ranking changed a lot from #17 (ideation with
only artifacts) into # 7 (ideation with artifacts,

Delaney VCD+CGT 4 years

observation, interview)
Non-GD, higher score, ranking difference changes

Mandy

Non GD

3 Years

a lot between two scores (from #5 into #13)
Have no difference between two scores, stay in the
top 2 from both scores; more experiences, good

Aria

VCD

6 years

score
Ranking changed from #19 (ideation with artifacts
only) into #11 (ideation with artifacts, observation

Lisa

CGT

4 years

and interview)
Graphic design major has more experiences but get

Ellen

VCD

5 years

lower scores
Have more varieties of experiences, ranked #1 in
ideation score with artifacts, interview and

Jacob

CGT

6 years

observation data.
Have 1-year experience in graphic design, had the
highest score in Ideation with artifacts only and
ranked as #4 in Ideation with artifacts, observation

Taylor

VCD+CGT 3 Years

and interview.
Have no graphic design experiences, but ranked

Anna

Non-GD

0 Years

within the top 10 from both scores
Graphic Design major, rank is very low from both
criteria: #29 (ideation with artifacts only) and #28

Tracy

VCD

3 Years

(ideation with artifacts, observation and interview)
Graphic Design major, ranked as the #28 in both

Carl

CGT+VCD 6 years

scores
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Case Story 1: Ellen
Table 4.10: Profile of Ellen
Ideation
Name

Gende
r

Age

Major

Minor or other

Classification

score

courses taken

in college

(M=33.20)
& ranking

Communicatio

Ellen

F

20

VCD

n & Religion
Study

3rd year

Ideation score
with artifacts
only
(M=20.50) &

Adaptive
Expertise
Score
(M=4.48)

ranking

36,

20.3,

ranked

ranked

as 7

as 17

Number
of draft
designs
generate
d

4.07

1

# of
drafts by
weighted
criteria
(graphic
& text)

1

Ellen worked as the graphic artist at a student-led campus newspaper (please see table 4.10
for her profile and figure 4.14 for the analysis of her design process in the ideation task). However,
in this graphic design task, she experienced stress from many unexpected challenges that affected
her ability to perform normally. She said that she was born in an “artsy” family and has great
passion for design:

My Dad is a landscape designer, my Grandma was a painter, my Mom got a degree in fine
arts. So, I've always been predestined to do something artsy. And I don't know, I really love
design as opposed to fine art because of how dynamic it is and how progressive the whole
medium is and all that stuff. (Ellen)

When I asked her if there were any other factors that affected her performance in this task, her
response was, “Stress. I don't know. The desire to do well at it, I guess, and do the best I can with
what I know. So, yeah.” (Ellen) She first experienced unexpected difficulty because of an
unfamiliar topic:

I was really caught off guard. I thought I was going to be making a brochure or something
like that. I'm not really experienced in engineering-type vocabulary. So, the word
modeling, even though I've heard it before, caught me off guard and I wasn't really sure
how that related to engineering for one thing because I've done modeling things for science
classes before but not necessarily engineering. And then how it could be used in a high
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school setting, and then it's like I've never really made, I don't know, an assignment sheet
for a class before, which I thought this sort of was. So, I don't have a teaching background
either. So, I wasn't really sure what kind of information to cover on there. So, yeah. That's
interesting.” (Ellen)

The second difficulty was using the provided tools. She was more familiar with Illustrator
(AI) on Mac. However, in this research, I provided participants the tool in a shared computer lab
with PCs. Unfortunately, the mouse in the computer station that she was assigned to use was not
as sensitive as others. This delayed her as she spent 5-10 minutes while getting adjusted to the new
tools because she had to use the mouse to sketch images from scratch in Illustrator (without her
own graphic design digital pen or high-quality mouse). “In this case, it was difficult on a PC. I'm
usually working on Illustrator on a Mac. So, it took a little while to get used to it.” (Ellen)
Besides, she preferred to work in a more personal space, such as home. Work in the open, shared
lab affected her in generating real work (and in refining results to present to clients).

“I usually work in a little more closed off environment, in a room by myself. I don't really
work well in classrooms either when we have class projects. And I usually, I'll do
preliminary schedule in class and then I'll do the real work when I get home and I'm able
to just be by myself and think.” (Ellen)
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Figure 4.14: Ellen’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
Ellen scored less on the ideation score with artifacts, observations and interview data, due
to only generating one draft (please see figure 4.15). Generating at least two drafts was the basic
requirement of this task. Her strategies for using the tools were mainly based on computer-based
software, namely Adobe Illustrator/AI (used at least 30min) and combined with the Internet, the
latter used to search information to define the task in the beginning, and to inquire of the researcher
to identify the problem and track time. Her case exhibited that non-cognitive factors, such as stress,
workspace preference, and tool familiarity, had an influence on her fluency in generating ideas.
Her ideation heuristic approach consists of a three-step image with explanation. It includes a
general definition, examples & one refined example.
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Figure 4.15: Ellen’s draft of this task
(1 draft in 40 minutes)
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Case Story 2: Taylor
Table 4.11: Profile of Taylor
Minor
Name

Gender

Age

Major

or other

Classification

courses

in college

taken

Taylor

F

22

VCD

CGT

Ideation score

Adaptive

Ideation score

with artifacts

Expertise

(M=33.20) &

only

Score

ranking

(M=20.50) &

(M=4.48)

ranking

4th year

39.2,

20.3,

ranked

ranked

as 4

as 1

4.79

Number of
draft
designs
generated

6

# of drafts by
weighted
criteria
(graphic &
text)

5.85

02.03.2015b

Taylor (please see table 4.11 for her profile) was in her fourth year at VCD when joining
this study. During her first year in college, she majored in CGT. However, she found that none of
the future career prospects in CGT motivated her, and nor did they appeal to her for further pursuit.
After a discussion with her adviser, she decided to change her major from CGT into VCD during
her 2nd year at college.
She didn’t express any surprise after receiving this design task. She immediately thought
of solutions, such as how to design a layout, and used simple graphic messages to present to high
school teachers. She used pencil and paper in the first 6-7 minutes and she generated four basic
layouts. Based on those four, she picked up two and proceeded to generate refined drafts with
Adobe Illustrator. It took her about 33-34 minutes to generate two digital drafts (please see her
design process by figure 4.16). She generated 6 drafts in 40 minutes (please see figure 4.17)

Figure 4.16: Taylor’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
(6 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Her training in CGT led her to create a habit of working on computer more. She didn’t
spend much time pausing and thinking of the problem or how to solve it. Instead, she planned and
visualized draft ideas through hand sketching on paper and kept working on the computer to
develop her designs. Her work flow and actions were constant and smooth in this study.

Her time management strategy is to keep working and generating. She didn’t spend time
online to search for other image examples. Her reason why not is that in a time-constrained,
number-matter task, it can save more time to generate one’s own ideas, rather than reading and
searching information.

When we asked her to share something that she would like to do differently on the same
task, she mentioned using more time to hand-sketch and combine those ideas into one more refined
and creative idea. She seemed not so satisfied with the creativity of her designs. She displayed
good proficiency and fluency when using the selected tools. Her tool choice is combined with the
expertise to know the tool strength and her personal comfort and familiarity with the tool.

She exhibited a case where a confident and self-motivated graphic designer was able to
solve a problem with adequate domain skills. Her adaptive expertise skills did not show much in
this study because she was comfortable with the problem that I gave her. The potential reason for
her familiarity with the task was her status as a CGT major in her freshman year. She often got
opportunities to do designs related to Engineering. Her challenge that she reflected on was how to
think outside the box. Another challenge was generating more creative and unique ideas.
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Draft 1

Draft 2

Draft 3

Draft 4
Figure 4.17: Taylor’s draft designs of this task
(6 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Figure 4.17 continued

Draft 5

Draft 6

Taylor’s heuristic approach in this design task was to explain the idea as though it were a
three-question or four-question process. For example, what-why-how (please see drafts 3, 5, & 6
in figure 4.20.), or “what is modeling”- “benefits”- “how it is used”- “how to teach it” (please see
draft 4 in figure 4.20). Graphically, she used basic geometrical shapes, squares, circles, triangles,
and dots, to connect and structure the image and text/ideas with an easy visual flow for the
audiences.
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Case Story 3: Anna
Table 4.12: Profile of Anna
Ideation score

Minor or
Name

Gender

Age

Major

other

Classification in

courses

college

taken

Anna

F

03.10.2015

22

N/A

with artifacts

(M=33.20) &

only

ranking

(M=20.50) &

4th year

Number

by

Score

of draft

weighted

(M=4.48)

designs

criteria

generated

(graphic &
text)

23,

ranked as ranked as
6

# of drafts

Expertise

ranking

37,

Material
Engineering

Ideation score

Adaptive

4.79

2

2

10

Anna joined this study while she was in her senior year of a Material Engineering degree
(please see her profile by table 4.12). This task’s topic of engineering modeling was very
comfortable to her because of her major in engineering. But her main challenges involved running
out of layout design ideas and limited proficiency in using basic and advanced tools for a graphic
design task.

She identified the task quickly and decided to select “cool images” related to engineering
modeling online to present the examples visually, mathematically, three-dimensionally or through
computer-based representation. She spent 21 minutes and finished two draft designs with
Microsoft Word (please see figure 4.18). Her tool using strategy was mixed, between internet
(google image, Wikipedia) and computer-based software (Word). She chose tools based on her
familiarity, comfort and efficiency with using the tools.

“That's just what I use all the time, so that's what I know how to use.” “I'm just most familiar
with using Microsoft Word. I know you gave me pens and pencils, but I don't feel like I'm
good at drawing, so I thought it would be more clear if I did them with the computer. I feel
like it would take, if I did a more advanced program like Photoshop, it would take me more
time to figure how to use the program than actually make it. That takes me awhile.”
(03.10.2015,_Anna)
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Figure 4.18: Anna’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
Her motivation to generate as many ideas as possible was not high. After generating two
draft designs in 21 minutes, she decided to stop because she had run out of ideas. She noticed that
her strength was not in graphic design and reflected on how to improve it through team work.

“I could do it over again, I would want to do it in a group just because I ran out of ideas
pretty fast, so it would be nice to have someone else for more ideas. Some other people
who are better at designing than I am. Some people with different strengths than me would
be helpful.” (03.10.2015_Anna)

Anna exhibited that content experts in Engineering can understand Engineering concepts
easily and they can efficiently select content. She was flexible enough to select a tool that she is
familiar with, to present ideas despite others’ habits of using advanced software or hand sketching
in graphic design. On the other side, she defined herself as not an expert in graphic design, and her
un-willingness to take the challenge further limited her into only generating two designs, even
though she still had about 19 minutes remaining to finish this task (please see the analysis of her
design process by figure 4.18).
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Anna’s 1st draft design

Anna’s 2nd draft design

Figure 4.19: Anna’s draft designs for this task
(2 drafts in 21 minutes, decided not to use the full 40 minutes)

Except for the use of the same title, “Engineering Modeling,” Anna used the same heuristic
approach in each of her two drafts (please see figure 4.19). It is a two-step approach: provide textbased definition & give visual examples and text-based explanation. She is an engineering major
so there was no mental burden in understanding the concept. She could focus on finding suitable
images of examples and giving proper text-based explanation. But, probably due to low motivation
and not knowing how to use different heuristic approaches, she only generated 2 drafts in 21
minutes and decided to wrap up this task.
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Case Story: Delaney
Table 4.13: Profile of Delaney
Ideation
Name

Gender

Age

Major

Minor or other

Classification

score

courses taken

in college

(M=33.20)
& ranking

Delaney

F

23

VCD

CGT
courses

4th year

Ideation score
with artifacts
only
(M=20.50) &

Adaptive
Expertise

Number

by

Score

of draft

weighted

(M=4.48)

designs

criteria

generated

(graphic

ranking

36,

20.3,

ranked

ranked

as 7

as 17

# of drafts

& text)

4.79

4

3.675

Delaney (please see table 4.13) was in her senior year at VCD while joining this study. She
had taken two basic courses in CGT, which focused more on 3D modeling. She was not familiar
with engineering modeling. She mentioned the definition that I gave in this task about engineering
modeling, as having helped her a lot in understanding it. Every participant was given 2 minutes to
read the task statements and ask questions. Then they were given the full 40-minutes to finish this
task. She didn’t spend too much timing identifying the task but jumped in to write down and sketch
ideas very soon in the first five minutes.

“I looked up the basic definitions of modeling and the definition you gave me really helped.
So… and yours says, "Representation of an object or a process." So I tried to split it up.
First think of an idea, whether it's a process or a product, and then how would you show
that either visually or how would you model that?” (Delaney)

Her ideation tools are mainly pencil and paper, and she integrated AI in the last five minutes
(please see figure 4.23). She was more text-driven in generating graphic design ideas in this study.
The drafts 3 & 4 are the examples she provided to explain engineering modeling. She valued the
idea of planning and developing solutions by hand first. The continuous writing and sketching by
hand helped her feel more tangible in defining tasks and developing ideas than “go(ing) straight to
the computer.”
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“I am very hands on, so I like to sketch everything out first and write everything down even
if it's just a question or just a fleeting idea… I think for your client or your audience, I think
it helps them understand it better. And I think when you don't have a whole grasp on
something, I can't go straight to the computer and just know what I want to do. I need to
lay everything out no matter what it is, the smallest thing. I just need to write everything
down, I think that really helps, the more info you have the better you can apply it to
something, I think.” (Delaney)

Figure 4.20: Delaney’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
When first evaluating her draft designs (please see figure 4.20), I noticed they were more
text-driven, without many graphics or unique layouts to represent ideas. It led her to rank 17th in
the ideation score (less items). When analyzing deeper with the interview data, I found her sharing
about how she used the i-phone as an example to explain the engineering modeling process.
Despite this use of an example, her description is more toward the industrial design perspective,
including such topics as how a new product’s outfit and function will be by comparing it with the
previous models. It might be the limitations on her content knowledge in mathematics,
computation or the mechanical engineering causing this emphasis on products. Regardless of this
limitation, she defined the problem with in-depth, step-by-step and systematic exploration, which
is aligned with the engineering modeling process. It exhibits her willingness to take challenges
even if she has not practiced and conducted tasks related to engineering modeling before.
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Her reflections on and evaluations of this task showed her decision to generate more ideas,
because one idea may not work and there will be other ideas to use. They suggest that she might
notice a danger in being limited to one idea.
“I would try to get more ideas out there, just in case the first one didn't pan out or the
second one, because I have a couple. I guess the more that you have, you can always toss
ideas away, but the more you have, the more you have to work with, and it's just easier to
keep thinking of ideas over and over and over, so I think maybe more.” (Delaney)

Delaney’s 1st draft design

Delaney’s 2nd draft design

Figure 4.21: Delaney’s draft designs of this task
(4 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Figure 4.21 continued

Delaney’s 3rd draft design

Delaney’s 4th draft design

Delaney’s heuristic approaches in this study are two flow charts and examples. She first
thought of the example of designing a new model of an iPhone (see draft 4 in figure 4.21). Based
on it, she thought of the flow of improving the iPhone. So, she came up with draft 1 & 2, with
many detailed steps and with text-based explanation. In draft 3, she gave the audience an example
about how to design iPhone 6 by comparing her idea with old models. An exercise with prompt
questions was given in draft 3. In draft 4, she offered a visual image of iPhone 5 and 6 to help the
audience better understand draft 3. You can tell that all 4 drafts were connected to explain one
idea. The concept is circular, with too many details. It is hard to understand what she tried to
explain at first glance. However, if you read deeper and longer, you can understand her concept
flow. This confusing structure probably reflects her concept developing habit. She likes to include
as many details as possible.
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“I am very hands on, so I like to sketch everything out first and write everything down even
if it's just a question or just a fleeting idea… I need to lay everything out no matter what it
is, the smallest thing. I just need to write everything down, I think that really helps, the
more info you have the better you can apply it to something, I think.”
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Case Story 5: Mandy
Table 4.14: Profile of Mandy
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As a non-graphic design major in this study, Mandy’s performance is also unexpected and
exceeded many graphic design majors in this study (please see her profile by table 4.14). She
generated 4 drafts designed in 40 minutes (please see figure 4.22 and figure 4.23). Her ideation
score (artifacts only) ranked number 5 in this study. Her ranking dropped to 13 when evaluated
based on the ideation score that asked the participant to illustrate their reasoning for their design
and strategies of tool using from interview data and observation sheets (please see table 4.8).

Figure 4.22: Mandy’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
(4 draft designs in 40 minutes)

The factor that led her to quickly come up with four refined graphic designs is a result of
three strategies: 1) she read instructions carefully to define the problem, 2) efficiently decided the
main message of her design, and 3) used an online graphic design software named Picktochart,
which has a graphic template designed to help users to easily design infographics.
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She read my design task carefully. It helped her defined the task quickly and not waste
much time in clarifying the task needs and requirements. Many other participants ignored, or did
not read carefully, the definition of engineering modeling that I gave. They ended up spending
much time online to find other definitions.

“I am glad there is a definition of modeling. I don’t know. I never use modeling before.
So, I have to think and what it was. So, the definition it helps.” (Mandy)

Afterwards, Mandy also immediately decided to use three parts to show the idea of
engineering modeling: “definition, benefits and uses.” This is her main heuristic approach, which
helped her have a clear direction to look for materials online and lead to efficiency in generating
drafts. “I researched the different parts that I need. Because I know what I need is three different
parts of things to talk about. So I have the definition, benefits and the uses. So I googled those.”
Because of this 3-part idea structure/organization, her mental work load was reduced, and the use
of the online graphic tool’s template also benefited her workload in generating images or outlets.
So, she could simply focus on generating text-based content.

Picktochart allowed her to skip the process of generating ideas from scratch. I didn’t
mention that the participants could not use online tools to generate ideas, so I didn’t stop her from
using this tool when I observed her using it. She has been educated well, by her Introduction to
Educational Technology course, to use online software to generate infographics with no budget,
but rather with efficiency and high quality.

“I used Picktochart. I used in 270… ‘cause I know how to use it…I used it before in my
class, and I knew it is easy to use. It looks professional… It allows you to put everything
into one picture. I guess. It kind of work great. I don’t have to start from scratch.” (Mandy)
However, Mandy’s design is not as refined as it could be in draft 2 (please see figure 4.26).
The fonts were cut. There is also too much unused space among all four designs. She reflected
about her approaches:
“I probably just focus on three instead of four. So, I can have better quality instead of
quantity. I probably will sketch it out a little more or do more research. Just like write down
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note… I just feel like there is a lot of blank spaces on this one. I feel more information will
be important If I actually was going to give it to teachers.” (Mandy)

Her motivation was very high in doing this design. She kept checking the time and wanted
to get enough options. “My goal is to create three in 40 minutes. But I end up getting four.”
(Mandy) When reflecting on her strategies, she noticed that she was so eager to “get it do” so she
didn’t think to sketch it. She mentioned if she could write or sketch on paper, “I don’t need to go
back and forth between my chart (in Picktochart). I can just stay on one and then look at what I
write down.” Besides, she also mentioned that she would just do three instead of four to create
quality work.

Other non-cognitive and non-domain factors that positively affected her performance
might have been her family background, her regular ideation strategy and craft as her hobby. Her
father is a graphic designer and she has seen his quality work. But she didn’t feel that her father’s
career had any impact on her in terms of graphic design. She just felt that “it is always have been
in a very artzy house, very artzy.” She also used a concept web to help her generate ideas in a
notebook and she considered herself a crafty person. She used Pinterest to look for ideas such as
shoes, recipes and many other graphic designs.

Mandy exhibited a case that showed a willingness to take on challenges with high
motivation and a desire to perform well. She also showed skills in time management and
evaluation/reflection on her design process and strategies. Her eagerness to finish the task led her
directly to use the computer immediately, rather than planning a little or thinking about audiences’
perspectives. Therefore, she could not exhibit the skills for appealing to multiple perspectives.
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Mandy’s 1st draft

Mandy’s 2nd draft

Mandy’s 3rd draft

Mandy’s 4th draft
Figure 4.23 Mandy’s draft designs of this task
(4 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Case Story 6: Aria
Table 4.15: Profile of Aria
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Pencil and paper was Aria’s dominant design tool for generating ideas to complete this
task. She started with pencil and paper; meanwhile she turned on the Illustrator software on the
PC to save time from waiting for the software to fully open. Aria majors in VCD (please see her
profile by table 4.15). She used the Internet to help her confirm the definition of modeling in
engineering (please see her design process by figure 4.24). In 40 minutes, she generated 8 designs
(please see figure 4.25, showing 6 drafts done with hand sketching and 2 with Illustrator). She
exhibited several qualities of adaptive expertise.

Figure 4.24 Aria’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
(8 drafts in 40 minutes)
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The first quality she showed was her willingness to take challenges. When she saw the
problem, she mentioned that “it did catch me off-guard that engineering was involved.” However,
she quickly saw another side of this task, that it is a graphic design task, “but it makes sense
because there are a lot of graphics involved with that.”
Then she exhibited the ability to be flexible to solve the task. She didn’t get stuck in endless
thinking in the mind without externalizing ideas to meet the time constraints of the task.

“I just know I didn't want to get stuck because getting stuck is the worst thing. So, I just
kept churning out ideas and trying to go fast.” (Aria)

On the other side, she was also aware of the advantages of not jumping into designing on
computer right away. She allowed time to develop ideas from hand sketching. She exhibited deep
domain expertise in graphic design.

“Whenever you initially start an idea...a lot of times, people would jump to a computer
because it will look better. But what I've learned over the years, and I've been doing this
for several years, is that even if it looks bad, the first step to any design is to get as many
ideas as possible down at first, and so you can crank them out a lot faster if you just sketch
really rough ideas really, really fast.” (Aria)

About metacognition, she reflected and learned from her prior experiences. She used the
Internet to check her understanding of the concept of modeling in engineering design. This
immediate confirmation of her own understanding revealed that she had learned from her previous
mistake:
“A lot of times...I did this freshman year where I was working on a project and I spent
maybe two weeks on it before I realized I was doing something wrong. And if I had just
gone on the internet and looked up what the whole thing was about, it would have cut down
my time a lot. I probably could have figured it out within a couple of days instead of a
couple of weeks. So, it's like a limitless amount of knowledge so you got to utilize it.”
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Aria’s 1st draft

Aria’s 2nd draft

Aria’s 3rd draft

Aria’s 4th draft

Figure 4.25: Aria’s draft designs of this task
(8 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Figure 4.25 continued

Aria’s 5th draft

Aria’s 6th draft

Aria’s 7th draft

Aria’s 8th draft
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Her ideation heuristic process entailed “visualizing word problems and how to transfer
those into graphics, and then taking the words and the graphics together to make something that
would be real in real life. I was thinking about three steps,” (please see figure 4.24).

She presented the modeling in engineering design by illustrating “Three-steps: think,
visualize, do.” Her first draft was simply throwing out ideas. It didn’t show the structure and
organization of the ideas. As she moved into the 2nd, 3rd and 4th drafts, the concepts of thinking
and visualization emerged more clearly. In the 5th draft, she re-organized the idea into clear steps:
think-visualize-do. The 6th draft is a simplification graphic of the 5th. The 7th and 8th are the drafts
that she sketched with Illustrator on a PC. She ran out of time. So, she failed to come up with a
digital draft to refine the details.

Overall, Aria performed well on generating 8 designs in 40 minutes. Her approach was
developing, refining, and organizing ideas, from continuously hand-sketching to avoiding getting
stuck in only thinking in the head without externalization. She has good hand-sketching skills,
which gave her confidence and ability to let ideas flow out with her hands. She reflected that she
didn’t have different varieties of concepts. She also reflected about her heuristic approach in
ideation. She noticed that the limitation of her approach was using multiple drafts to refine one
main idea.

“Manage my time better. I would try to come up with...I technically came up with multiple
ideas but they were all very similar, like in the sense that I wanted three steps that were
represented graphically, so I probably could have come up with a different prospective
from what I had.” (Aria, VCD)
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Case Story 7: Lisa
Table 4.16: Profile of Lisa
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Lisa joined this study while she was a senior in CGT and she worked as the part-time
graphic designer for a campus professional selling division (please see table 4.16). Her dominant
tool in these 40 minutes was Adobe Illustrator (AI). She was very worried about time throughout
the whole process. She asked me what time it was about every 10 minutes and pressed my cell
phone to check her timing. Her tool using progress showed that she was very busy switching
among online searches, using AI to design, and asking me (the researcher) about the time
remaining.

When first receiving this task, she was surprised a little, yet quickly identified the definition
problem and came up with a solution.
“Hmm, I knew about modeling before, just from class. But the engineering design kind of
cut me off, until I read the description. And I looked at examples on the Internet. For
example, I saw the images. Oh, it is not too different from the modeling I know. Yeah…and
basically, you know, it is like I just need to visualize the design. I wanna do write it down,
draw the layout and then refine it on the computer when I make that full part.” (Lisa)
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Figure 4.26: Lisa’s tool using process in the 40-minute ideation task
Lisa was selected due to her ideation score’s big shift in the area of ranking. If only
evaluating her artifacts, her ranking was 19. While including interview and observation data, her
ranking improved into 11. She showed in-depth domain expertise during the interview. She
identified her selected tool’s strength and offered her logic, used for considering audience’s needs.

“I don’t have to wait for anything. I can just pick up a pencil and use it. I did that to try to
quickly capture the layout I had in my mind. It is kind of put it done before I forgot it, you
know, I lost it… When you tell high school students what design is especially from the
engineering perspective, it seemed very complicated. It was for me before I saw the
pictures. So, I thought like oh I wanna include photos and the fastest way to do this would
be to use a digital tool, Photoshop, Illustrator. I choose Illustrator because you have better
time with layout opposed to Photoshop which I use more for like illustration and painting
rather than something like poster, something …like that.” (Lisa)

She only generated two drafts in 40 minutes (please see figure 4.26 and figure 4.27). This
number of drafts led her overall ideation score (including artifacts, observations and interview
data) lower than the other non-graphic designers. This score could not reach into the top 10 even
though she had many experiences in arts and graphic design since high school (she took fine art
classes, got a paid job and volunteered).
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Her challenges on this task were identifying the modeling in engineering design process
and concern/worry over time. She identified that online digital photos would be the best way to
show high-school students the concept of modeling in engineering. She spent about 10 minutes
searching images online and 35 minutes using AI to design and refine the digital draft.

In her story, a refined digital draft would sacrifice the possibility to generate a greater
number of or more creative/appealing ideas for layouts. Taylor (case story 2) used similar tools
and orders like Lisa, except searching photos online. Lisa took too much time in finding photos
and refining the quality of the 2nd draft. So, she ended up with only 2 drafts.

She reflected that if she had a chance to do this task over again, she would plan the layout
better.
“Probably planned the layout better. Because when I first have the pencil and paper I just
really quickly put down what I have, came to mind, ‘cause I was really worried about time.
And the time did ended up sort of an issue, I kept checking/asking the time. I was really
worried about not having enough time. So maybe when I started over again, I might focus
less on looking for pictures, and more on layout. ‘Cause I feel the color looks so boring
asides from the picture that I found it.” (Lisa)
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Lisa’s 1st draft

Lisa’s 2nd draft
Figure 4.27: Lisa’s draft designs for this task
(2 drafts in 40 minutes)

Lisa’s heuristic approach was explaining the concept in two parts: definition and examples.
However, there were two things taking up a lot of her mental effort in generating more ideas. They
were the worries about time and not being fully confident in understanding the idea of engineering
modeling. These obstacles led her to decide to rely on online photos to communicate ideas, rather
than generating more interesting, innovative layouts.
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Case Story 8: Jacob
Table 4.17: Profile of Jacob
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Studies)

Jacob’s performing was ranked high in the top 3 from two ideation scores (please see table
4.17). These high rankings suggested that his performance was consistently strong, even if the
researcher just evaluated his artifacts. He was a senior in CGT with a minor in Computer Science
and Film Video Studies. He didn’t feel surprised after viewing the task description. He felt a little
sad, because the topic required him to “represent an idea mathematically,” rather than
“artistically.”

He understood the concept of “Modeling in Engineering Design Process” and quickly
identified the problem as an ideation task (please see his tool using process in figure 4.28). He
decided to use pencil and paper as his leading tools to generate as many drafts as possible. He used
the final 15 minutes to use AI to design a refined draft, which was derived from his sketch with
pencils. In 40 minutes, he generated 4 drafts (the final one is half done, please see figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.28: Jacob’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
He didn’t face any challenges in defining/understanding the task problem. He was calm
and confident solving this problem and equipped with well-trained skills in hand sketching and
AI. His focus could simply remain on developing his ideation heuristic. In draft one (he named it
iteration one), he had two steps: “Definition” of Modeling, and Application, or “This used for.” In
draft two (iteration two), his heuristic approach was connecting different kinds of modeling, such
as art, product design, communication and decision and highlighted the middle one (datamodeling-decision). The 3rd draft (iteration 3), was “kind of a Wikipedia-esque thing, and that's
not incredibly.” (Jacob)

His favorite two drafts of this task were iteration one and three (please see figure 4.32). His
reasoning was about the visual flow and audience (such as high school teachers and students),
considering that they could easily grasp it.
“In this case, I just kind of went at that and looked at it aesthetic-wise, balance-wise, how
it fit the page, how it communicated the ideas, and whether the...if your eye were to follow
along what was going on, whether that would follow linearly with what I wanted you to
take away from it. So, in that case, I picked iteration one just because...” (Jacob)

He stated that Iteration one and three were “…a really straightforward, top-to-bottom,
linear work flow of, you read the top, you read the next line, you keep going down. And then so the
same thing as with iteration three, but I believed that iteration one simply had better flow of ideas.”
Iteration two was the most innovative idea from his perspective but he felt it would need more
refining before he could present it so he decided not to choose it.
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Jacob exhibited well-rounded domain expertise, multiple perspectives to design and
evaluate his drafts, and great metacognition to plan and reflect upon his design process.

Jacob’s 1st draft

Jacob’s 2nd draft

Figure 4.29: Jacob’s draft designs for this task
(4 drafts in 40 minutes)
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Figure 4.29 continued

Jacob’s 3rd draft

Jacob’s 4th draft
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Case Story 9: Carl
Table 4.18: Profile of Carl
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Carl joined this study when he was a junior with a CGT major, minoring in Art & Design’s
3D/ceramics (please see table 4.18). He was ranked 27th for the two ideation scores. He generated
two drafts in 40 minutes.

Adobe Illustrator was his dominant tool in this task (please see figure 4.30). He was not
satisfied with his hand sketching skill and felt good with his skills in using AI to generate accurate
images:
“I don’t draw (or write) well by hand but I have some skills with AI. I find I can usually
get pretty accurate depictions of my ideas through AI.” (Jacob)

Figure 4.30: Carl’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
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He had experiences in graphic design including a full-time paid job internship for a school
book company and course works. He mainly focused on 3D in his major. His 3D design experience
affected his perception of ways to solve this task. His draft designs were done in a step-by-step
process to create 3D models of geometric shapes: draft one-a rectangular box with a hole in the
center and draft two- a cylinder with a hollow center (please see figure 4.31).

Carl’s 1st draft

Carl’s 2nd draft

Figure 4.31: Carl’s draft designs of this task
(2 drafts in 40 minutes)

He noticed the constraint of time and he was very specific to engage in “accurately
depicting my idea.” He wanted to put more details, but time was a challenge.

“The biggest difficulty I experienced was quickly and accurately depicting my ideas. I also
founded that I wanted to add more details to convey the ideas, which is difficult to decide
how much details can be addressed in the time allotted.” (Carl)

He ended up by purposefully planning to design two drafts. His time management was to
give each draft equal time during this task.
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“I try not to, I try not look at the clock that much per se. I just tried to just kind of balance
my time between two designs, if you will. But I just kind of felt the first wasn't going as
far as I thought it would so I kind of just gave up and moved on.” (Carl)

His ideation heuristic approach was similar in the two designs: explaining the steps to
create geometric shapes.
“I thought about, like if you, because they presented it as an engineering sort of problem, I
thought about what you'd use, like a 3D CAD system, how you step by step you'd use
different features to make, like, a model.” (Carl)

But the problem that prevented him from ranking higher in this task was that he paid so
much attention to generating accurate and refined images for one draft. He thought of solving this
problem in many steps with details. He was aware of running out of time in generating images and
was forced to give up more details.

“I think it was more, just because I was trying to make a rounded shape there's more, like,
technically involved and I wasn't going to have time to finish that A and B, like you know,
move on and make a second idea...” (Carl)

From his reflection, he started to plan more before immediately jumping into generating
refined images on computer. “I think maybe I'd, I don't want to say I'd spend more time thinking
about it, but maybe I'd think more carefully about how I wanted to show it before I started on it.”
(Carl)
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Case Story 10: Tracy
Table 4.19: Profile of Tracy
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Tracy was a sophomore in VCD when she joined this research. Her performance on both
ideation scores were ranked as 29 (please see table 4.19). She got her associate’s degree in legal
studies and has worked for few years before beginning to work on her bachelor’s degree in VCD.
She designed two drafts in 40 minutes, mainly using Illustrator. She spent a lot of her time
adjusting space among fonts and arranging the connections and order of text boxes (please see
figure 4.32).

Figure 4.32: Tracy’s tool using process in the 40-minute task
Tracy experienced initial challenges with understanding the Modeling in Engineering
Design Process. But she quickly adjusted herself to welcome this challenge.

“I was really worried about what exactly engineering design modeling is. That made me a
little nervous and hesitated in the first. But it is kind about it. You do what you. My mind
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is just about the idea how I can present it, once I figured out what design modeling is.”
(Tracy)

She paid too much attention to details in one design, such as adjusting the font, spacing
among tasks, order of text boxes, and colors of graphics (please see figure 4.33). Besides, her
insufficient skills in hand sketching also led her to use computers to design. These two challenges
led her to not come up with more creative or numerous drafts in this task.

“Drawing is exactly my biggest issue. So that is a little difficult where I have to get the
object at the right angle. I will have to take photo graphics and from there use a light board
and trace the image to get the exactly what I need. And from there I am able to get them
into the illustrator.” (Tracy)

When using computer-based software to design, sometimes, the designer would easily get
caught up in details refining if she/he forgot the main goal was to generating as many ideas as
possible. Those refining processes usually would be in the final steps in graphic design.

Her ideation heuristic approach was similar in both drafts because it gave the step-by-step
flow of the engineering design process. She didn’t notice the possibility of presenting the ideas
about what is modeling by using examples or explaining the benefits (when and why modeling).
Therefore, her design message was an image with many detailed steps but did not give the audience
a simple quick concept with coherent images and concise ideas, like the designs created by Taylor,
Aria or Jacob.

Her reflection on doing this task suggested that she felt the need for more attention to time.
She didn’t mention much about wanting to have engaged in more innovative concept generation.
Instead, she still focused on graphic design details, such as deciding colors and using space within
text, which usually would be addressed after the main design layouts and messages are determined.

“I totally will pay more attention to time. But in terms of design, not too much, I probably
will want to refine the inner spacing and coloring for the background. That is about it. I
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want to add text describing and it will use more time. How everything is line up in the
illustrator.” (Tracy)

I think these were her main challenges as a designer: jumping into refining graphic details
too early and forgetting the importance of interpreting a task by brainstorming various big concepts
(text-based or graphic) with appealing organization, structures or layouts in the initial ideation
stage.

Tracy’s first draft

Tracy’s 2nd draft

Figure 4.33: Tracy’s draft designs for this task
(2 drafts in 40 minutes)

Summary of Chapter Four
In chapter four, there are seven major findings:
1) Student participants who majored in graphic design relevant programs exhibited more
professional domain expertise and proficiency in using varieties of tools for generating
graphic ideas. They can verbally reason better through statements than non-graphic design
students.
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2) Participants who used pencil and paper as the dominant ideation tools and combined with
other tools tended to generate more draft ideas than those who only used computers or
pencils and papers.
3) Participants’ heuristic approaches with two to four steps or components to represent the
idea usually would make it easier for audiences to catch his/her images. Designs with too
many details and steps were those with more than 6 to 7 steps. The participants, having
created such designs, would lose focus and would be lost filling in details of one design
rather than generating more draft designs.
4) If only comparing the artifacts that 30 participants generated, without including their verbal
reasoning from interviews, the study suggested that graphic design majors didn’t exhibit
significantly higher performances on ideation scores than non-graphic design students.
5) More variety of experience in doing graphic design showed a significantly positive
connection to the score on the self-evaluated adaptive expertise scale.
6) Key domain or cognitive factors that affected participants’ performing are familiarity with
the topic, defining the design task, and proficiency in using tools, including ability to
identify tools’ strengths, time management and resource management.
7) There were non-cognitive factors that affected participants’ performance. Those factors
were stress, flexibility or ability to adjust dynamically, willingness to accept challenge,
motivation, and preference for workspaces.

To sum up, the first part of Chapter Four on data analysis shows that among the 30
participants, students with graphic design formal schooling seemed to score higher than
students without it, on ideation and adaptive expertise. However, there is no statistically
significant result. The potential reasons could be: (1): the small sample size, or (2) other
potential factors’ influences as related to their adaptive expertise.
In the students’ case stories, which are presented in the 2nd part of chapter four, ten students
explain how those factors such as their domain expertise, adaptive expertise, cognitive and
non-cognitive factors affected participants’ ability to perform. Those cognitive factors include
graphic design instruction, domain expertise, tool proficiency, and time management. The noncognitive factors are stress, motivation, space, flexibility and ability to adjust to unexpected
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challenges. Due to the above factors, several graphic design major students who have more
years of experience and training, performed less well than expected in terms of their artifact
results (quality and quantity).
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION OF IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

In this chapter, relevant literatures and experts’ comments are integrated to discuss and to
interpret the results of my four research questions, emergent themes, implications for research,
areas for future researches, and applications for design education educators.

Review of the Research Questions
This study investigates the ideation stage in graphic design through studying the
preferences and reasoning of student designers as they proceeded with their tool usage and
strategies. This study also emphasizes exploring relevant factors or pre-conceptions that could
have affected student designers’ tool usage behaviors, preferences and reasoning. This section
summarizes the findings according to the four research questions and connects these results with
relevant literature and feedback received from participants and graphic design experts.
Tools and Strategies for Ideation and Rationales for Tool Selection
This study identified six types of tool usage: freehand sketching with pencils on papers,
sketching on desktop software, notetaking with pencils and paper, downloading fonts or images
from the Internet, searching for information online, and usage of an online graphic design tool.
The top five reasons for selecting tools were: ease of use (n=20), efficiency (n=20), benefits for
ideation (n=19), strength of tools (n=19) and personal capacities to use tools (n=17). These reasons
helped to indicate participants’ proficiency level in tool usage.
Using sematic chunks to present ideas about modeling in engineering design
Jonson (2005) found that designers and design students in his study begin generating design
ideas by verbalization or combining verbalization with other tools (freehand sketch, computeraided tools, or modeling). Verbalization was not observed in my study due to the constraints of the
research context. Each participant of this study was assigned to work in a large, classic computer
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lab, where people worked quietly in rows with my (researcher’s) observing and notetaking right
beside him/her. This working space might have led the participants to feel inhibited from talking
or thinking aloud. Therefore, there is no observation of verbalization noticed in my study.

However, I did observe participants taking notes by hand to capture their initial ideas,
asking me questions to clarify the design problem before starting to freehand sketch, searching the
Internet or working on desktop software mainly in the beginning stage of the task. Besides, during
the initial stage of brainstorming ideas, by using ideation tools/strategies to tackle the design task,
I also noticed that some students were quick to identify this design concept by presenting ideas
about modeling in three to four semantic chunks in the first five minutes. This finding might
suggest that this graphic design ideation task included not only generating graphic images, but also
involved deeper and more complicated interactive processes using images and languages to convey
information/messages. First, the designers needed to understand the meaning of this task and use
their own words to re-phrase it. Then they also needed to represent these words and ideas via
images and the composition of the graphics.
Using freehand sketching and digital tools to efficiently initiate ideas and present results
Unlike the designers in Jonson (2005) who preferred to use computer-aided technology to
initiate or/and generate more “photo-realistic images” to please clients’ preferences (Jonson, 2005,
p 623), 66.7% of participants in my study tended to use both freehand-sketch (mainly during the
initial stage to brainstorm, start ideas) and digital tools (at the middle or end of the design stages
to refine ideas). Nineteen out of 30 participants initiated the task by using freehand sketching or
taking note by hands.

The rational of participants who chose to use both freehand sketching and digital tools is
probably due to their past design experiences and/or one requirement of this task: I asked them to
generate as many drafts as possible. Thus, they chose to use the tools such as pencils & paper to
start or complete the entire task (19 out of 30 participants) because those are easier to use, more
efficient, and also have benefits for ideation by allowing them to capture and develop ideas.
Besides using freehand sketching, many of my participants, used computer-based tools to generate
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digital drafts (usually by the middle or end of the task) and as a result presented more refined,
clean graphics. This part is similar to Jonson’s study (2005).
Freehand sketching and notetaking happened most frequently in the initial stage of ideation
In the initial stage of developing ideas, five participants used only pencil and paper and 20
students used multiple tools. Among these 20 participants who used multiple tools to solve the
problem, 15 began by writing down ideas in words or simple images on the paper prior to using
the Internet or any desktop software. Therefore, 20 (5+15) of the 30 total participants began
generating ideas with pencil and paper. This finding suggests that composing words and free-hand
sketching are the most common practices for initiating ideas among the participants.

Participants also strategically selected tools by comparing the pros and cons of the available
tools, and taking into account their own ability to use each tool. This led many of them to choose
to use freehand sketching to initiate the design or develop ideas throughout the entire process,
because they could generate ideas faster, more easily and more effectively. This result is like
Austin, Devin & Sullivan’s (2012) finding that many makers “had access to sophisticated digital
technology but chose to continue to use much less sophisticated technologies that they could better
control” (p. 1517).
Similarities and Differences: Four Groups’ Usage and Rationales for Selection of Tools
There were 30 participants in this study: 7 from Visual Communication Design (VCD,
college of liberal arts), 7 from Computer Graphic Technology (CGT, college of technology), 6
who have taken courses from both VCD (or in Art & Design) and CGT, and 10 from non-graphicdesign related majors. Comparing and contrasting the four groups’ tool usage and reasoning in this
study, I found that most of them tended to use mixed tools to solve this ideation task, and they
were conscious of their tool usage decision. But among participants who used mixed tools, based
on their details and specifications in reasoning, I found that differences in tool usage proficiency
were determined by three factors: personal capacities, ability to analyze the task, and analysis of
tool strength. Graphic design majors (VCD, CGT, and CGT+VCD) seemed to have more thorough
or well-thought-out reasons than other non-graphic group.
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Similarity: 63% of participants preferred to use a combination of tools
Regardless of majors and formal graphic design training experiences, 19 of 30 (63%)
participants in this study preferred to use a combination of tools to generate ideas. Only five
students (2 from CGT, 3 from non-graphic design) used only pencil and paper to do the design.
Six students used only computer-based tools to do this ideation task (3 from VCD, 1 from CGT &
VCD, and 2 from non-graphic design).

This result of my study partially echoed Jonson’s (2005) and Appiah & Cronje’s (2012)
studies that showed that in addition to freehand sketching, designers (either students or
practitioners) liked to integrate other tools such as verbalization, taking notes, and/or use
computer-aided/based tools to generate and develop ideas.
Similarity: most student participants are conscious of their rationale for tool selection
In my study, only one out of 30 participants said, “I don’t know,” to explain why he used
a tool. This suggests that most of the participants were aware of their reasons. Nevertheless, there
was a difference in tool usage proficiency based on the level of specification and complexity from
their reasoning of tool usage and strategy.

Appiah & Cronje (2012) found many college student designers unconsciously skip
thumbnail sketching (freehand sketch) and move directly to computer-aided tools to generate ideas
because of their appealing automatic effects. My study showed the opposite tendency: whether or
not they are graphic design majors, participants used pencil and paper to initiate the task based on
the reasoning of ease of use, efficiency, personal capacities, their perception of the strengths of
this tool strength, and so on. Students in my study seemed to be more consciously making tool
usage decisions than students in Appiah & Cronje’s study (2012). These results might indicate
students in this study had more prior training or experience to support them in developing better
metacognition to reflect upon and support their tool usage decision-making skills.
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Differences among four groups: depth of reasoning and proficiency of tool use
When asking why they chose a tool or combined different tools to generate ideas, the depth
of their reasoning exhibited by students seemed to have a relationship with their levels of
proficiency in tool usage, their domain expertise/experience and adaptive expertise. Graphic
design majors tended to give more thorough reasoning to the selection and use of tools, based on
their proficiency level in using different types of tools, in defining the task, and in identifying and
evaluating the strengths of different tools, for choosing the most suitable tool(s).

Hao (2012) studied student’s product conceptualization activities and found that
disciplinary difference affects designers’ design cognition (thought process and decision making).
Industrial Design students cared more about improving user experiences via design, while
Mechanical Engineering students paid more attention to arranging components in a system. I saw
similar trends in my study. The ideation task I proposed related to three disciplines: graphic design,
engineering and education. Students who lacked experience in one or more of the disciplines were
more likely to feel uncertain in their approach to solving the problem, or to feel less confident at
coming up good design ideas. With this challenge, some exhibited their adaptive expertise
(abilities to tackle novel problems, transferable problem-solving skills), while others utilized
routine expertise (rigidity, inability to transfer knowledge from one domain into another).
Influence of Prior Graphic Design Experience on Current Reasoning and Strategy
Selection
The ideation score and adaptive expertise score were two indicators that I used in this study
to evaluate students’ performance. The ideation score was derived from a set of criteria to evaluate
participants’ artifacts based on quantity and quality of their design (please see appendix F for
details). Adaptive expertise was measured through a set of questions that directed participants to
self-evaluate the level at which they exhibited certain qualities of adaptive expertise in solving the
ideation task. I found that participants with formal graphic design education (VCD, CGT, &
VCD+CGT) scored significantly higher in their ideation score than the non-graphic design major.
Participants with more variety of different graphic design experiences scored significantly higher
in adaptive expertise.
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Graphic design relevant majors scored higher on ideation task when including artifacts,
interviews and observations.
When the ideation score was calculated including only the number of artifacts that each
participant generated and by the aesthetic outcomes (originality of graphics, balance of elements,
versatility of composition), graphic design majors did not score significantly higher than nongraphic-design majors. However, when I included the criteria of design thinking based on
interview and observation data (how to convey the message, concerns of audiences, evaluation and
management) within the overall ideation score, a significant difference was seen in scores between
graphic-design and non-graphic design majors.

Dr. Colin Gray (assistant professor from the Computer Graphic Design program
specializing in student experience, design thinking and design pedagogy) suggested several
reasons for this inconsistency. He was not surprised by this inconsistent result and mentioned that
the “nature of ideation is supposed to be messy” (C. Gray, personal communication, November
15, 2017).

He gave an example, revealing that in his personal sketch book, he may come up with a
draft idea that is simply a diagonal line, but later it might become an important structure for
composing different elements together. If I evaluate that simple diagonal line based on the same
criteria that I used to score the participants’ ideation drafts, Dr. Gray’s sketch probably would not
receive high scores. Graphic-design and non-graphic-design majors might create similar looking
drafts, because the nature of the ideation result is rough, messy, and not refined. However, the
graphic design students may have more well-thought-out rationale for their design choices. Dr.
Gray also mentioned that either graphic designer or non-graphic designer can create beautiful
refine final graphic images as long as they spend a lot of time on it. However, it is the way how
they think and how they convey message would make a graphic designer stands out from the nongraphic design.

The second reason that Dr. Gray provided is related to the nature of the task. A job aid is a
relatively common and structured graphic design problem with basic layout elements such as title,
procedure, explanation of why, and explanation of how. We all are exposed to some sort of job aid
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in our daily experience. Therefore, it is easier for non-graphic design majors to solve this problem
than it would be for them to solve more open-ended design problems or those that require them to
design a type of product that is not familiar to them.

A higher variety of experiences seemed to have a significantly positive correlation with the
Adaptive Expertise Score.
The results of my study showed that students with more types of graphic design
experiences seemed to score significantly higher than students who had fewer types of experiences.
This result is partially similar to the findings of Pulakos et al. (2002) and Han & William (2008)
in terms of experiences with learning activities. Carbonell et al. (2014) summarized these two
studies and suggested that “past experiences that indicate unpredictable situations and experiences
with learning activities are beneficial for adaptive expertise” (21).

Barnett & Koslowski (2002) studied the difference on reasoning among general experts
and domain experts, found out that general experts who are exposed to receiving diverse feedbacks
from team work, clients and required to solving diverse varieties of problems, tended to develop
better transferable knowledge, a quality of adaptive expertise. My study does find out that
participants among four groups, with more diverse types of graphic design experiences rated
themselves higher in their adaptive expertise scale. However, the control group in my study may
not have the training in the general reasoning and expose to solve novel problems. So many of
them score lower in adaptive expertise. But I notice one student with major in Philosophy and
minor in management, got the highest score in adaptive expertise.

It is probably because

Philosophy trains students a lot in critical and theoretical thinking and Business also emphasizes
on caring for customers’ need.
This study differed from the previous literature (Pulakos et al, 2002). I didn’t ask about
students’ experiences in dealing with unexpected situations related to time constraint, stress,
resources, and people. Instead, I examined students’ experiences in different contexts (course
work, paid job, volunteering, award/competition, design for fun and so on). I assumed each context
would have its unique nature that contributed to participants’ exhibition of adaptive expertise in
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this study, such as through interaction with clients/audiences, motivation, time constraint and so
on.

Carbonell et al. (2014) mentioned that there have not been enough studies to show how the
forms/types of experiences affect adaptive expertise. My study result provides one piece of
evidence to support that different varieties of past experiences could have a significantly positive
relation to the individual’s exhibition of adaptive expertise.

Domain expertise is part of adaptive expertise and having more prior experiences in domain
expertise does not necessarily lead to increase adaptive expertise.
Carbonell, et al. (2014) summarized 21 studies of adaptive expertise and identified that
adaptive expertise has two important features. First, adaptive expertise grows out of domain
expertise and has better strength in meta-cognitive skills than the routine expertise. Second,
adaptive expertise is developing through accumulating experiences from complex or exceptional
situations.

My study affirms the Carbonell, et al’s idea that adaptive expertise is domain-dependent.
It means that adaptive expertise has the effectiveness and efficiency of solving problem that the
domain and routine experts exhibits. For example, seven out of the top ten students who ranked
highest score in this graphic design ideation task and adaptive expertise test are from graphic
design relevant majors. Those three who were non-graphic design majors also had other domain
expertise from Engineering or Education, or general reasoning skill. This finding seems to suggest
that the experiences and knowledge from domain expertise could help participants have better
confidence in their exhibition of adaptive expertise in this study.
Furthermore, my study also echoed to Carbonell, et al’s finding that adaptive expertise
develops from complex and unexpected experiences. For example, in my study, there were
graphic-design participants who have more years in graphic design experiences but scored lower
in ideation. Those participants encountered more uncertainty and difficulty in solving this new
problem. Their low performance is like the routine expertise, showed the rigidity (less flexibility)
in adapting the problem and using tools/strategies, and used one scope (not multiple perspectives)
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to tackle this design problem. Probably, their past experiences are more associated with similar
routine problems rather than complex changes.

Routine habits obstructed student graphic designers’ ability to think outside the box
Two cases in this study showed the constraints that routine experts have -narrowly using
one solution/strategy that they are familiar with and receptively refining details rather than
generating more solutions. Two student graphic designers: Carl and Tracy self-reported with more
experiences (years and types) and scored lower than others in their ideation task. When analyzing
their ideation process, I found out that they both shared four similar constraints that routine experts
have. Frist is limited tool usage skill. They both were not confident with their hand-sketching skill
and chose only computer-based tool to generate drafts. Secondly, they analyzed this ideation task
only from one perspective and lost in adjusting details, instead of balancing the whole task
definition that I provided. Third is their design cannot reflect their consideration for audiences’
needs. They both forgot to include why and how teachers in high school can use the job aid they
design to learn the modeling in the engineering design process. Forth is they both generated very
limited and routine solutions. They only generated 2 drafts with exact graphic design layouts and
concepts, and their 2nd draft is half done (the minimum requirement is two in this task).

Fricke (1996) found that engineering designers have three methods of idea generation:
excessive expansion of the search space (use most of the time in exploring excessive options for
solution but forget to narrow down to refine and select best solutions), balanced search (explore
many solutions yet focusing testing and generating best solutions), and unreasonable restriction of
the search space (few ideas were generated and certain ideas were fixed too soon). The method
that Carl and Tracy used is like the unreasonable restriction of the search space. The potential
reasons for their strategy rigidity are probably from the lack of the refine skills in abstracting and
conceptualizing design problem and fixing on remembering the routine problem-solving
procedures from their schooling. For example, Carl has great training in CGT at doing 3D
modeling and thought this task only as to represent the 3D modeling steps (please see figure 4.34)
rather than other possibilities (visual, mathematical, or computer-based). Tracy from VCD,
instead of coming up eye catching unique composition, used information that she googled to define
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this task as a step-by-step design flow (figure 4.36) and wasted a lot of time in adjusting colors,
space, and fonts among text boxes

Other graphic designer students with more years and experiences like Carl and Tracy but
they didn’t fell into the restriction of routine expertise. It is because they showed the adaptive
expertise’ qualities, such as thinking on how to think (meta-cognition), thinking about transition
between steps, having higher proficiency in reasoning and using multiple tools, being passionate
about graphic design, defining this ideation task from multiple perspective (audience’s need, task
requirement, their personal design strength, learning from past mistakes and experience) and being
dynamic in actions (not got stuck, keep generating ideas and creating graphics).

Other preconceptions and situations that influence student designers’ adaptive expertise,
reasoning for tool selection, accomplishing tasks, and score results
Besides those factors that I planned to study based on a review of existing literature, I found
several preconceptions and situations from this study that would potentially relate to participants’
exhibition of adaptive expertise, reasoning for tool usage and selection, and artifact performance.
Those preconceptions and situations are personality, ability to adjust to unexpected challenges,
ability to accurately define the task, time management, and motivation.

Carbonell, et al. (2014) examined 8 studies of personality factors’ influence on adaptive
expertise. They found that the influence of personality characteristics is not clear due to the
differences in study context, measurement instruments or the “curvilinear relationship between
personality and adaptive expertise” (23). In my study, I found that 16 participants experienced
uncertainty and difficulty in the beginning, but they accepted the challenge with calmness &
openness to pondering a little and facing a new task with actions. These attitudes helped them
solve the problem with greater ease, so they performed better. These 16 participants, who are from
both graphic and non-graphic design majors, reported the experience of being“caught off guard”in
the very beginning after receiving the task description. However, instead of being stuck or feeling
stressed out, many of them accepted this challenge, used what they have learned and experienced,
read the task description carefully, asked researchers to clarify questions and used the Internet to
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solve problems. Some of the non-graphic design, non-engineering and non-education majors had
open minds but just did what they could to solve this problem in the 40 minutes.

On the other hand, one participant was very stressed out about taking the challenge and
performed below average, regardless of her more than five years of experience in graphic design
including a paid job. When asked if there were any other factors that affected her performance, she
said “stress,” “desire to perform well” (perfectionism), and “working space” (she preferred to work
alone in personal space with her Mac). I also noticed that she was struggling in adjusting the
different settings of Illustrator on the PC and using the assigned mouse to draw pictures. She talked
aloud to one student sitting next to her by saying this is so stressful. Furthermore, two of the nongraphic design majors decided to finish the tasks in half of the time, due to low intrinsic motivation
and low desire to complete the challenge.
Discussion of Emergent Themes and Relevant Literature
Reflecting on unusual strategies for generating ideas
Few of the 30 participants in this study reflected that they used the unusual strategies for
generating ideas. Those strategies were like “walk on the street”, “go to mall or park and sit to go
off” or “use random images” not to follow his/her regular way to conduct design. Those unusual
strategies they mentioned are usually more non-conventional manner to generate ideas. In daily
life, many A-ha moments arise while we are relaxing or doing something irrelevant to our task.
While I was observing two graphic design classes in the early stage of this study, I oftentimes saw
that instructors suggested student graphic designers to play around with the elements and see what
happen. It seemed to suggest the designers to move beyond the regular rational, lineal approach in
order to tackle design tasks.
The reasons that can explain why those unusual idea generation strategies work could be
probably found from biology or neuroscientific studies. Those studies (Fink & Benedek, 2014,
Matindale, 1999, and Kris, 1952) shared the similar conclusion that creative thinking process is
complex and interplaying among several areas of our brain. Matindale (1999), when discussing
the biological bases of creativity, mentioned an assumption proposed by Kris (1952) that our brain
has two cognition processes: primary process mode and the secondary process mode. The primary
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process, happens in dreaming, reverie, and hypnosis, is autistic, free-associative, analogical, and
characterized by concrete images (p138)” and the secondary process cognition occurs “during
abstract, logical, reality-oriented thought of waking consciousness (p138)”. The creative
inspiration is the “regression to a primary process state of consciousness, which facilitates the
discovery of new combinations of mental elements (p138)” and the creative elaboration is to return
back to the secondary mode. According to Matindale’s (1999) statement, a creative individual is
flexible in switching between primary and secondary cognition processes. Uncreative thinking,
like the problem that the routine experts face, might be because they are “stuck on the primary
process-secondary process continuum (p138)”
The most recent study from Fink & Benedek (2014) reviewed several neuroscientific
studies and summarized that “creative cognitive process can rather be seen as the result of the
functional interplay between brain areas of a complex neural network involved in various cognitive
processes such as semantic information processing memory or attention (p120)”. Fink & Benedek
(2014) suggested that increased higher level of alpha power in the brain has been found in the more
highly creative individuals during the divergent thinking process, creative ideation task, or
creativity-related activities such as imaging dancing or music imagery. In my study, those
participants’ unusual strategies, such as walking, siting in the park, staring at the light, maybe is
like those creative-related activities during which our brain is relaxing and the alpha power/weave
is higher than lineal thinking time, and can easily switching between different cognitive process
modes. Neuroscientists currently also suggest to practice mindfulness such as yoga, meditation
and deep breathing to relax and increase the alpha brain weaves, besides the electrical stimulation
(Bergland, 2018).
The training of proficiency in using and selecting graphic design tools
Brophy & Li (2010) studied how undergraduate engineering students gained
proficiency/expertise in using diagram tools and how this ability also helped them demonstrate
their conceptual understanding of the factors governing the behavior of a system (an engineering
type of problem solving system or a concept in an engineering design task/knowledge). Brophy &
Li (2010) found that students will develop proficiency through three stages in both domain
knowledge and tool using knowledge: declarative, procedural, and strategic. Their approaches to
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analyze student’s expertise by stage difference inspired me to use the angle of stage difference to
examine the expertise students exhibited in selecting and using tools in my study.

From my study, I found out that there are several factors that related student participant’s
proficiency in their tool selection/usage. They are 1) know the strength of the tools (be able to
evaluate the pros and cons of each tool), 2) proficiency/ capacity to use each tool, 3) ability to
identify the nature of the task (time constraint, refine level of the design according to its stage in a
graphic design process) and personal factors (open, flexible, welcome to take challenges, calm,
comfort, habit/familiarity of a tool, convenience).
I noticed that students whose have beginning-level domain knowledge of graphic design
and tool usage tend to be most affected by personal factors. This leads them to use a tool that they
find comfortable, easy, and convenient to use, rather than basing the tool selection on the nature
of the task, the strengths of each tools, and their own capacity to strategically select tools to finish
the task. This might suggest that students’ perceived degrees of freedom in selecting a tool(s) to
solve a problem would be lower if their proficiency in domain and tool knowledge is in the very
initial stage. For example, some students in the beginning proficiency level of domain knowledge
and tool usage expertise may struggle because their cognitive load might be split between
determining how to use the tool itself, and how to approach the design. However, if someone is
very familiar and proficient with available tools, they can very intuitively or effortlessly pick
tool(s), allowing their attention to focus on integrating their domain knowledge to generate creative
graphic images.
The pros and cons of the advanced of online graphic design resources to graphic designers’
competency.
The accessibility, efficiency and effectiveness of tools in Graphic design advance with the
development of digital, computer-aided technologies online (web-based) or offline (desktop
software). There are more and more web-based design resources such as templates and images
(stock images or photos, online color wheel/swatches/palettes, Paletton), or online graphic design
tools (e.g. Canvar, Stencil, Piktochrt, DesignBold). The advance of online graphic design resources
and tools has brought a lot of benefits in generating graphic design products, yet it also has brought
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the challenges for graphic design educators and practitioners. Several cases from my study
illustrated this emergent complication.

The most obvious pros are that both amateurs and professional graphic designers have a
wide range of graphic resources at their fingertips at all times. For example, most of participants
in my study used the Internet to clarify their understanding of modeling in engineering design, and
some of them also quickly found out online images to put into their design. A few others reviewed
existing designs they found online to get inspiration for potential layouts, and a very few used
online the color swatch to choose colors. The online resources saved the designers much time that
previously would have been spent roaming around libraries or bookstores digging books and
magazines for visual examples or ideas.

Two of the major cons of using the online graphic resources are related to the above pros.
First is the potential lack of originality when overusing ready-made templates or automation
functions of online tools and graphic design software packages. For example, when looking at the
four info-graphics that Mandy generated by using Piktochart, I was amazed at the efficiency and
quality of her drafts. But later, I found there are many similar visual styles online, which raised
my concern about plagiarism and the issue of losing originality. Yang & Hsu (2017) noticed that
that many young graphic designers spend too much time manipulating common visual effects
within computer-aid software, leading to the problem of similar visual style and loss of the ability
to generate original images and concepts.

The second major con of the advancement in online graphic design tools is that it might
compete to basic level technical task in graphic design, such as online template for making business
card, infographic, poster, automation of making videos, or auto color palette generator. The
efficiency and easiness to access and to use online graphic resources make anyone can effortlessly
design graphic images or products by their own without the need to hire professional graphic
designers. In my study, I noticed one graphic design student spent a lot of time in adjusting the
spaces among fonts and text boxes, but the entire composition and message that she wanted to
convey was the very common flow chart that can be easily made in any online or desktop
software’s graphic templates. Her case suggested that a graphic designer needs to keep updating
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his/her capacities with the industry, obtain the fluency and proficiency to generate original and/or
excellent ideas that the existing templates or approaches from online resources or software package
cannot easily make it. If not, with the continuous advancing in graphic design technology, one
software can easily finish a task that used to need a team to work on. When commenting about
how the automation will affect designer’s career in an online design newsletter, Rolston shared an
example, “thousands of traditional design-related jobs disappeared overnight as tools such as
Quark Xpress, Adobe Illustrator, and Photoshop made it possible for a single designer to do
what previously took an entire team to do” (Rolston, 2018). It suggests it is essential for
designer to keep updating the capacities of using new technologies and not restrict in the basic
technical tasks that machines can easily replace.

Susan Kare, one of the most famous graphic designers for the computer iconograph design,
started her career as initial screen graphics and digital font designer for Macintosh computer at
apple inc. In an interview with Designboom, a daily web magazine related to Art & Design, she
shared her ideas about the influence of the free graphic design tools.

Typically, I think it’s more about the craftsman than the tools, but I do think certain readily
available resources such as templates and video tutorials raise the baseline level of
competence. who doesn’t love auto trace? but sometimes the longer process of trial and
error yields insight, ‘aha’ moments, and good results, as opposed to automated processes
(e.g. how to make a hipster logo) and over-sharing that can contribute to some
predictability and uniformity in visual expression.” (Butler, 2014)

With the advance of technology and the complexity of graphic design markets and skills,
graphic design students and practitioners are facing more challenges, yet receiving more support
to extend their creativity. Alex Marculescu is a good friend of mine. He was a communication
major as an undergraduate. He self-learned graphic design when he started his internship as an
editor for his campus newspaper. After that, he started to work in graphic design related fields such
as marketing, advertising, and production in several large, midwestern companies since 2005.
Currently he serves as a freelancer in the field of digital marketing strategy & design and holds a
title as non-profit regional coordinator.
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In a personal interview, he told me that he chose to become a freelance graphic designer
after working with companies for years, because it gives him freedom to work on projects that
align with his vision and requires great skills to self-regulate and manage resources. It is his innate
passion/enthusiasm for graphic design keeps driving him in updating new skills, staying in touch
with professional graphic design communities, and developing networks with peers and clients.
He has no concern about advancements in technology that designers use to compete the graphic
design job. Instead, he is very positive and pointed out another challenge. “It (advancing of online
resources and software) is a challenge for graphic designer to be better… The more bigger threat
is the global competing due to the openness of the Internet. Graphic designers from other countries
such as Eastern Europe, Russia or Pakistan will do great designs for several bucks an hour online
(A. Marculescu, Personal Communication, December 26, 2017).”

He mentioned that the following qualities would make a designer stand out, and be an
adaptive and successful graphic designer: “know yourself-strength & weakness; have a real-world
experiences; have multiple skills beyond graphic design; have passion/enthusiasm for this career,
have quality and efficiency of your work; balance between soft and hard skills (particularly soft
skills-communication & networking); be able to put different hats around and draw boundaries; be
easy-going, adaptive personality and team worker yet communicate your ideas & values”
(December 26, 2017).
Implications for Research
There are two major research implications from my study. First, it introduces adaptive
expertise into ideation research in graphic design and design education. Second, it expands
adaptive expertise’s research scope into liberal arts or cross-disciplinary areas.

Introduce adaptive expertise into ideation to explore the factors and preconceptions that
might affect designers’ thinking, reasoning and decision making.
In the past decade, ideation studies in design education found that both digital and freehand
sketch have their benefits and impacts on designers’ design thinking and externalization process
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(Johson, 2005; Stones & Cassidy, 2010, Tan & Melles, 2010; Austin, Devin, & Sullivan, 2012;
Bar-Eli, 2013; Vasantha, Chakrabarti, Rout, & Corney, 2014; Sun & et al., 2014). But the quality
of the design would be related more with the quality of designers’ design thinking processes,
including the use of design heuristics (Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2010; Daly et al., 2012a; Daly
et al., 2012b, Gray & et al., 2016) or other creative approaches such as narrative theory (Yang &
Hsu, 2017).

In my study, besides basing my research on the finding from the previous studies, I
explored how students utilize tools and how they think, and I further integrated adaptive expertise
to examine the potential factors that could contribute to their reasoning in design thinking. First, I
identified five top rationales that impacted participants’ choices of tools: ease of use (n=20),
efficiency (n=20), benefits for ideation (n=19), strength of tools (n=19) and personal capacities
to use tools (n=17). The graphic design relevant major participants tended to be able to provide
more in-depth and specific details on their reasons and were able to evaluate the differences across
the various range of tools and their own capacities while analyzing their needs to complete this
task. This result suggests that ideation in graphic design requires domain expertise and strength.
This is similar to the finding from studies of adaptive expertise in STEM and business.

Moreover, my study used adaptive expertise to further identify potential factors and
preconceptions that would affect their ideation tool usage reasoning. The most significant result is
that a higher number of varieties of graphic design experiences would suggest more exhibition of
adaptive expertise. It means designers with more different types of experiences may be able to
perform better in metacognition, willingly welcome challenges, be more flexible, have multiple
perspectives on solving a problem, notice the dynamic natures of knowledge and so on. Those are
important characteristics identified as necessary to support an individual to transfer prior
knowledge and generate creative solutions for novel problems. This finding is similar to previous
studies in adaptive expertise that the expertise with more diverse experiences would develop better
general reasoning skills in generating multiple novel solutions.
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Contribution to adaptive expertise from graphic design, a liberal arts domain
Moreover, another implication for research is that this study brings graphic design from
liberal arts into the adaptive expertise study. Most of the research on adaptive expertise comes
from STEM, Business, or medical studies. Recently there are more studies from teacher education
(Anthony, Hunter, & Hunter, 2015; Davis, 2014; De Arment, Reed, Wetzel, 2013).

In my study, the finding resembles Carbonell’s (et al.) conclusion that adaptive expertise
is domain dependent and domain expertise is part of adaptive expertise (2014). My study shows
that, even if not having significant results, graphic design relevant major students, or students who
had domain expertise in Engineering or Education, seemed to score higher in adaptive expertise
than participants with none of the above domain expertise. Besides, my study also found that a
participant may have several years and many types of experiences in the graphic design domain,
but she or he may not acquire the essence of adaptive expertise--the skills, knowledge or mindsets
to effectively, creatively and efficiently face, manage, and transfer knowledge into new,
unexpected, and unfamiliar problems and contexts. Instead, it will lead them to become routine
experts in solving new problems in unfamiliar contexts.

Another unique part of adaptive expertise in graphic design task is the divergent, openended problem solving with the element of balance rational thinking and originality/creativity. In
the ideation stage of a design process, it is even more fluid and spontaneous. As Jonson (2005)
shared “ideation thrives under opportunistic rather than organizational conditions. (p612)” In this
study, besides using a procedure to analyze the design task via audience, task and ways to present,
I noticed few students mentioned that they used pencils and papers to quickly capture the fluid
ideas down on the paper before they forgot it. They noticed that freehand sketch helps them
externalize and develop ideas. The more they sketch; the more ideas got refined or expanded. Jacob
and Aria mentioned it is important for not getting stuck in thinking. They either kept sketching or
doing different tasks to manage hit-the-wall experience in this time-constrained task. The process
of their freehand sketching in one-hand looks systematic (including headline, composition of 3-4
sematic and graphic chunks); on the other hand, it is organic and spontaneous. They tested and
allowed creative ideas flow through freehand sketching in this task. When asking them about the
unusual strategies that they use to generate ideas, few students in interview mentioned that creative
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ideas or a-ha moments come while they were doing something irrelevant to their graphic design
such as “biking” or “doing everyday stuff.”
Implications for Educators
For educators, I provide four implications from graphic design, cognitive and noncognitive factors and relationships among affective, psychomotor, and cognitive learning.

Graphic design teaching and learning
Currently, graphic design teaching and learning occurs on their training traditions. Graphic
design from technology tradition such as CGT learns through big-class lecture and small-lab
practice. Graphic design from liberal arts tradition such as VCD use apprenticeship, studio-based
model in training student designers. Instructors in the big-lecture class and small-lab tended to
demonstrate basic rules, such as how to use tools and design aesthetic elements, providing visual
examples. Then, they have students practice, offer assignments, develop design projects, and then
evaluate (critique) and refine the projects. It gives beginners structured learning, from simple to
complex, and opportunities to practice step by step. If the instruction focuses mainly on giving
information, feedback and practice with structured and routine problems and strategies (drill &
practice), learners would easily develop routine expertise, as well as efficiency and accuracy in
solving some types of problems. Learning happened in the studio-based training allows learners
to observe and learn from a master from intimate and interactive conversation and critiques.
However, the master’s preference style sometimes would constrain the learners to develop its
unique expression. The learners in studio-context would also not feel familiar in working in at fastpaced efficient-oriented context like the big-lecture setting. Due to perfectionist or fixation of
certain way to work, they might perform less efficient than designers who used to work in the fastproduction context.

This study shows that graphic-design majors who showed routine expertise, but not
adaptive expertise, scored lower ideation scores than average and even lower than many nongraphic design participants regardless of their more than 5 years of experience. This finding
highlights the need to improve teaching and learning by exposing students to diverse, ill-structured
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problems/situations, transferring, integration-evaluation skills, other design thinking approaches
and the importance to balance between both teaching and learning contexts to ensure quality and
quantity.

Expose learners to expanding capacities by using varieties of tools in diverse contexts
From two graphic design classes that I observed in this midwestern university in 2008 &
2010, I noticed most of the topics that instructors provided were general daily life topics, such as
regular calendars, greeting cards, and business identification packages. Besides just doing that,
learners and instructors can integrate problems from diverse domains, such as STEM or social
sciences. They can also require students to consider multiple aspects of the audience, such as
gender, cultures, religion, and social-economic status. They can also look at examples in real life
or participate in competitions, such as global competitions posted on designboom
(https://www.designboom.com/competitions/all/) or any local volunteer or paid job opportunities.
The essence of this recommendation is to get oneself exposed to uncertain, unfamiliar, open, and
ill-structured graphic design problem and opportunities. The instructor or mentor could also share
their personal or other graphic designer’s stories on solving novel graphic design problems. Stories
are great opportunities to demonstrate implicit knowledge such as adaptive expertise, such as one
participant shared in her freshman year, when she forgot to clarify her understanding of a design
problem by double checking, and then she jumped in to develop draft ideas. After few weeks, she
realized that she misinterpreted the question and wasted time. She learned from this lesson and
would later resolve to ensure to clarify questions with instructors/clients, and check information
online, before she moved deeper into the process of solving problems.
Tool proficiency knowledge including what, how, why, when and where
Another important learning and teaching rule of thumb is to develop a wide range of tool
proficiency knowledge and practices. A designer would need to be able to experience more
varieties of tools, identify each tool’s strength, his/her capacities, and the nature of the task
(including time, budget, audience). Those wide ranges of experiences, knowledge, skills and
proficiency could allow them to build up better confidence and more strategic planning skills to
tackle problems.
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Using design heuristics, or other conceptual development tools
Many graphic design studies suggest the use of design heuristics (Yilmaz, Seifert, &
Gonzalez, 2010; Daly, et al., 2012a; Daly, et al., 2012b; Gray, et al., 2016), innovative instructional
approaches (Sun, et al., 2014; Yang & Hsu, 2017) to support fluency, and creativity in the ideation
process. Design heuristics generalize many existing patterns/templates to structure graphic
elements for composition or to connect ideas. Student designers who use design heuristics can
more fluently generate ideas and also can produce more various, original (not common as before)
results (Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2010; Daly, et al., 2012a; Daly, et al., 2012b). But students
struggle with using design heuristics and the reasons for these struggles would require further
investigation and confirmation. Graphic design educators can give students more opportunities to
practice using design heuristics, and to practice using them in more diverse types of projects.

One reason that many student participants failed to develop or present adaptive expertise
in this study might be related to their limited skills in conceptualization/ abstraction (developing
ideas) and the lack of skills to define this ideation task in a holistic manner (why and how). Many
students used a narrow scope in defining this task by focusing on just one aspect/dimension the
task. How to support students to overcome this conceptualization limitation? Kolodner (2002)’s
Learning by Design (LBD) teaching and learning model could be an insightful example to ponder
and learn. Kolodner (2002) proposed LBD as solution to promoting transferring in hands-on
activities. LBD focuses on developing problem solving transferring skills such as reflecting,
abstraction, explanation, understanding the condition of applicability and continuous practicing
over varieties of circumstance. Students participated in LBD showed better skills than non-LBD
in meta-cognition, collaboration and science skills (design, justify, and explain).
Similarly, critique in graphic design, if emphasizing on constructive feedback and
providing training in reflecting on the how, why and actions to improve, could benefit students
effectively in developing conceptualization in conveying ideas. However, if only focusing on
criticism, student designers might be discouraged and lose confidence in pursuing graphic design
career. For example, after the interview Tracy told me that she is going to have her most important
design review with her professor’s critique by the end of her 2nd year at VCD. She was not
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confident in preparing for it because it is a high-stake exam. If she fails, she will need to change
her major or stay an additional year in the basic training.
Cognitive and non-cognitive factors/skills relevant to the exhibition of adaptive expertise
and graphic design ideation:
In both adaptive expertise and design thinking, we can find similar cognitive factors such
as self-regulation, the ability to reflect and evaluate performance, to manage multiple resources
simultaneously and ill-structured problem-solving skills (define and analyze problems, propose
and test solutions, evaluate results and redefine problem and solutions). Those abilities can be
summed up as part of metacognition and deep understanding and efficiency in using domain
knowledge. Usually, participants who obtain better skills in management and evaluation are more
confident and can focus more on developing ideas and generating better results. These abilities
might develop from years of experience and also have influences from non-cognitive factors/skills.

In this study, several non-cognitive factors also showed effects on participants’ ability to
exhibit/utilize those cognitive skills/factors, such as their intrinsic motivation (self-motivation to
choose graphic design majors), the ability to instantly manage stress (staying calm, open, resilient)
and welcome challenges (not getting stuck in worrying and feeling shocked by negative emotions
or problems, and keep moving by doing other steps or testing new strategies).

For instance, many participants from graphic and non-graphic design reported feeling
negative surprise. But not all of them got stuck; instead, many of them accepted this
problem/challenge and used what they have learned, read the task description carefully, asked
researchers to clarify questions and used the Internet to solve problems. Some of the non-graphic
design, non-engineering or non-education majors had open minds and just did what they could to
solve the problem in the allotted 40 minutes. But some of them decided to finish in half the time,
due to low intrinsic motivation and desire for challenges.

This observation indicates cognitive and non-cognitive factors/skills seemed to interplay
with each other in the exhibition of adaptive expertise and the design ideation stage. As educators
in general or in the area of graphic design, we need to pay attention to equipping learners with
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activities, opportunities, and challenges in learning spaces to develop those abilities and be aware
of those factors’ effects on their performance.

Areas for future research
Redefine the years of graphic design experiences
In the survey, participants were asked to indicate the years of experiences in graphic design.
I notice that participants may have different way to calculate it. For example, I might assume a
person take graphic design class for an academic year or work as the graphic designer for an year
would count as one year experience. A student may count that randomly doing two to three design
projects in a year as one year experience. This discrepancy might also exist with many of the other
participants, potentially causing the misalignment of the results with the hypothesis. Therefore, I
will suggest the future study to redefine the years of experiences by giving a more specific example
and definition such as in one year constantly doing graphic design tasks
Types of skills and knowledge that participants gain from different graphic design
experiences
For future research, based on the results of my study, we can further investigate what skills
(soft or hard or both) and knowledge (explicit or tacit) participants actually gain from the different
types of experiences (coursework, paid job, internship, volunteering, competition)? What are the
similarities and differences? Does a student develop transferable skills/knowledge/expertise while
gaining real-world experiences performing tasks in diverse graphic design work contexts? Do
participants encounter new uncertain, unexpected challenges during the transition from one
experience into another? How will adaptive expertise develop during the transition process?
Research method: Use think-aloud, videotape approach, protocol analysis
My study is exploratory research that integrates mixed methods to gather diverse data to
observe the graphic design ideation tool usage reasoning and the implications from adaptive
expertise. My study offers a good initial foundation for investigating the nature of student
designers’ learning, basic problem-solving patterns and reasoning. The next steps could have two
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approaches. One is to do more in-depth study about what, when, where, and how designers process
their thinking, reasoning and decision making during tasks; think-aloud, video-taped, protocol
analysis could capture most of the details. Another is to enlarge the sample size, since that could
help researchers to find out if some insignificant results could become significant.
Increase sample size & include professional practitioners (more experienced experts)
Thirty self-selected undergraduate student participants from graphic design and nongraphic design domains participated this study. I was not able to find significant results to address
several of the hypotheses, likely due to the small sample size. A power analysis suggests that a
sample size of 120-150 (power =1) people may be needed for the sake of confidence in the
potential to identify a statistically significant correlation between ideation score and years or
varieties of experiences in graphic design. Besides, the future research participants could possibly
include professional practitioners. This study was conducted with college undergraduate students.
Professional practitioners usually seem to have more real-life work experiences and their work
context may have more unpredictable challenges. It might help to compare context and situation
difference in terms of graphic design experiences (how predictable, routine, complex their work
tasks and contexts are).
Group-collaborative-social graphic design or/and natural context
Studies of either graphic design or adaptive expertise recently started to examine the
performance and dynamics during group and collaborative activities. This trend will increase
the complexity of research data collection and analysis. In real-life work contexts, collaboration
across disciplines and collaboration across multiple cultures and nations are becoming common
and frequent now. Many participants in this study shared that they also tended to consult mentors
(senior students, TAs, or instructors), family, or friends to inspire new ideas or receive critiques
to improve their ideas. Thus, social context is an important factor that would need to be
considered and could help us to understand more how social components impact an individual
or a team to generate ideas and grow adaptive expertise.

Furthermore, my study happened in a quasi-experimental context. If it happened in a
natural daily life context, would participants still use the mixed tool strategies? Would their tool
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usage rationales be similar? Would the result of their end products show differences between
graphic-design and non-graphic-design groups? Would domain-dependent characteristics of
adaptive expertise still be similarly apparent when participants must complete longer time spans
and more complex contexts, in which to work on tasks? Those are questions that can and should
be further investigated.
Relationships among 11 tool usage rationales
I identified 11 potential rationales for tool usage during the graphic design ideation stage.
But the relationships among the 11 tool usage rationales are not clear. Are they linear, cyclic or
mutual? Which rationales are more dominant and under what situations do they dominate? Grotzer
(2010) has generated six casual patterns in science: linear, domino, cyclic, spiraling, relational,
and mutual. These patterns could potentially apply to further study of the relationships among
those rationales.
Relationships among categories in graphic design domain expertise, and relationship with
adaptive expertise
In this study, I self-developed a criterion, including five categories to evaluate their
performance within domain expertise: meet the goal, concerns of audiences, concept of the design,
aesthetic aspects, and evaluation & management. How do these categories relate to each other?
Would there be any other missing categories/competency that need to be included, such as
personalities? The future study can deepen understanding of the content of domain expertise in
graphic design. Besides how domain expertise interacts with adaptive expertise? Would qualities
of adaptive expertise such as cross-disciplinary and transferable knowledge and skills be essential
qualities for graphic design domain expertise? What are current graphic design educators focusing
on in the process of growing those future designers: explicit or tacit knowledge, technical skills or
design thinking skills?
Identify the levels of tool usage proficiency in the ideation stage of graphic design processes
Brophy & Li (2010) developed a figure to show a hypothesized relationship between
proficiency/expertise in using diagram tools and how this ability also helped them demonstrate
their conceptual understanding of factors in engineering design. In this study, I identified three
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important characteristics that contributed to tool usage proficiency during the ideation stage of
graphic design: evaluation of personal capacities, analysis of tool strength, and analysis of the
requirements of the task. These three elements seemed to affect each other while designers were
making decisions about what tools and strategies to use. I found out there were differences in terms
of the complexities, specifications, and appropriations of conceptualizations that occurred for my
participants as they verbalized and evaluated those elements while reflecting upon why, how, when
and where they used tools and strategies.

In a future study, it will be possible to set up the proficiency level using Brophy & Li’s
(2010) levels: declarative, procedural, and strategic. In addition, it will be important to add domain
details. It will be possible to study any adaptive expertise features that contribute to ideation tool
usage proficiency as well.
Summary of Chapter Five
From observing the hit-the-wall experience of myself, students in an elementary school’s
art class, to college student designers in two graphic design classes, I initiated the idea to study
how designers use tools and strategies to generate ideas in the ideation stage during a graphic
design task.

After exploring and going deeper to analyze 30 participants’ ideation tool usage reasoning
and how they exhibited their adaptive expertise in solving a new task in a constrained context, I
first, realized the essence of the interplay among several factors. These include clarity of the mind
(cognitive), steadiness of the emotion (non-cognitive/affective) and constant & dynamic actions
(psychomotor skills) in adaptively and successfully tackling a new open-ended creative problem
in graphic design ideation. Secondly, the 30 participants in my study exhibited different stages of
proficiency/expertise on tool usage and domain knowledge, which affected their ability to make
more conscious, strategical use of the tools. Thirdly, my study showed that students with more
various types of experiences and graphic design formal training tended to more consciously,
tactically choose the tool to generate ideas.
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Those students articulated thoroughly the reasons to use a tool, not just because of the
surface level’s personal habits or preferences. However, other influences also led graphic design
major participants to fail to perform at their best and helped non-graphic design majors stand out.
Those reasons are related to non-cognitive factors/skills (relevant to the affective domain) such as
ability to welcome and response to uncertain challenges such as stress-management, personality
or attitude of being open/flexible/dynamic yet steady in action.

In this study, I notice that a stereotype/ conventional thinking was challenged. None of the
graphic designers trained from the College of Technology used simply computer-aided tool to
initiate the ideation process. They preferred to use freehand sketch and combination of tools. Three
out of seven designers from the College of Liberal Art used only computer-aided tools to generate
ideas. Would it suggest that the difference between training traditions are less obvious now and
either side is learning and adapting from each other?
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APPENDIX A: RECRUITMENT LETTER

(For CGT and VCD students)
Subject: VCD/CGT majors- Your expertise is requested in a special research project
Hi everyone,
My name is Shih-Ping Kuo, a Ph.D. student from the College of Education. I am conducting a
study about how graphic design students use tools to solve design problems.
I am looking for students from your department to voluntarily participate in this study. Your
participation will contribute to graphic design teaching and learning by identifying key elements
to support students’ development of expertise. If you are interested in this study and would like to
help, please email me at skuo@purdue.edu
I will get back to you as soon as possible. Your participation will take one hour. You will be asked
to solve a design problem, fill in a survey and participate in a brief interview.
Your any consideration to help means a lot to me, and to graphic design education. Once again
thank you very much for your help! :)
Cheers,
Shih-Ping
Subject: Your help is requested on a special research project
(For non-Graphic-Design-major students)
Hi everyone,
My name is Shih-Ping Kuo, a Ph.D. student from the College of Education. I am conducting a
study about how students use tools to solve problems.
I am looking for students with a variety of majors to voluntarily participate in this study. Your
participation will contribute to teaching and learning by identifying key elements to support
students’ development of expertise. If you are interested in this study and would like to help, please
email me at skuo@purdue.edu
I will get back to you as soon as possible. Your participants will be one hour. You will be asked
to solve a design problem, fill in a survey and participate in a brief interview.
Your any consideration to help means a lot to me, and to design education. Once again thank you
very much for your help! :)
Cheers,
Shih-Ping
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APPENDIX B. DESIGN TASK (IDEATION TASK)

Ideation Task:
Design a job aid to help high school teachers understand the concept of “modeling” in the
context of engineering design
This is the definition of modeling in an engineering design process:
Creating a representation of an object or process to test ideas before creating the actual objects
or running the procedure. The representation may be visual, mathematical, three-dimensional, or
computer-based.
You will need to design a job aid with visual graphics and text to help high school teachers
understand the meaning and function of “modeling” in the context of engineering design. The
teachers are going to teach engineering in their high school classrooms. The job aid you design
will help them understand what modeling is and how modeling is used in the engineering design
area.
Task:
1. Timing: 40 minutes (If you finish earlier, please inform the researcher)
2. Design as many drafts of the job aid as you can.
3. Select your best two drafts. During the interview, you will be asked to provide your
rationale for selecting these.
4. Hand in all your drafts, including your best two drafts (with explanation) to the
researcher.
5. If you have any questions during the task, you may ask the researcher for clarification.
6. You will be asked to complete a survey and participate in a brief interview after you
finish the task
Tools and Requirements:
1. Tools (you can select one or more): papers, pencils, computer with Internet access,
InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator (Those tools will be provided to you. You can use them
based on your needs. There are no requirements to use all the tools.)
2. Audience: high school teachers without engineering teaching and learning experiences
3. Size: US letter 8.50x11.00
4. Colors: only five colors
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APPENDIX C. SURVEY

Survey of Ideation Problem Solving in a Graphic Design Task:
Adaptive Expertise in Strategies Selection & Reasoning (updated
07.15.2014)

After the graphic design ideation task, we would like to understand your process of coming up with
ideas and using tools and strategies to realize the ideas. Your answers can help graphic design teachers and
trainers find effective methods to support your growth in the design expertise. Your input is appreciated.

Based on your experience completing this graphic design ideation task, please circle the number
that best describes your opinion of each statement. Circle only one response per question.

Very Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Very Strongly Agree

VSD

N

A

SA

VSA

1

SD

D

Concept Generation/ Ideation: generate your ideas on sketches
During this process, problems I faced were

1.1 coming up with creative or original ideas.

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.2 generating a wide range of concepts.

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.3 lack of my own mental images about how to start.

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.4 lack of understanding of the concept of “modeling”

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.6 understanding the description of this design task

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.7 not having enough time to finish the task

VSD SD D

N

A SA VSA

1.5

lack of adequate skills to sketch a visual representations of
my ideas

1.9 Other problems I encountered were:
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__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2

The strategies I found useful included

2.1 jotting down ideas on paper

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.2 seeking visual examples via the Internet

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.3 drawing varied versions of sketches for the final selection

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.4 asking the researcher to clarify the task

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.5 sketching and taking notes by hand to analyze problems

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.6 directly sketching on the computer

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.7 planning on paper first and then sketching on the computer

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

2.8 Other strategies I used were:

__________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3

Adaptive Expertise Questions (In this task)

3.1 When I get stuck in one strategy, I found out it cannot always

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.2 I came up with a wide range of ideas in the required time.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.3 I welcomed the challenges of doing this task.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.4 I evaluated the pros and cons of the draft sketches.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.5 I paused for reflection, but was not stuck in thinking.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.6 I altered my strategy at least once during this task because I

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.8 I stuck to one type of strategy to solve the problem in this task. VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.9 I composed a variety of representations for this task.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.10 I believe that the knowledge/ skills of graphic design that I used VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.12 I paused for reflection and came up solutions to move on.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.13 When I faced an uncertainty, I handled it with confidence.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

help me solve the problem with the preferred result.

believed that other strategies might work better to solve the
challenges I faced in the design process.
3.7 I monitored my time management during the design process.

to solve this design task may not be the same for solving other
design problems.
3.11 When one strategy didn’t work, I immediately altered the
strategy.
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3.14 I balanced diverse viewpoints to finish this task, from clients,

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.15 I applied design skills I have with enthusiasm.

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.16 I was satisfied with my time management during the design

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.17 I can explain my design ideas and strategies in this task with a VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

3.19 I synthesized ideas to finish this task from multiple viewpoints VSD SD D

N A SA

VSA

N A SA

VSA

target audience, task requirements, and so on.

process.

specific statement.
3.18 I believe I can explain my design ideas and strategies clearly.

such as clients, target audience, task requirements, and so on.
3.20 I faced the un-certainty in solving this design task.

VSD SD D

4 Basic information
4.1 What’s your gender?
□Male
□Female
4.2 What’s your age? ____________________________________________________.
4.3 What are the strategies that you used to finish this design sketch task? (please check all that
apply)
□Read the instructions carefully before start.
□Jotted ideas down.
□Jotted questions down.
□Planned the strategies.
□Selected the tools to sketch.
□Watched the clock to keep track of time.
□Visualized in my mind.
□Others, please specify ____________________________________________________.
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4.4 What are the tools that you used to finish this design sketch task? (please check all that
apply)
□Hand sketch with pencils or pens.
□Sketch on computer.
□Take notes.
□Use font and images downloaded from the Internet.
□Others, please specify
___________________________________________________________.
4.5 What is your major?
□Visual Communication Design (VCD).
□Computer Graphic Technology, (CGT).
□Both (VCD + CGT).
□Neither.
□other major, please specify
_____________________________________________________.
4.6 What is your minor?
□Visual Communication Design (VCD).
□Computer Graphic Technology, (CGT).
□ N/A.
□other minor, please specify
______________________________________________________.
4.7 Regardless of your major, have you ever taken any courses in?
□Visual Communication Design (VCD).
□Computer Graphic Technology, (CGT).
□Both (VCD+CGT).
□Neither.
4.8 What’s your current classification in college?
□First-year.
□Second-year.
□Third-year.
□Forth-year.
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□Others, please specify_

_________________.

4.9 What type(s) of graphic design experience have you had prior to participating in this study?
(Please check all that apply)
□ Class projects.
□ Part-time graphic-design job.
□ Full-time graphic-design job.
□ Internship in graphic-design relevant works.
□ Self-study.
□ Participate in graphic-design competition.
□ Others, please specify _______________________________________.
4.10

How many years of graphic design experience do you have (include paid work,

volunteer, or work for fun)?
□ Less than 1yr.
□ 1 year
□ 2 years
□ 3 years
□ 4 years
□ 5 years
□ More years, please specify ___________________.

After completing the survey, please return it to the researcher.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR RESPONSE
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APPENDIX D. OBSERVATION PROTOCOL

Observation Protocol
Date (mm/dd/yy) and Timing: _______________________
Observer: _______________

Location:__________________

Task Timing: Start _______________________, End: ____________________________
Participant ID/pseudonym: ________________________________________________

Behaviors and performances observed

Actual timing

Tools used:

Start timing:

timeline

Behavior observed:

05min
Tools used:

Behavior observed:
10min
Tools used:

Behavior observed:

15min
Tools used:

Behavior observed:
20min
Tools used:

25min
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Behavior observed:

Tools used:

Behavior observed:
30min
Tools used:

Behavior observed:
35min
Tools used:

Behavior observed:
40min

Questions the participant asked:

Examples of describing behaviors participated perform and are observed:
Write info on a paper, draw objects on paper, draw objects on computer, surf the Internet and read
info, Google image and pictures, ask questions, check time on computer, check time by their
phone, ask researcher time, put all the sheets on the table and compare all the sheets at the same
time, use color pencil, and so on.
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APPENDIX E. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Date (mm/dd/yy) and Timing: __________________________________
Interviewer: _______________

Location: __________________

Interview Timing: Start _______________________, End: ____________________________
Participant ID/pseudonym: ________________________________________________
Interview Protocol

First, I will ask you some quesitons about the design task you just completed. Then, I will
ask you some questions about how you generally approach these types of problems.
Ideation task
•

What came into your mind when you first saw this task description? Can you descrribe
what your first thought was? (if the particiant cannot give more details, the author will
use the following two quesitons with more details to encourage them express more
personal experiences “What was the process that you used to solve this ideation problem?
Can you describe it?” and “What tools did you select to solve this problem? Can you
name them and describe why you decided to use them? Can you describe your tool
seleciton with examples?”)

•

How did the tool you selected help you solve this ideation task?

•

How did you decide which two were your favorite final drafts to this ideation problem?
Did you use any criteria to help you make the decision?

•

What time management strategy or strategies did you use during the task?

•

Can you describe any other factors that influenced you in choosing tools and strategies in
finishing this ideation task? For example, this might include your persoanl perference of
working space or environement.
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•

If you had a chance to do the task over again, what would you do differently and why?
Please describe it.

Previous experiences/ general approach
•

What are your main goals & reasons that you chose a major or joined more than one
major for your graphic desgin career/study? Please provide as many details as you can.
(This quesiton will be skipped when interviewing the control group because they are
from the non-graphic design major.)

•

What strategies do you generally use to conduct design tasks in the
ideation/brainstorming stage?

•

Have you ever used any unusual strategies to solve ideation problem? Was ever a
situation in which you used differen strategies than you usually use?Can you describe it
and how it help your ideation problem solving?

•

What graphic design experience you ever had and how long you have in each experience?
For excample, paid work, volunteer, course projects, work for fun and so on. Please
descirbe them.
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APPENDIX F. ARTIFACT RUBIC (CRITERIA TO SOCRE THE
IDEATION TASK)

•
•
•

Total score is the sum of 1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1-4.3, 5.1, and 5.2.
There were two scorers to fill up this checklist for (2.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). They scored the first five participants individually and then
checked their score difference to ensure the consistancy of the scoring. Later, they scored the remaining 25 participants independently.
It is to evaluate the Quality of the artifacts (communication, originality, aesthetics)
Adapted from “Overview of Clients’ Evaluation and Examples of Specific Evaluations,” by Lewis, W. P., & Bonollo, E. (2002). An
Analysis of Professional Skills in Design: Implications for Education and Research. Design Studies, 23(4), 385-406.

Criteria for numbers of draft
Complete
100%
Image
Comprehensive
(Weight images with
70%)
composition

75%
Complete
A shape or
composition
can be

50% Complete

25% Complete

A shape or
composition can

Only a line or
an abstract
shape

0%
Complete
None
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.7

Text
Can identify
(Weight where titles &
30 %)
other details
are

Image
+ Text

.3
1

identified but
it is 75%
done

be identified but
it is half done
.35

.175

.525
Titles with
incomplete
details

Titles only or
detail only

An letter

None

.225
.75

.15
.50

.075
.25

0.00

1. I evaluated the completion of a draft by the combination of image (weigh 70%) and text
(weigh 30%).
2. The text was evaluated by putting something to specify where to put title or where to put
other details. (it does not necessarily need to be readable by meaning)
3. The image was evaluated by the completion of a graphic (identifiable, not quality)
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APPENDIX G. RECRUITMENT FLYER
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APPENDIX H. IRB STAMPED CONCENT FORM
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APPENDIX I. IRB APPROVED LETTER

